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ABSTRACT 
The mixing of fluids at fracture intersections was 
examined, in the laboratory, using fourteen plexiglass 
models that simulated open fractures with no contact between 
the fracture walls. Twelve models contained two fully 
intersecting fractures. One model contained two intersecting 
but offset 'fractures (parallel flow model) and one fracture 
system model contained a total of eleven fractures i-n two 
sets of intersecting fractures, all with the same aperture. 
One set was composed of five parallel fractures and the other 
set was composed of six parallel fractures. The twelve fully 
intersecting fracture models were designed to investigate the 
~- effects, on~~mix-inq, of seven angles--of---intersectien-and- three - - ~ -~ -
fracture apertures. Iodide solution of known concentration 
'v 
was injected into ., one fracture and distilled water into 
another (inlet · ports). At each of the outlet perts the 
concentration of iodide and the discharge volume were measur-
ec1; The ratio of the volumes of distilled water and iodide 
solution in each of the discharge fractures was compared to 
calculate the percent mixing at the fracture intersection. 
Testing, conducted at three hydraulic gradients, indica-
\ ·0 ' 
ted that essentially no mixing occurred in the fully inter-
secting fracture models and only nominal mixing occurred in 
the parallel flow model. In general mixing _was found to be 
-- -- -- ---
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dependent only upon the relative size of the inlet and outlet 
.. 
fractures. Testing, using the fracture system model, 
indicated a · similar - lack of mixing ·at · six intersections 
through which the fluid moved. 
A two dimensional - finite element model was written to..~ 
simulate the transport of a conservative solute in a discon-
tinuous, random, fracture system. Mixing at fracture inter-
sections in the numerical model was based on the results of 
the physical model· study. Hence no mixing was allowed to 
take place at the fracture intersections except that which 
was due to the differences in the apertures of the inlet and 
discharge fractures. U~ing this mixing algorithm the 
. \' 
numerical model indicates that more longitudinal and less 
lateral· dispersion takes place than when complete mixing at 
fracture intersectio~ is assumed. In addition, more longi-
tudina 1 transport take.s place in discontinuous · than in 
continuous fracture systems. These findings indicate that 
contaminants migrating through fractured media, where the 
fracture walls are not in contact, will not be dispersed and 
diluted to the extent. _that past numerical models have 
-- ---
predicted and hen!=e the contaminant will be discharged ~~ ··-the 
biosphere in much greater concentration than expected. 
,, . 
-.. 
\ . 
.~ -
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CHAPTER ONE 
. 
INTRODUCTION 
, 
1.1 
. STA~ OF PROBLEM · 
Rock · masses are characterized by fracture systems 
consisting of a number of frac.ture sets. Individual fractures 
in each set are discontinuous within their own planes. Hence 
the hydraulic c _onductivi ty of rock masses, having a low 
,/ 
----permeability matrix, is a function of the interconnection of 
the individual fractures. · In order to simulate the transport 
of a solute thro'ugh a discontinuous intersecting fracture 
network, or sy.stem, one must know the degree of solute mixing 
at the fractur~ intersections. 
Most nurner ical studies of mass transport in discrete 
fracture systems have assumed c omplete mixing at fracture 
intersections ie; Castillo (1972), Krizek et al. (1972), and 
Schwartz et al. (1983). This assumption was based on the 
results of laboratory studies by Castillo (1972) and Krizek 
I 
et al. ( 1972), using a plexiglass model of two fractures. In 
Castillo's model the fractures intersected at right angles 
and in the model by Krizek, et al. (1972) the two fractures 
intersected at 60 degrees. Both studies concluded that one 
could assume complete mixing at fracture intersections. This 
work. howev~ was not conclusive because only one inflow 
element was considered. 
.. 
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'A more general situation involving two inflow elements 
was considered by Wilson and Witherspoon ( 1976). Studying 
the effect of orthogonal pipe intersections on total flow 
they reported that a qualitative dye e 'xperiment ~~owed that 
little or no mixing took place at the intersectioJ\ of the two 
pipes. Endo et al. ( 1984) presented a numerical fracture 
transport model based on the work of Wilson in which it was 
assumed that no mixing occurred at the fracture 
intersections. This work h9wever was not based on any 
physical testing 1 in fact 1 there appears to have been no 
additional laboratory testing of mixing at fracture intersec-
tions despite the markedly dissimilar crn'1clusions that were 
reached by the above labratory studies. 
The importance of determining the correct mixing 
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1. 1. This figure shows an 
idealized network of orthogonal fractures with equal aper-
tures 1 lengths and spacings into which a contaminant 1 at a 
, 
concentration of 100 mg/L 1 is introduced at one node. A 
concentration of 0 mg/L is assumed for all other inlets. 
Figure 1.1a illustrates the substantial lateral dispersion of 
contaminant in the direction of flow when complete mixing at 
fracture intersections is assumed. Figure 1.lb I in contrast I 
indicates that no late ral dispersion of contaminant is 
possible if no mechanical mixing takes place at the intersec-
tions. In both ne tworks zero diffusion is assumed. 
a 
- 3 -
Hvdr-aul1c 
G~ad1ejt 
b 
Figure 1.1 Schematic showing idealized concentration 
distribution with equal flow in all directions 
and a) assuming 100 percent mixing and b) 
assuming no mixing at fracture intersections. 
1. 2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 
The. objectives of the present study were; . 1) to deter-
mine the degree of mixing that takes place at fracture 
intersections, 2) to determine the effects of this mixing on 
lateral dispersion and 3) to simulate, by means of a numeri-
ca 1 finite element model, incorporating the appropriate 
fracture intersection mixing algor i thrn, the two-dimensional 
transport of a conservative solute in fractured media. In 
order to accomplish these objectives, a laboratory study of 
the dynamics of mixing at fra_cture intersections was conduc-
ted. Twelve plexiglttss, fracture intersection models were 
used to investigate the effects of the angle of intersection, 
• 
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and the apertures of intersecting fractures on mixing. A 
thirteenth model was used to determine the amount of mixing 
that takes place between two streams of fluid, one contamina-
ted and the other not, flowing side by side in one fracture. 
Finally a fourteenth model was used to investigate solute 
mixinJL in a fracture system containing multiple fracture 
intersections. A potassium iodide solution and distilled 
water were used in the models to determine the amount of 
. 
mixing that takes place under various flow rates and fracture 
configurations. These tests are described in Chapter 2. 
A finite element model, based on the mixing test 
resu 1 t s ., was developed to simulate the transport of a 
contaminant in fractured media. For this purpose, realistic 
network configurations and flow conditions were used. The 
network generator and flow model of Rouleau (1984) were used 
to define the physical structure of the fracture system and 
to determine the dynamics of flow within it. The transport 
model was written to accept the output of these programs and 
to determine the time dependent movement of a conaervative 
solute through the system. The model incorporated advective -
dispersive tralliport within the fracture plane and the 
asswnption of an impervious matrix. The nume rical model i s 
described in Chapter 3. 
In Chapte r 4, a comparison is ma de of the trans port 
- 5 -
patterns that are deter~ined from the numerical model, in 
continuous and discontinuous fracture systems. 
-
The compari-
son also shows the effects of making the assumption ot 
perfect mixing ai fracture intersections. 
The study does not consider mixing under turbulent flow 
conditions. In nature 1 flow in fractured media is usually 
. 
. laminar. Low hydraulic gradients and the small size of 
natural fractures contribute to this fact. Some exceptions 
' ' to this rule are solution channels. in _soluble rocks 1 such as 
limestones, and radial flow around bore holes. The~e situa-
tions, however,- are usually well defined and very localized. 
For this reason the laboratory testing and the numerical 
mode 1 results are limited to laminar flow conditions. The 
results are also limited to open fractures. Fractures that 
were in contact or fractures that were partially filled were 
not investigated in this study. 
1. 3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
A number of workers have contributed to the understand-
ing of transport in discrete fracture systems and specifi-
cally the degree of mixing that takes place at fracture 
intersections. G de Josselin de Jong, et al (unpublished), 
developed a probablistic approach of subdividing lamina at 
each fracture intersection according to the relative flow 
- 6 -
rates of the fractures flowi.llg into the intersection and 
those draining it. He assumed essentially no mixing at these 
intersections. In contrast to this view, Castillo ( 1972), 
t 
using a plexiglass model of two orthogonally intersecting 
fractures, concluded from laboratory testing that complete 
mixing could be assumed at fracture intersections. 
~ 
Subse-
quent numerical modelling of a system of orthogonal fractures 
of equal spacing and aperture by the same author used this 
mixing relationship. Other workers (Krizek, 1972) put 
forward the same conclusion based on similar te·sting condi-
tions using an additional plexiglass model. This moael 
simulated two fractures intersecting at 60 degrees. 
While it is true that the work of Castillo ( 1972) and 
Krizek ( 19 7 2) did show the importance of longitudinal 
dispersion of solutes within the fracture plane, their 
conclusion concerning c-omplete mixing at intersections in a 
fracture system is questionable. The physical configuration 
of their fracture model, in which the tests were conducted, 
preclude such a finding. When the measurements of concentra-
tion were being made by these workers, the only flow into the 
system -was that of the contaminant. The end of one fracture 
received this flow while drainage was allowed, at atmospheric 
pressure, from the other three outlets. Since no flow of 
uncontaminated water was allowed into the system, it is only 
logical that the concentration in each outlet fracture would 
- 7 -
eventually be equal. Equality of concentration under these 
-
conditions is independent of the degree of mixing because no 
uncontaminated fluid is allowed to flow into the intersec-
tion. A more realistic intersection model was tested by 
Wilson, et al (1976). This work, although qualitative, 
involved the use of a circular pipe model made from two 
intersecting, orthogonal holes drilled into a plexiglass 
block. When a dyed fluid was allowed to flow through one 
pipe and a colourless fluid, at the same head, flowed through 
an adjacent pipe, little or no mixing was reported~ 
Besides the dynamics of mixing at fracture intersec-
. tions, the · effects of various transport mechanisms in the 
plane of discrete fractures · has been discussed by numerous 
workers. Diffusion into the matrix was modelled by Foster 
(1975). He used a one-dimensional analytical solution to 
-.. 
explain an anomalou's low level of tritium in a Chalk aquifer 
in Britain. Physically, his analysis was limited to a single 
J '. 
uniform continuous fracture. Further modelling based on 
single fractures was carried out by Grisak, et al (1980), who 
used a finite element model to simulate nonreactive and 
reactive solute transport by advection, mechanical dispersion 
and diffusion into the matrix. Following the work of Barker , 
(1980), who developed Laplace transform solutions for solute 
transport in fissured · media, s everal workers contributed 
analytical models to '_he growing body of transport simula-
t(. / Tanq, et 
- 8 -
(1981) provided an analytical solution to 
single fracture transport which accounted for each of the 
transport processes mentioned above, plus adsorption onto the 
face of adsorption within the matrix and radioac~ 
tive de y. .. A similar but less comprehensive solution . was 
) 
given by Grisak et al ( 1981). Although they are not very 
realistic, being imited to single fractures, their analyti-
cal solutions do rovide an accurate way of investigating the 
relative j_mportance of the various transport processes, given 
that ,c underlyinq boundary conditions such a s hydraulic 
grad~nts and empirital relationships, describing mixing and 
di~sion within the fracture plane are correct. 
~ Transport in parallel fissures was modelled numerically 
.'-
., . 
by BarkE'!\ et a1 ( 1981) and analytically .. by Sudicky, et al 
( 198.2). ~e/7ir~t, "ff these studies concerned only diffusion 
i~o- the 'oll'trix w\\e, the . s~cond accounts for all of the 
t r a~spori processes j men t ~one~ so far. Further war k on 
patllel f~ctures/ ~as don~}y Rasmuson, et al ( 1982) in 
wh\ch a/ three-dimensional numerical model of advective, 
· , 
diffusive transport was verified against the analytical 
solution of Neretnieks (1982). While providing further 
insight into the relative importance of the various transport 
mechanisms, such modelling still suffers from the physical 
restrictions imposed by the assumption of a system of 
parallel, unconnected, continuous fractures. 
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One of the limitations of numerical modelling of trans-
port in fractures is the, oscillation of the concentration 
profile. This happens when advection is the dominate 
transport mechanism. Huyakorn, et al (1979) developed an 
efficient technique of reducing this oscillation while 
maintaining a relatively coarse temporal discretization. 
This was done·using upstream weighing functions. Using this 
technique, Noorishad, et al -(1982) developed a two-dimensio-
nal model in which fiactures were represented by one-dimen-
sional line elements with two nodal points. Huyakorn, et al 
( 1983) developed a discrete fracture model using _ a similar 
finite element technique for atlvectivc transport in fracture 
systems. To avoid the limitations of a parallel fracture 
system, his model incorporated a spherical idealization of 
matrix blocks for the simulation of diffusion into the 
matrix. In his model, single-species transport only • lS 
considered. -In a later model, (Huyakorn, et al (1983) 
nuclide decay and chain transport are included. Since both 
models approximate the blocky nature of fractured media using 
spheres, of necessity, th~y simulate only regular GOntinuous 
fractured systems. 
Flow modelling in discontinu~us random fracture networks 
has been done by Long, et al (1982) and Rouleau (1984). Each 
of these models generates a two-dimensional fracture network 
,t· 
I 
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represent j by sets of . line elements. · The orientations, 
aperture! 
genera tee 
calculat( 
segments 
models i 
workers. 
network 
technique 
technique 
ly. In 
occurs c 
based or 
(1984) p 
cal mixi 
was · simt. 
through 
lnd lengths of the fractures, thus represented, are 
according to a user-specified distribution. To 
the flow distribution in each of the connected 
a finite element solution is used. Transport 
such networks have been presented by only a few 
Schwartz, et al (1983) modeled mass transport in a 
discrete fractures by use of a particle-tracking 
The model was based on a finite· difference 
and therefore the fractures intersect orthogonal-
idition the ~) assumption is made that complete mixing 
the fracture intersections. This assumption was 
the w·ork by Krizek, et al (1972). Endo et. al. 
sented a transport model which assumed no mechani-
J at the fracture intersections. Fluid transport 
tted by means of stream tubes. As a fluid moved 
fracture system the original stream subdivided at 
each int :section and therefore the number of stream tubes 
increase· and their thickness decreased requiring substantial 
computer emory for even modest sized fracture systems. 
Mor recently Hwang et. al ( 1984) developed a model 
which us 
of the 
Ga.lerkin 
avoids t 
1 an eigenvalue solution. This model avoided much 
;tability problems that are encountered in the 
finite element formulation. Another model that 
same problems was developed by Hwang ( 1985). This 
l - 11 -
model used a new solution appr9ach which was called; by the 
, . 
authors, "the finite analytic method". In this method a 
system of linear equations are developed by application of 
the appropriate . analytic solution to the transport of a 
solute between two nodes. The results are comparable with 
those obtained using the upstream weighted finite element 
method. While extensive numerical studies have been conduc-
ted on transport in fractured media the laboratory studies 
designed to ~xamine the empirical relationships involved in 
the transport process have been limited in both nwnber and 
scope. 
' ' 
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PHYSICAL MIXING t«>DELS 
2.1 MODEL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
Using a design simila.~n · to that of Krizek et al ( 1972), 
i 1 !'us t rated in Figure 2 .1, fourteen plexiglass fracture 
models were constructed. Twelve of the models were construe-
ted with fully intersecting fractures as shown in Figure 2.1. 
One model was constructed with an offset fractur?-intersec-
tion as . depicted in Figure "2.2. A final model was construe-
ted with two. sets of five and six fractures, respectively, 
which intersected fully as shown .in Figure 2. 3. The model 
fractures were cut into a 25 mm thick, clear, plexiglass base 
using Dormer, model HSS s,aws with a diameter of 70 mm and 7 2 
teeth. The nominal width of the saws · used were 0. 254 mm 
(0.010 in), 0.381 mm (0.015 in), and 0.508 mm (0.020 in). 
These saws produced cuts with measured apertures of .28, .36 
and .50 mm, respectively. The cutting was done on a Aciera 
FS milling machine. Throughout all the milling and cutting 
processes a · 50: 1 ratio of water to cutting fluid (Esse 
Kutwell 45 ~50754 lubricating o~l) was used to reduce 
I 
friction on the saw blade and to dissipate any heat that was 
generated in order to produce a uniform aperture along the 
fracture length. 
-~- - -- - -~ -~-
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Figure 2.1 Typical Plexiglass Fracture Model 
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15cm 
Figure 2.2 Fracture configuration of parallel flow model 
The twelve models constructed with fully intersecting 
fractures were used to examine the three variables that were 
thought to be important to mixing; (1) the angle of intersec-
tion between the two fractures, (2) 
the contributing fractures, and 
the velocity of flow in 
(3) the difference in 
fracture aperture. The twelve models were divided into four 
groups of three models each. Each model in a given group had 
the same angle of fracture intersection. In addition the 
aperture of one fracture in each group was 0.5 mm, while the 
second fracture in each model had an aperture of 0. 28 mm, 
0 
· 
36 mm or 0. 5 mm respectively for the three models in the 
group. The various fracture intersection angles used in each 
- 15 -
Figure 2.3 Fracture configuration in the fracture system 
model with selected port numbering 
group and the fracture apertures ,used in each model are 
listed in Table 1. As shown in this table, by varying the 
inlet and outlet ports, it was possible to investigate seven 
different intersection angles ranging from 22.5 to 157.5 
degrees. 
The flow regulating system consisted of two Marriotte 
bottles , approximately 100 mm in diameter, which provided a 
continuous flow of solution at a constant pressure head. The 
- 16 -
Table 1: Design Details of Fracture Mixing Models 
Series Model Angle Angle Aperture Aperture 
of of 
~ a* b* u - ~3 ~2 - 14 
degrees degrees rrun rnm 
1 22.5 157.5 0. 25 0. so 
1 2 22.5 157.5 0.33 0. so 
3 22.5 157 . ·5 0.50 0. so 
4 45.0. 135.0 0.25 0. so 
2 5 45.0 135.0 0.33 0. so 
6 45.0 135.0 0.50 0. 50 
7 67.5 112.5 0.2.5 0. 50 
3 8 67.5 112.5 0.33 0. 50 
9 67.5 112.5 0. so 0. 50 
10 90.0 . 90.0 0.25 0. 50 
4 11 90.0 90.0 0.33 ' 0. so 
12 90.0 90.0 0.50 0. 50 
other 13 67.5 112.5 0.50 o.so 
other 14 67.5 112.5 0.50 0.50 
* see Figure· 2. 2 
capacity of each bottle was -about 6 L, which ensured an ample 
- . supply of solution for several tests to be run. 
The effect of flow velocity on mixing was examined by 
using three different hydraulic gradients. To have the same 
fluid velocity all fracture segments were designed with a 
constant length of 150 rrun and a depth that was equal to 
' 44 to 51 times the aperture..-· This was thought to be suffici-
ent to eliminate differential friction losses and end effects 
in the fractures. 
The thirteenth model (parallel flow model) was designed 
\ 
.... 
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to examine the mixing of two streams of fluid in a single 
fracture plane. The basic construction of this model was 
similar to the fully intersecting modeJ.., except for the 
configuration 
depicted in 
intersection 
of fracture segments and their number."' As 
Figure 2.2, the model was designed with 2 
nodes and 4 end nodes. The fracture segments 
were designed with apertures of .5 mm and intersection angles 
of 17. 5 degrees. The design details of this thirteenth mode 1 
are listed in Table 1. 
The fourteenth model (the fracture system model) was 
designed to investigate the mixing that takes place in a 
fracture system of several intersecting fractures. The 
fracture configuration used in this model, as depicted in 
Figure 2.3, consisted of two _sets of intersecting fract~res, 
One set contained five parallel and equallY- spaced fractures 
with the same J aperture. The other set contained six frac-
tures with the· same spacing and aperture as the first set but 
intersecting it at 67.5 degrees. 'This configurations 
resulted in a total of 21 internal intersections and 20 
boundary intersections. The design details of this model are 
listed in Table 1. 
The fracture system model was run at only one hydraul i c 
gr~dient. Three tests were run using node 15 as the conta-
minant injection node (see Figure 2 . 3). Distilled water was 
-• 
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injected into nodes 11 through i9 (except 15) at exactly the 
same pressure as that of the solute injectioo node to insure 
a similar flow rate in all fractures. It is noted that the 
node next to •14 was plugged with cement during the construe-
tion phase and therefore the flow rates were somewhat 
different in the fractures directly connected to this node. 
The. photographic enlargement in Figure 2. 4 shows that 
the cutting process produced a surface with a very low 
relative roughness and a sharp, well defined fracture 
intersection. When all of the fractures had been cut into 
each base plate, the saw cuts were thoroughly cleaned to 
remove any pieces of plexiglass sawdust, and .,all traces of 
the oil base cutting fluid. The cover plate was then 
applied. 
2. 2 TESTING PROCEDURE 
The first twelve physical models were tested by injec-
ting a solution of pot~ssium iodide, with a concentration of 
' 
about 100 mg/L into one fracture segment and distilled water 
I , 
at the same hydraulic pressure into one of the other fracture 
segments. When the . model was completely flushed with fresh 
solution, a sample of the discharge · from the remaining 
fracture segments w·as collected. From inflow and outflow 
measurements the volume of distilled water used and the 
- 19 -
Figure 2.4 Enlargement of typical saw cut, viewed looking 
down into the fracture (Scale shown in rom). 
velocity of flow in each fracture segment were calculated. A 
single junction reference electrode and an Orion iodide 
electrode connected to a Radiometer pH meter were used. 
Readings were recorded in mV and converted to mg/L using the 
calibration curve. 
The concentration of iodide in each of the outlet 
fractures was determined by injecting distilled water and the 
iodide solution into ports 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 1 and 4 (see 
Figure 2.1). All three possible conditions of intersection 
angle and aperture were tested. The mixing that occurs when 
two streams rneet · at 180 degrees was included in these tests. 
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This case, however, 'Was thought to be trivial and is not 
reported in detail here. Each ' flow configuration of inlet and 
outlet ports (a setup) was tested three times at hydraulic 
gradients of 3.33, 1.67 and 0.33 and the results were 
averaged. Three hundred tests were run to determine the 
degree of mixing in all fourteen models. 
The testing procedure used for the parallel flow model 
was similar to that described above except that only one 
inlet configuration was used. The same three hydraulic 
gradients were imposed. With reference to Figure 2. 2, the 
iodide solution was injected at node 1, at a known flux, and 
the distilled water was introduced, at the same rate of flow, 
into node 2. Samples were obtained at nodes 3 and 4 and the 
same determinations were made as described for the pervious 
12 models. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in 
-Appendix A. 
2. 3 DETERMINATiaf OF PERCENT MIXING 
A convenient definition for determining the percentage 
of mixing that takes place at fracture intersections is given 
by Krizek, et al ( 1972) as follows: "Complete mixing is 
characterized by the fact that all of the fluid mixture which 
leaves the intersection node has the satne concentration." 
This definition of 100 percent mixing is illustr:ated in 
Fi<JUre 2.5a. Here a given volume of iodide solution, Vs, of 
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concentration c flows through fracture segment 1 and enters 
the intersection. At the same time a volwne of distilled 
water, Vw, flows through fracture segment 2 and also enters 
the intersection. The two fluids are assumed to mix at the 
intersection node and the mixture is discharged through 
fracture segments 3 and 4. If it is assumed that 100 percent 
mixing occurs, then the ratio of the component volumes of 
·-ii distilled water to iodide solution, in both discharge 
segments 3 and 4, must be equal to Vs/Vw. This ratio, 
therefore, is characteristic of 100 percent mixing. 
Figur~ 2.5(b) illustrates the case where less than 100 
percent mixing occurs. In segment 3, in order to calculate 
the actual percentage of mixing that has occurred, the ratio, 
Vs3/Vw3, must be compared to the ratio Vs/Vw, resulting in 
vs 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.5 Schematic of (a) 100 percent mixing and (b) less 
than 100 percent mixing at the intersection node. 
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the following equation: 
Vs3/Vw3 
M3 = ------- 100 ( 2;. 1 ) 
Vs/Vw 
where M3 is the percentage of mixing in fracture segment 3. 
In order to determine the percentage of mixing in 
segment 4 it is necessary to invert the ratios of the volumes 
as follows: 
Vw4/Vs4 
M4 = ------- 100 ( 2. 2) 
Vw/Vs 
where M4 is the percentage of mixing in fracture segment 4. 
To understand why this inversion is necessary, consider the 
following set of hypotnetical data: 
Vw = 1.3 L 
Vs = 0.7 L 
Vw3 = 0.7 L 
Vs3 = o.o L 
-
Vw4 = 0.6 L 
Vs4 = 0.7 L 
Applyin9.Equation ( 2. 1) would give the following: 
0.0/0.7 0.0 ' I 
M3 = 100 = 100 = 0.0 
0.7/1,3 0.54 
This qives us the correct value of 0 percent but if th~ same 
ratios were used in Equation (2.2) we would get the following 
value: 
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0.7/0.6 1.17 
M4 = 1'.)0 = 100 = 216.7 
0.7/1.3 0.54 
This value of 216% is clearly in error, however if we invert 
the ratios as in Equation (2.2) we have: 
0.6/0.7 0.86 
M4 = --- 100 = 100 = 46.2 
1.3/0.7 1.86 
This value of 46.2% is the correct value of mixing in segment 
4. 
In order to apply Equations (2.1) and (2.2) the campo-
nent volumes of distilled water and iodine solution in each 
fracture segment must be determined. The fundamental 
relationships are given below: 
Vsi c 
Ci = --------- ( 2. 3) 
Vsi + Vwi 
Vi = Vsi + Vwi ( 2. 4) 
where C is the initial concentration, 
~ in mg/L, of · injected 
j 
iodide solution, Ci is the concentration in the ith fracture 
segment, Vi is the total volume of solution passing through 
the ith fracture segment and Vsi and Vwi are as defined above 
for the ith fracture. Rearranging and substituting ( 2. 4) 
into (2.3) we have: 
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(Vi - VW~) C 
· Ci = -------------
Vi 
Solving for Vwi we have: 
Vi (C 
-
Ci) 
Vwi = 
-----------
( 2. 5) 
c 
And then the value for Vsi is simply: 
Vsi = Vi - Vwi (2.6) 
once the component volumes of the influent streams in 
each effluent stream are determined by use of Equations (2.5) 
and ( 2. 6), Equations ( 2.1) and ( 2. 2) can be applied speci-
fically to the discharge segments in the appropriate form as 
follows: 
vs 3/vw3 
M3 = 100 -------
Vs/Vw 
( 2. 7) 
vw4 /vs 4 
M4 = 100 
VW/Vs 
( 2. 8) 
From mass balance considerations it is apparent that 
there will be a certain percentage of mixing when the 
hydraulic properties of the fracture segments are une_qual. 
When the intersecting fractures have unequal apertures and 
the iodide solution. enters one of these fractures and 
distilled water. the other, the flow configuration at the 
. t 
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intersection will force some of the larger volume to mix with 
the smaller volume (See Figure 2.6). 
Flow 
Mix i n g He r e: 
Figure 2.6 Schematic flow diagram for forced mixing 
The mixing that results from this simple mechanism, will 
be referred to as "forced mixing". While more prominent in 
the unequal ~perture models,- the fact that each model differs' 
slightly due to construction techniques means that in each 
model some percentage of the mixing that takes place is 
forced mixing. The percentage of mixing that is not forced 
is determined from the following equation: 
.-
Mi' = TMi - FMi ( 2. 9 ) 
where M1' is the adjusted mixing value for discharge i, TMi 
is the total mixing value determined and FMi is the forced 
, mixing value. FMi is determined from the following equation: 
_. ... --·- -
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Vsi/Vwi 1 
FMi = 100 (2.10) 
Vs/W 
where Vwi 1 . is the volume of distilled water forced into 
discharge fracture segment i. The ratio term's on the right 
hand side of Equation (2.10) must, of course, be inverted for ' 
'· 
the same reasons as outlined for Equations ( 2.1) and ( 2. 2 ) . 
The test results and error values for models one through 
thirteen are listed in Appendix A. The results for model 
fourteen are listed in Table 5. 
2.4 MIXING TEST RESULTS 
It is noted that whe~ Equation (2.9) is used some of the 
adjusted mixing values are negative. This is thought to 
reflect smal.l measurement errors in both the fracture 
apertures and the determination of iodide concentration in 
the discharge streams. When negative mixing values were 
obtained it was assumed that no mixing took place and the 
adjusted mixing walues were given a value of 0. 0\. This 
. . 
appears to be a reasonable assumption since the ' negative 
values obtained were small. 
The accur5cy of the mixing results was deter mined by 
examining the mass b5lance of the flow system. The percent-
a.ge .difference between the amount of iodide flowing into the 
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d that flowing out was attributed to measurement model an 
errors. 
It was assumed that no reaction took place and there 
was no change i n storage in the model. These values were 
calculated by use of the following equation: 
ab s [ ( V s C ) - ( V 3 c 3 ) - ( V 4 C 4 ) ] 
E = 100 ------------------------------- (2.11) Vs C 
where E is the percent error, abs is the absolute value of 
the expression and V3, C3, V4, C4 are as defined in Figure 
2. 5. The significance of E is illustrated by varying the 
value of V3, C3, V4, and C4. When one of these variables is 
changed enough to cause a change in percent mixing of 0. 5 
percent, E changes about 5. 0 percent. Most of the error 
values listed in Appendix A were less than 10 percent. 
The mixing values, and the adjusted mixing values are 
listed in Appendix A. All the negative adjusted mixing 
results are given a value of 0.0 percent as noted above. For 
comparison purposes, the actual component volumes of iodide 
solution · and distilled water, and those that would result 
from 100 percent mixing, are also listed in Appendix A. A 
diagram of the experimental setup and the calculations that 
were used to determine these results are also presented in 
Appendix A. For the purposes of discussion, the averages of 
the three adJ'usted . . . m1x1ng values that were obta1ned, for each 
• 
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of the testing configurations, are listed in Table 2. 
2.5 DISCUSSION 
It is apparent . from the Figures 2:13 - 2 .10 that very 
little mixing takes place. Considerably more mixing occurs 
when the two inlet fractures intersect at 180 degrees, 
however, the possibility ·of this happening in nature is 
remote. 
Table 2: Average Adjusted Mixing Values 
Apertures of Apertures of Ape.rtures of 
·~ .36mm & .Smm .28mm & • Smm 
Grad / 0.3 3.3 1.6 0.3 3.3 1.6 0.3 3.3 1.6 , 
Angle Percent mixing Percent Mixing Percent Mixing 
22.5 4.5 2.3 0.0 NA NA NA 1.8 0.7 1.3 
. -
•s.-o 1.0 9.2 4.9 1.9 1.9 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 
' 
67.5 6. 9 5.2 1.4 2.8 2.1 1.1 7.4 2.5 0.7 
90.0 5.7 4.6 2.3 3.7 4.1 0.2 15.4 7.0 3.9 
112.5 . 5.2 6.1 1.9 1.7 1.0 0.7 14.0 10.4 3.8 
\ 
135.0 1.0 0.. 9 1.=7 1.8 2.0 0.9 2.1 1.1 0.7 
157;5 0.7 1.2 0.5 NA NA NA 0 . 8 0,6 0.1 
NA·- Data not available 
Table 2 indicates three minor trends in the results: 1) 
In general, less mixing was observed in all models when the 
).ower gradients were imposed, 2_) Less mixing was ebserved in 
-. 
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the models with unequal fracture. apertures and . .. 3) It was 
observed that the highest .mixing values occurred where · the 
fractures intersected at the middle angle of 67.5 - 112.5 
degrees and the lowest values occurred at the smallest and 
largest intersection angles tested (i.e., 22.5 - 67.5 degrees 
and 112.5 ·- 157.5 degrees). How real these trends are is not 
certain since the total ~ount of mixing is so small. For 
example, the overall . average adjusted mixing percentage is 
less than 3\. This is considered to be within the range of 
error expected in the testing procedure. 
The results of testing models thirteen and fourteen 
appear to support the above findings. In the first of these 
' models, when two . streams, one of solute and ·one of distilled 
water, were forced to flow' together in the same fracture over 
a length of 15 em (as ih model thirteen), only an average of 
13.2 percent mixing was observed. This · is considered to be 
within the range of .error that can. be expected in the model. 
In model fourteen, as is shown in Table 5, little mixing 
occurred, although---the solute was forced to encounter six 
intersections while traversing the model. It m~y be conclu-
ded, on the basis of these tests, that no mixing occurs at · 
fracture intersections except that which is forced to take 
place due to the flow differential that may exist in the two 
intersecting fractures. 
j 
3 .1 INTRODUCTION 
30 
CHAPTER THREE 
COMPUTER MODELING 
The· transport of solute species in fractured media has 
been ·investigated by a nwnber of workers (see Section 1. 3) 
using both numerical and analytical procedures. Because of 
the limitations of -initial and boundary conditions, analy-
tical solutions are restricted in their application to the 
simpler fracture geometries and flow boundary conditions 
(Noorishad and Mehran, 1982). Numerical solutions, on the 
other hand, are 
because of the 
subject to computational round off errors 
iterative calculations that .they require 
(Rasmuson and Neretnieks, 1981). Oscillations of the concen-
tration profile are more severe where the trap.sport is 
dominated by advection (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). Advec-
tive transport is dominant in fractured media and therefore 
the problem is acute in fractured systems especially when 
using the standard Galerkin f;inite .element method ( Huyakorn, 
1977). To avoid this problem Hwang and Cho (1984) have 
developed an eigenvalue method which is exact in time and 
allows the solute concentration at any node to be calculated 
at any given instant with a direct computation. More 
recently Hwang et. al. (1985) have developed a finite 
----
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analytic numer ica 1 solution which uses local analytic 
solutions to generate the matrix coefficients. Another 
approach is that of (Huyakorn and Nilkuha, 1979) who have 
. 
used upstream weighing iunctions to reduce the osc(llation of 
the concentration profile in .the finite element formulation. 
Noorishad and Mehran ( 1982 l have shown how these functions 
can be applied in an efficient finite element model of trans-
port in fractured media. The main advantage to their use is 
that accurate solutions of the nodal concentration can be 
obtained without having to use an overly fine mesh and small 
time s'teps while retaining the flexibility that is inherent 
with the finite element method. 
In this study the weighing functions developed by 
Huyakorn and Nilkuha, ( 1979) are used in a finite element 
model to investigate the pattern of contaminant transport in 
two-dimensional fracture systems of various geometry. In 
this model, the individual fractures are treated discretely 
as a mesh of one-dimensional line elements. It was assumed 
that the fracture walls are parallel plates in which no 
adsorption or chemical reaction takes place. The contaminant 
is ~ssumed' to be conservative and to have a density equal to 
that of water. The movement of the contaminant is assumed to 
be by advection and longitudinal dispersion only. 
In order to simulate the geometry of real fracture sets, 
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~he two dimensional fracture network was generated using the 
program "NETWRK" (Rouleau, 1'984). This program also models 
the fracture network in a discrete fashion as a mesh of 
one-dimensional line elements. The velocity of .flow in each . 
of the fractures of this network. was calculated using the 
program "NETFLO" (Rouleau, 1984). 
· The fortran program, EXPORT, is a finite element model, 
which was written for this study to simulate the transport of 
a solute through a fracture system. It was designed to 
reflect the findings of the mixing tests that were reported 
in section 3. In this model it is assumed that no mixing 
occurs at the fracture intersections unless the flow rates in 
t·he e.lements are different. When this is the case forced 
mixing, as defined above, is assumed to take place. 
In the following ~ections the two programs N'ETWRK and 
NETFLO are described; , the upstream weighing functions are 
discussed; the transport model, EXPORT; is developed and 
explained and the results of this model are compared to those 
of· the analytical solution given by Og~a and Banks ·( 1961). 
3. 2 FRACTURE NE"l'WWRlt AND F'I.al GENERATION 
The fracture network generation code, NETWRK, developed 
by Rouleau ( 1985) uses a Monte Carlo approach · to generate a 
.... 
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pattern of lines of specified iength and orientation. 
Figures 4.5 and 4.10. are examples of a rectangular and ' a 
circular poundary pattern respectively. Each of the ·lines in 
., 
the figure represents the trace of · a fracture, of unit depth, 
that is exposed on the planar surface of a rock. The 
apertures of the fractures are specified or se l ected, by 
NETWRK, from a given distribution and assigned to each line. 
The code NETWRK executes the following sequence of opera-
tions: 
1. reading of input data, 
2. generation of a line pattern, 
3. computation of spacing values (optional), 
4 . location of all the effective intersections in the 
network, ie. that are part of a continuous flow path, 
5. generation of a plotting file (optional), 
6. definition of the elements, ie. every line segment 
between two consecutive effective intersections and· 
7 . recording the node numbers that identify each 
element. 
The input data for the program is of two types. One de-
scribes the geometry of the fracture pattern and the other 
is related to the geometry of the boundary. 
The code NE~FLO is a finite element model that simulates 
, 
the steady state flow that takes place in a discrete two 
dimensional, random fracture network generated by the code 
NETWRK. In the simula tion, the matrix is assumed to be 
impermeable. The model calculates the hydraul i c head at each 
node by solving the simultaneous equations which can be 
written for each node ( ie. the sum of the flow rates at any 
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node must equal zero). Once the equations for each element 
are written, the corresponding matrix equations are solved 
for hydraulic head using the Choleski algorithm. The 
hydraulic head is used to calculate, the flow rate in every 
segment using the cubic law for fluid flow between two smooth 
parallel plates which is written as: 
q = I ( 3 • 1) 
12J,J. 
where q is the Darcy velocity per unit cross sectional area, 
l 
W is the plate separation or a~erture, 5 is the weight 
density of the fluid, lJ. is the dynamic viscosity and I is t he 
hydraulic gradient. 
The code NETWRK was altered slightly, for this study, in 
order to output the data file _ needed to simulate solute 
transport in the network. 
3. 3 UPSTREAM WEIGHTED FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 
- When the Galerkin finite element method is used to solve 
the _advective-dispersive transport equation, it exhibits 
consider~ble oscillatory behaviour and/or excessive numerical 
dispersion near the concentration front (Huyakorn, 1977). 
·The intensity of such errors increases with the dominance of 
the advective term and is exhibited in overshoot and under-
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shoot. These are the erroneously high and low values of· 
concentration encountered upstream of the front. When severe 
enough these errors can prevent convergence of the solution 
scheme. 
., 
The cause of this oehaviour, according to Pinder and 
Gray (1977), is the inability of the numerical approximation 
to propagate, accurately, short wavelength harmonics of the 
Fourier series. It has been determined that where linear 
basis functions are used, the oscillation can be virtually 
eliminated if the value of the Peclet number does not exceed 
2.0. The local element Peclet number (Pe) is defined as Pe = 
L is the element 
Normally Pe is 
element lengths. 
V*L/D, where V is the velocity of flow, 
length and D is the dispersion coefficient. 
reduced by selecting sufficiently small 
This adjustment however, in large fracture systems, would be 
prohibitive in both computer time and the amount of computer 
memory that is needed. In order to avoid this difficulty an 
upstream weighted finite element technique is used in this 
study. 
The finite element model for the above transport problem 
is developed using the method of weighted residuals. We 
state first the one dimensional differential equation for 
advective-dispersive transport of a conservative solute which· 
is written as follows: 
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de ~2c d 
= D ----- - (vC) ot <1x2 d,c ( 3. 2) 
where C is the concentration, t is the time, D is the 
dispersion coefficient, x is the distance along the fracture; 
and v is the average velocity of flow. In this study the 
concentration is defined as C/C0 , where c is the actual 
concentration of solute and . C0 is the initial concentration 
' I 
of solute. The trial solutlbn for C is written as: 
n 
C = t Ci(t)Ni(X) 
i=l 
( 3. 3) 
where C is the approximate value of C, n is the number of 
nodes ( n-= 2, for the one dimensional line element) and Ni 
denotes the standard basis functions. With the Galer kin 
method a set of weighting functions, Wi, is defined which are 
identical to the basis functions. For the upstream method 
the weighting functions are different from the basis func-
tions.. Now weighting the spatial derivative terms 'with the 
asymmetric upstream weighting functions, wi and the remaining 
terms with the standard basis functions, Ni and substituting 
the trial solution for c~ we have: 
( 3. 4) 
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In order to minimize the~residuals in the estimate of c 
we require that the integration of this equation over the 
problem domain be zero. This is shown in t~e next equatio~: 
I 
R 
•·' 
I N i ~c; dR = 0 dt 
R 
( 3. 5) 
where R is the problem domain. We now integrate by parts to 
reduce the second order derivative as follows: 
R R 
b 
dR 
I wi~vini 1db = 0 
b 
( 3. 6) 
where b is the boundary of the solution domain and ni i~ the 
outward normal vector on the boundary: Substitution of 
Equation ( 3. 3) into the first two terms of ·· Equation ( 3. 6) 
yields: 
R 
R 
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n1 db + J wi~vini db = o 
b b c 
The equation in matrix form is as follows: 
(R]{C} + [S] 
~{C} 
;,t 
+ (F) = 0 
( 3. 7) 
\ 
( 3. 8) 
where [R], [S] and [F) are the diffusion-advection, storage, 
and source matrices respectively and defined by th.e first, 
second and third lines of Equation (3.7). The source matrix 
is equal to 0 at all nodes except where the solute is 
Time integration of Equation ( 3. 8) is done by the 
mid-difference finite difference scheme. In this method the 
values of the unknown are assumed to vary linearly with time 
in the time interval dt. The resulting recurrence formula, 
as given by Norishad et. al (1982), is of the form: 
~~~ [S] + [R]~(Clt+dt/2- 2 [S]{C}t + [F] = 0 
dt 
where {C}t+dt = 2{C}t+dt/2 - {C}t• 
( 3. 9) 
.. 
.1' · 
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In order to evaluate Equation ( 3. 9) the basis and 
weighting functions must be defined. The linear ·basis 
functions Nj are illustrated in Figure 3.1(a) and given 
below. 
X 
·N1 = 1 - ( 3. 10) 
L 
dNl 1 
= - ( 3. 11) 
dx L 
X 
N2 = ( 3. 12) 
L 
( 3.13) dN2 
1 
= 
dx L 
The upstream weighting functions, wi are defined by 
Huyakorn and Nilkuha ( 1979) as follows: 
W1 = t [(1 + ~)(3a~ ~3a -· 2) + 4] ( 3. 1.3) 
w2 = l [(1 + ~)(- 3a~ + 2)] ( 3.15) 
__ ) 
where ~ is a local !so-parametric co-ordinate and a is the 
upstream parameter associated with the element. 
The derivatives of these functions are ~ follows: 
dW1 1 2x 1 
--- (= - --- + 3a --- -
dx L L2 L 
( 3. 16) 
dW2 1 2x 1 
= - 3a ( --- -
dx L L2 L 
(3.17) 
where L is t:he element length. 
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If a is _ ~reater than or equal to 1 then the formulation 
will be unconditionally stable (Huyakorn, 1977). The 
expression for the optimum value for a is given by Christie 
et. al. ( 19 7 6) as: 
[ vL] = coth 2D 
2D 
( 3. 18) 
VL 
For a value of a = 1 these weighting functions are 
depicted in Figure 3.1 (b). When the derivatives of the 
.. 
weiqhtinq functions and the value of v are sUbst.:i,.tuted, and 
the appropriate inteqration completed we have tbe individual 
elemental matrices as given by Noorishad and Mehran (1982): 
=:[ (2 - a/4) ( 1 + a/ 4) 
- .( 1 - al 
-(1 +a) 
(1 - a/4) 
(2 + a/4) ] 
2 
dt 
[ F] = vc (for each inpuf{node) 
(1 - a) ] 
(1 + a) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3. 21) 
When we specify a certain concentration at the inflow 
boundary or at certain nodes along a boundary the nodes 
- 41 - . i: ' '•"L 
.. · ;:;.~ ~ · 
.. . 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.1(a) Linear element basis functions and (b) 
Upstream weighing functions for a = 1. (After 
.Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983) 
involved are said to be constrained. Thes7 nodes do not · 
change during the simulation except in the dase of discon-
tinuous sources. All other nodes are said to be free noaes 
because it is at these. points that the concentrat i on is 
determined. To reduce the size of the matrices and thus 
conserve computer time the constrained nodes are part i tioned o 
out of the solution in the following manner. . Allowing the 
subscript c to denote a constrained condition, f to denote a 
free condition and letting [A] = [S] + (R] we write Equation 
( 3. 9 l again as: 
= 
Cc {--} 
cf t+dti :Z 
[ 5cc I Scf ---------5fc I Sff l Cc Fe { -- } · - {-- } ( 3.22) Cf t Ff 
-
--
) 
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. 
. Equation ( 3. 22 J implies the following relationship when Ff is 
equal to 0: 
[Atcl {Cc}t~t/2 +~ [Aff] {Cf}t+dt/2 
=[Sfcl {Cc}t + [Sff] {Cf}t (3.23) 
For continuous injection of solute {Cc}t+dt/2 and {Cc}f. 
are equal to 1.0, [Afc] and [SfcJ have only· one entry per 
row, and Eq\lation ( 3. 2 3) further reduces to: 
(3.24) 
·- . , "' 
To further simplify the -. exptession it is noted that all the 
terms on the right hand side of Equation ( 3. 24) have the same 
dimensions (since"' the _matrix [Stcl becomes a vector when 
multiplied · by { Cc.} ) and therefore can be combined into a 
single vector, {B}. Thus we have fin~lly: 
[Aff) {Cf}t+dt/2 = {B}t ( 3. 25) 
w~ 
\ 
!C.tlt+dt = \ci}t+dt/2 
If the injection of solute .is discontinuous then the 
terms {Cc}t+dt/2 and {Cc}t become equal to 0.0 and {B}t can 
be defined as follows: 
The program EXPORT, which is described in the next 
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section, solves Equation (3.25) for a specified injection 
time. The longhand solution to an example problem is given 
in Appendix B. 
3. 4 EXPORT - A FINITE ELF.JIIENT TRANSPORT MODEL' 
3.4.1 The Main Program 
The FORTRAN program EXPORT has been written to execute 
the rna them at i cal operations described in the p;:-eceding 
section as. illustrated in the example in Appendix B. The 
flow chart for EXPORT is shown in Figure 3.2. EXPORT begins 
by declaring the size and type of the arrays an~ the type of 
variables that are used in the main program and the various 
subroutines. 
The next step is the opening of the five input and 
output files. The first file is "element.dat" which is 
generated by .the program NETFLO (Rouleau, 1985). This file 
aontaihs all the information concerning the fracture network. 
The second file, "nodconc. dat" contains all intermediate 
·-
matrix . calculations and concentration values. The present 
version has commented out most of the references to this file 
in order to conserve computer memory. The thi rd file is 
"choice. da t" , contains the control parameters for eactt 
simulation. The fourth file is "brkthr.dat". It contains an 
unforma tte d listing of the concentration at 
) 
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C START ) 
DECLARE SIZE AND TYPE 
OF ARRAYS RNO VARIABLES 
OPEN INPUT /OUTPUT 
FILES 
fDGT = 0 
!A = 199 
READ 
NUMELMT : NUMBER OF ELEMENTS 
NUMNOOE : NUMBER OF NODES 
CHO!CEl : CONTINUOUS SOLUTE SOURCES 
CHOICE2 : DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTE SOURCES 
CNOOE : SPECJFIED lNJECTJON NODE 
ALLTIHE : TOTRL TIME OF SIMULATION 
PARTJHE : ELAPSED TIME 
DT : TIME STEP 
ALPHA : COEFF. OF OJSPERSIVITY 
LERKTIHE : TIME OF lNJECTlON 
OPTIONS : FOR OUTPUT CONTROL 
[ = 1, 
NUMELMT 
READ 
ELMT!l,Jl : X,Y CO-ORD!NRTES OF ELEMENT END NODES 
(J = 1. 41 
V!ll : FLOW VELOCITY IN ELEMENTS 
p· 1 9Ure 3.2 Flow chart of main program in the code EXPORT 
YES 
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READ 
Lll l : LENGTH OF ELEMENT 
NOOEl l,ll : NODE NUMBER OF ONE END OF ELEMENT 
NOOEl l,2l : NODE NUMBER OF OTHER END OF ELEMENT 
BB lil : APERTURE OF ELEMENT 
RBS I U I l /V [ Ill < TM IN 
TMJN = RBSIL!Il/VIIl l 
NO YES 
DT = OT * 0.9 ~--...... 
THIN > DT I 2.0 
Figure 3. 2 
YES 
(continued) Flow chart of main program in the 
code EXPORT 
YES 
THIN> 01 I 2.0 
YES 
NUHOUT = NOOEII,ll 
NUHIN = NODEII,2l 
NOOEII,ll = NUMIN 
NOOEII,21 = NUHOUl 
X = ELMT I I, t l 
Y = ELHT I I, 2l 
ELHTII,ll = ELMTI1,3l 
ELM1 I I, 31 = X 
ELH11I,21 = ELMTIJ,4l 
ELHll I, 41 = Y 
V [lJ = RBS IV I lll 
YES 
PE I I l = 0.1 
VI I l = 0.10-29 
Dill = VIII * RLPHR 
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NO 
NO 
Dill = VIII * RLPHR 
PEl IJ = VI I l * L II l I 0 I II 
Figure 3.2 (continued) Flow chart of main program in the 
code EXPORT 
Figure 3. 2 
NO 
'" 
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COEF = 0 
OR 
COEF = 1 
rALFA!Il = COEF j YES 
ALFA!Il = !COTH IPE!Ill - 1---2---J l * COEF 
2 PE I I l 
NUM = NUMNODE 
CROSS = 0 
CALL SUBROUTINE BREAKUP 
UNCOUPLES EACH INTERSECTION NODE 
ADOS 3 EXTRA NODES EACH TIME 
RENUMBERS REMAINING NODES 
CALL SUBROUTINE CONCENTRATION 
SETS C = 1 AT INJECTION NODEISJ 
SETS C = 0 AT ALL OTHER NODES 
CALL SUBROUTINE MATRICIES 
SETUP MATR 1 X A 
SETUP HATRJX S 
CALL SUBROUTINE PARTITION 
PARTITIONS MATRICIES ACCORDING TO 
THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINED NODES 
Ll___ __ , __________ ---- -~ 
CALL SUBROUTINE LINV2F 
JNVERTS THE A MATRIX 
(continued) Flow chart of main program in the 
code EXPORT 
JTERATJONS = RLLT IME 
PART IHE 
CALL SUBROUTINE SOLVEC 
SOLVES FOR C AT ALL NODES 
NO 
CALL SUBROUTINE RECONSTITUTE 
CALCULATES A REPRESENTATIVE VALUE 
FOR C AT EACH INTERSECTION NODE 
CCfJJ = ABSfCCfJJI 
r J.= 1, NUHNOOEJ 
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WR ITE CONCEN TRRT ON OATR T 
FILE FOR PLOTTING BREAKTHROUGH 
CURVES 
WRITE ] * PRRTIHE I CC[J] 
[ J = l, NUMNOOE l 
WRITE CONCENTRATION DRTA TO 
FJLE FOR PLOTTING 3-0 MAP 
OF fRRCTURE -SYSTEM 
WRITE ELMT[J,JJ, CC!ll 
[ J = 1, 21 
Figure 3. 2 
(continued) Flow chart of main program in the 
code EXPORT 
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each node at the specified' time. This fourth file is 
designed to be read di.rectly into a spreadsheet ·program on a 
micro computer for plotting the breakthrough curves at 
specified nodes. The last file "3-d. da t" con.tains the 
co-ordinates of each node and the concentration at that node 
at the end of the simulation. This file is used by the 
plotting program to produce a plot file for a 3-D plot of the 
concentration at each node. 
To begin execution, EXPORT reads the control parameters 
and the fracture information in choice. dat and element.dat. 
The form and content of choice.dat and element.dat are shown 
in Tables 3 and 4 ?=especti vely. The first two control 
paramete.rs specify the physical nature of the solute source. 
They indicate a continuous (c) or ~iscontinuous .-+d) source 
Table 3: Control file "choice . dat" 
choicel = c ( 19x,a) 
choice2 = n (19x,a) 
cnode = 4 (llx,ilO) 
all time = 10 (llx,ilO) 
par time = 1 (llx,ilO) 
dt = 0.400000d+OO ( llx,dl2.6) 
alpha = 0.5000000-01 (llx,dl2.6) 
coef = 0.0000000+00 (llx,dl2.6) 
leak time= 0.0000000+00 (llx,dl2.6) 
options = y n y n n n n ( llx, 7(a,4x)) 
and whet;her the solute is introduced at one node (n), at a 
boundary (b) or at a specified node on a circular or other 
'· 
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type of boundary (c) . If the latter type of boundary is 
specified then the .node is given by the next parameter, 
cnode. The next three parameters specify the time components 
of the calculation, namely the total simulation time, the 
elapsed time at which the concentration values are printed to 
a file, and finally the initial value of the time step. This 
---
value can be aejusted so that solute does not flow further 
than the length of the shortest element in less that one time 
step. The next three parameters are the coefficient of 
dispersion, the upstream weighing coefficient and · the 
injection time to be used if discontinuous sources are 
simulated. The format for this file is given on the right 
side of the table. 
The last record contains a yes or a no (y/n) and directs 
EXPORT to implement: the following work according to the 
control variables that take on the y/n value. These 
character variables are as follows: 
1) brk - do you want to "use the BREAKUP subroutine? 
2) bkth - Do you want to output concentration data for 
breakthrough curves? 
3) pr3_d- Do you want to output 
the 3D plot? 
concentration data for 
4) prnl - Do you want to output general element data for 
verification? 
5) prn2 - Do you want to output the matrix values? 
6) prn3 
-
Do you want to output concentration values 
in~eadable form? 
7) dtad - Do you want autoMatic adjustment to the 
initial dt value? 
I 
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The first two parameters in element.dat are specified by 
the program NETFLb and indicate the number of effective 
elements and .· the number of effective nodes that are in the 
system under investigation. Following these a.re a list of 
the co-ordinates of the element ends and the flow velocity 
for each element. Lastly length, the end node , riumbers and 
the aperture of each element is listed. 
It is a requirement of the upstream finite element 
scheme that the sign of the velocity be the same as that of 
the damping factor (Huyakorn, 1977). It is evident, however, 
from Equation (3.18) that no matter what sign velocity has, 
the sign of the da1nping factor will be positive. This is 
because the sign of the dispersivity coefficient is the same 
as that of the velocity. When velocity is negative, greater 
weighing will be given to the downstream end of the element 
which will tend to cause oscillation. To ensure that this 
situation does not occur, EXPORT takes each element with 
negative velocity and exchanges the node numbers and the end 
node co-ordinates. When this has been done the sign of the 
./ 
velocity .is made positive. A~ the same stage, the Peclet 
number is calculated. 
Once the preliminary assignment statements are made 
EXPORT calls the subroutine BREAKUP which uncouples the 
' 
element mesh at all four way intersections so that the 
.... 
\ 
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Table 4: Fracture information file "elemenf.dat*" 
nwnelmt = 
numnode = 
0.0000+00 
0.5000+00 
0.1000+01 
0.1500+01 
0.2000+01 
0.2500+01 
0.3000+01 
0.3500+01 
0.4000+01 
0.4500+01 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
0.50000+00 
10 
11 
0.1000+0.0 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
O.+OOD+OO 
0~1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0.5000+00 
0.1000+01 
0.1500+01 
0.2000+01 
0.2500+01 
0.3000+01 
0.3500+01 
0.4000+01 
0.4500+01 
0.5000+01 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0 .1000+00 . 
0,. 1000+00 
0.1000+00 
0.10000-03 
0.10000-03 
0.10000-03 
O.lOOOD-03 
O.lOOOD-03 
0.10000-03 
0.1000D-03 
O.lOOOD-03 
0.10000-03 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
0.500+00 
* This Table does not show the real format of ELEMENT. DAT. 
The format used is as follows: For the first two records 
(llx,ilO); For the next numelmt records (lx,5(dl4.6)); For 
the last nurnnode records (lx,d15.7 ,2ilO,dl5.7). 
correct mixing algorithm can be applied. If these intersec-
A tions were not uncoupled then the model would solve for , one 
/ 
concentration at the intersection node and each dis~harge 
fracture would receive the same concentration of solute. 
This would amount to perfect mixing which has been shown to 
be incorrect. 
The next subroutine to be called is CONCENTRATION. This 
subroutine assigns a value of 1.0 to Qach of the source nodes 
as specified in the control parameters. All other nodes a re 
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assigned a value of 0.0. Using all the information that has 
been assigned so far the_matrix coefficients for the diffusi-
on-advection, storage and source matrices,, as defined in 
Equations ( 3. 19) to ( 3. 21 l, are assigned in the subroutine 
MATRICES. After this has been completed, the matrices are 
partitioned according to the constrained nodes as in Equation 
( 3. 23). The subroutine PARTITION is called to execute this 
step and also to assemble [B). 
In order to solve Equation (3.25), [ A] is inverted using 
the subroutine LINV2F from the IMSL library. Once [A I is 
inverted the times at which the concentration is required, 
are determined from the control parameters. For each time 
step the subroutine SOLVEC is called. This routine solves 
_ Equation (3.2~) by an iterative time stepping procedure. 
When the specified time for the output of the concentra-
tion values is reached the subroutine RECONSTITUTE is called. 
This routine calculates a representative concentration at 
each of the fo~r way intersections and outputs all the 
concentration values for the original node numbers. 
The complete listing for the main program EXPORT is in 
Appendix C. The subroutines that are called are described 
briefly in the following sections. The li s tings for these 
subroutines are also given in Appe ndix c. 
• 
\ ' 
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3.4.2 Subroutine BREAKUP 
This subroutine is central to the implementation of 
imperfect mixing as determined in the laboratory tests 
discussed in Chapter 2. The conclusion in that chapter was, 
-that essentially, no mixing takes place at fracture intersec-
tions. The only exception was the mixing that ' is forced to 
take place due to different sized fractures as depicted in 
Figure 2.6. The normal finite element solution for transport 
solves for concentration a\ each node. This node is common 
to each of the discharge fractures that intersect it, thus, 
the same concentration of solute is used for each discharge 
1 fracture. The concentration leaving each node therefore is 
! 
~the same in each fracture. This is the perfect mixing model 
of Castillo et. al. (1972) and Smith et. al. (1985), which 
has been shown to be incorrect. In order to avoid this 
preble~ and still maintain the advantages of the finite 
element method, the four way nodes are uncouPled. by assigning 
a new node number to the ends of those elements that meet at 
these intersections. When the new node numbers are added the' 
number of nodes in the system increases by 3 for each 
intersection. The new total number of nodes is stored in the 
variable .NUM. Although the mesh of line elements are still 
in -contact geometrically, they are treated as if they were 
dead-end elements by the program so that the solute can be 
directed into the correct discharge fracture at ·the right 
; \ . 
\· 
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' 
concentration. The flow chart for the subroutine BREAKUP is. 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
/ 
BREAKUP first finds each of the four way intersections 
. ~ 
in the mesh. At each such node it renumbers the end node of 
three of the elements involved and leaves one with the 
original node number. This renumpering is ordered so that 
later subroutines can direct the solute to the correct 
fracture. . The order is determined by the angle of inter sec-
tion of the four elements. The re~~lts that are reported in 
Chapter 2 indicate that.flow from a given inlet fracture is 
transferred to the outlet fracture having the smallest ang l e. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3. 4. Solute enter.ing the 
intersection from element 5 would be preferentially tr ansfer-
red ,to element 9. BREAKUP numbers the nodes (see Figure 
3.4(b)) so that later subroutines will make this transfer in 
the correct manner. 
In order to assign the concentration value to the 
correct node, a.s they were originally given by NETFLO, an 
array NODC, is setup to store the original number of all 
nodes and the number to which the node changes when new nodes 
are added. 
,__ .. ' 
YES 
DECLARE SJZE AND TYPE OF 
ARRAYS AND YRRRBLES 
ELMTCK I I, Jl = 0 
[JOT 11, J J = 0 
[J = l, 21 
l = 1, NUMELMT 
ELMTCKII,Jl = 1 
AND 
ELMTCK I I, JJ = 1 
OUT = 0 
IN = 1 
lNPUT 11, INJ = I 
ELMTCKII,2l = t 
J = I+l, NUMELMT 
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Piqure 3.3 Flow chart of Subroutine BREAKUP 
Figure 3. 3 
NODEII,2l = NODEIJ,2J 
AND 
ELHTCK I J .21 = 0 
NO 
CROSS = CROSS + 1 
ELHTXICROSS,ll = I 
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OUT = OUT + 1 
OUTPUTIJ,OUTl = J 
ELHTCK I I, 11 = 1 
JN = IN + 1 
INPUTII,INI = J 
ELHTCK IJ,21 = 1 
~ ~ 
YESG 
(continued) Flow chart of Subroutine BREAKUP 
N = INPUTf I, Jl 
0 = OUTPUT[ I, J l 
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NO 
ELMTIN,4l - ELMTIN,2l 
MIJI = ---------------------------
ELMTIN,3l - ELMTIN,ll 
NO 
ELMTI0,4l - ELMTI0,2l 
MIJ+2l = ------------------ -------
ELMTI0,3l - ELHT iO ,ll 
YES 
RNGLE!Jl = 3.141592 
HI J+ 21 - M ll l AN~LE!Jl = RTRN ---------------------
1 + IHIJ+2l ~ Mill l 
Figure 3.3 (continued) Flow chart of Subroutine BREAKUP 
Nl = 1 
N2 = 2 
YES 
Figure 3.3 
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NOOTIINPUTII, ll,2l = NOOEI1,2l 
NOOT!OUTPUT!l,Nll,ll = NUM + l 
NOOTIINPUTI1,2l,2l = NUM + 2 
NOOTIOUTPUTII,N2l,ll = NUM + 3 
ELMTXICR055,2l = OUTPUTII,Nll 
ELMTXICR055,3l =·INPUTI1,2l 
ELMTXICROSS,4l = OUTPUTIJ,N2l 
NOOCICROSS,ll = NODEIJ,2l 
NOOCICROS5,2l = NUM + 2 
NODCICROSS,31 = NOOEIJ,2l 
ELMTRICROSSl = INPUTII,ll 
ELMTCICROSSJ = 1NPUTI1,2l 
NO 
Nl = 2 
N2 = 1 
(continued) Flow chart of Subroutine BREAKUP 
6 
5 
6 
5 
Figure 3. 4 
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Angle 1 
(a) 
10 
12 
(b) 
Rng I e 2 
8 
F I ow 
Otrectlon 
9 
8 
9 
Four way fracture intersection showing (a) the 
angles that determine the direction of solute 
movement from inlet fractures to discharge 
fractures and (b) the renumbering of the inter 
section nodes. 
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3. 4. 3 Subroutine CONCENTRATION 
The initial values of concentration for each node are 
assigned QY the subroutine CONCENTRATION and stored in { c}. 
A value of one is assigned for each source node and a value 
of zero is assigned to all of the other nodes. The source 
nodes are specified by the control parameter CHOICE2. When 
CHOICE2 equals "b", all nodes lying on the left boundary are 
assigned a value of 1. When CHOICE2 equals "n" only the 
middle node on the left boundary is given a value of 1. The 
flow chart for CONCENTRATION is shown in Figure 3.5. 
3.4.4 Subroutines MATRICIES and PARTITION 
The coefficients of the diffusion-advection and storaqe 
matrices are assigned by the subroutine MATRICIES. These 
values are stored in the ( R] and ( S] respectively. The 
routine uses Equations ( 3.19) and ( 3. 20) to ,assemble the 
coefficients. • Once they are assembled the coefficients of 
the [S] and (R] are added to make a new matrix (A]. When 
this has been done the subroutine PARTITION reduces the size 
of the arrays by partitioning all arrays according to the 
number of constrained nodes. The new reduced size of the 
partitioned matrices is assigned to the constant PSIZE. 
The subroutine depends on the assigned value of concen 
YES 
NO 
[!] 
Figure 3. 5 
YMJN = tODD 
YOFF = 0 
ELMT I I , 11 = 0 
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START 
DECLARE S12E AND TYPE 
OF ARRAYS AND VARIABLES 
I = 1, NUM 
NO 
Flow chart of subroutine CONCENTRATION 
YES 
NUMBER = NUHBER + 1 
N!NUHBERl = NOOE!J,ll 
YES 
NO 
NUMBER + 1 NUMBER= INTI----------1 2 
CIN!NUMBERI l = 1 
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END 
Figure 3.5 (continued) Flow chart of subroutine CONCENTRA-
TION 
tration (C) at each node, to determine if the node is free or 
not. Two arrays, KEEP and IGNORE, are used to store the node 
numbers of those nodes for which the corresponding value of C 
is 0 or 1 respectively. In addition to eliminating the 
constrained nodes from [R] and [S], the coefficients for the 
arrays [Afc] and [Sfc] are assembled and used in the solution 
of Equation ( 3 
• 2 3) • The flow chart for MATRICES is shown in 
Figure 3 
.6. The flow chart for PARTITION is shown in Figure 
3.7. 
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DECLARE SIZE HN1l HPE I 
QF HRRRYS ANTI '/HRP.BLES j 
l 
Rlf,Jl = 0 I 
~r·t· ll = 0 ~' •"'' 
lJ = t. N1JMl 
J 
G 
l 
Rl = Olll I Uil 
R2 = Vli! I 2 
R3 : RLFAlil * Vlil I 2 
-1 
Rll = Rl - R2 + R3 
Rl2 = - Rl t R2 - R3 
R21 = - Rl - R2 - R3 
R22 ~ Rl + R2 + R3 
t 
3.6 Flow chart for subroutine MATRICES 
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v 
I " u I l * HLFA [ . ) I 
J2 = --------------
2~ 
S3 = 2 I DT 
\II 
I Slt = uu IJ I 31 - S2l * S3 I 
Sl2 = [ tU IJ i 61 - S2l .: S3 l 
I 512 = {(U il I 61 t S2l * S3 'I I 522 :: { (Ll Il I 31 t S2l * 53 ' 
At 1 = Rll + Sll 
n l ·~ - 01? 4- ~ 1 "' n L - 11 _ • >J.L 
A21 = R21 t S21 
H22 = R22 + 522 
i I = NOD f! I • 1l 1 
JJ = NODT! I .21 
tHII,IIl =Alii. II! +All 
Alii.JJl = A!II,JJ! t A12 
RlJJ.IIl = RlJJ.IIl + R21 
AlJJ,JJl = AlJJ,JJJ t R22 
(continued) Flow chart for subroutine MATRICES 
( 
\ 
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q'"~RT \J.n a 
N = 0 
H = 0 
t 
N = N t 1 
IGNORE!Nl = I 
NO 
r----------<< J = 1, NUHELHt>~------. 
l 
NODfli,KJ = NOOTlJ,KJ - 1 
·M=M+l 
KEV' r ~l :: . 
.. _r .n. 1 
3.7 Flow chart for subroutine PARTITION 
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.11 l. = KFF 0 i 1.1 
··--1 ' ' 
JJ = KEEP(I J I 
rqi 1)-Rf •• Ill I n \ ' J - I .11 f V~ • 
!' f. 1) -~ l r· l'lj 
.J \ 1. v - \,) \ 1 1 • ....,J' l . 
RfC li l ~ 0 i 
I SFC (f l :: 0 I 
I c (I ) = c l I_!j 
l 
I 
J = 1, N 
JJ = IGNORE lJl 
RFCUl = RFClil t RUI,JJJ 
SFCliJ = SFCtll t Slii.JJl 
( END "') 
-·---
e 3.7 (continued) Flow chart for subroutine PARTITION 
.. 
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3.4.5 Subroutines SOLVEC and RECONSTITUTE 
The subroutine SOLVEC solves Equation ( 3. 25) for the 
. 
time as specified by the constant PARTIME. It does so in 
discreet steps as determined from the value of DT. For each 
time step, as the solution continues, the subroutine BRIDGIT 
is called to transfer the correct concentration of solute 
from the inlet ' fractures to the discharge fractures. This 
transfer takes into consideration the preferred route of 
solute movement as qetermined by subroutine BREAKUP and any 
forced mix~ng that takes place because of the variation in 
the size and flow rate of the fractures filling and draining 
the inters~ction. 
In order to reduce the computation time, SOLVEC assemb-
les [B) from the left hand side of Equatio~ (3.~3). It then 
calls the subroutine MULTIPLY which multiplies the [ B) by the 
inverse of [A]. The number of times that this calculation is 
done is determined by the value of STEPS which equals 
PARTIME/DT. The flow chart. for SOLVEC is shown in Figure 
3.8. The flow charts for BRIDGIT and MULTIPLY are shown in 
Figures 3.9 and 3 . 10. 
Before . any concentration values can be output for 
plotting breakthrough curves and 3-D plots of the concentra-
tion distribution, a representative value'must be determined / ' . 
J / 
-- -~ - --~-- -
Figure 3.8 
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DECLRRE SIZE RND TYPE 
OF RRRRYS AMD VRRIRBLES 
STEPS= INT !PRRT IME I OTJ 
CRLL SUBROUT INE BR IDGI T 
TRBNSFERS THE RPPROPRIATE 
VRLUE OF C FROM THE END 
NODES OF THE INLET ELEMENTS 
TO THE BEGINNING NODES OF 
THE OUTLET ELEMENTS 
Bill = BI JJ -t SI I, KJ * CIKI 
1 
Flow chart for subroutine SOLVEC. 
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B! 1l = B I I l - RFC I Il + SFC I Il 
CALL SUBROUTINE HUL1IPLY 
SOLVES FOR C RT ERCH NODE BY 
MULTIPLYING THE B MATRIX BY 
THE lNVERSE OF THE A MATRIX 
NO 
YES 
CC I I l = C I IJ 
J = J + 1 CHOICE2 = N 
RND 
Clll = 0 
CCI I l = 1 
Figur e 3. 8 (continued) Flow chart for subroutine SOLVEC. 
YES 
ClN21 = C I Nil 
C!N41 = Cltm 
i9Ure 3.9 
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DECLARE SIZE RND TYPE 
OF ARRAYS AND VRR1RBLES 
El = ELMHII,tl 
E2 = ELMH I I, 21 
E3 = ELMH I I, 31 
E 4 = ELMH I I, 41 
Nl = N001!Et, 21 
N2 = N001!E2, 11 
N3 = N0011E3,21 
N4 = N0011E4, 11 
YES 
CIN2I = CINll * VIEll * BBIE 1l + CIN31 * IV!E3l 'BBIE31 - VIE4l * BBIE411 
VIE2l * BBIE2l 
CIN41 = CIN3l 
CIN4l = CIN31 * VIE3l * BBIE31 + CINll * IVIEll iBBIEl I - VIE21 * BB!E2ll 
VIHl * BBIUl 
CIN21 = CINll 
Flow chart for subroutine BRIDGIT. 
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STRRT 
DECLRRE SIZE RND TYPE 
OF RRRRYS RND VRRIRBLES 
COLO ( I l = C ( I l 
C(Il = 0 
.____--I C ( I l = C I I l + R I NV ( I, J l ~ B I J l 
[J = 1, PSIZEl 
C I I l = 2 * C ( 1 l - COLD (l l 
e 3 -10 Flow chart for subroutine MULTIPLY. 
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tor each of the original - node numbers. The value of c at 
each node is determined by RECONSTITUTE from the values that 
are calculated for the end nodes of each contributing 
element. The correlation of the new node numbers with the 
original ones is done using the array NODC. The flow chart 
of RECONSTITUTE is shown in Figure 3.11. 
DECLARE SIZE AND 1~PE 
OF RRRA~S AND VARIABLES 
....__--J [[INOOCII 3ll = CC!NOOCII,ll * BB!EL~TR!lll * V!ELM1R!lll + CCINOOC!I,21l * BB!EL~TC!lll * V!ELM1CIJll 
' BB!ELM1A(Jll * V!ELM1A!III + BB!ELHTC[Ill * V!ELM1C!1ll 
i9Ure 3 1 
. 1 
~~ CC!NOD!I, lll = CC!NOD!I,2ll 
END 
Flow chart for subroutine RECONSTITUTE 
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3. 5 · RESULTS OF NUMERICAL t«>DEL 
The results of the numerical model were c.:>mpared to 
-· 
those of Huyakorn and Nilkuha, ( 1979 l. This comparison was 
done using a single . fracture of length 10 with consistent 
units, which was divided into 2 0 elements of length 0. 5 as 
shown in Figure 3.12. 
FRACTURE ELEMENTS 
1 2 3 4 
INPUT !Co - l.Ol 
5 
X 
6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 3.12 Fracture configuration used to test the numeri-
cal model. 
Figure 3.13 shows the breakthrough curves for two of the 
cases considered by Huyakorn and Nilkuha. The first case, 
shown in (a), is a moderately convective-dominated transport 
condition where Pe equals 10. The second, shown in (b), is a 
highly convective-dominated transport condition where Pe 
equals 100. The concentration profiles shown in the figure 
were obtained "..lsing the analyti _cal solution and a numer i cal 
. -
solution where the values of dt, t, and D in consistent units 
--
'· 
I.J 
Figure 3.13 
1·2 
1·2 
08 
0 4 
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a 
--Ana ly t c 
o Upstream FE, a. =0 I ] 
Ups t ream FD , a. =0 20 
---- G a lerkm FE 
. x 
Concentration profiles using dt = 0.4, t = 6.4; 
(a) Pe = 10; (b) Pe = 100 (after Huyakorn and 
Nilkuha, 1979) 
0.025 respectively. The numerical solution is shown for 
three values of the upstream element coefficient a, 0.0, 0.13 
and o. 2. When a 0.0 the solution is equivalent to the 
Galerkin finite element scheme. 
Figure 3.14 shows the results of the analytical solution 
Of Ogata and Banks (1961) and the numerical model EXPORT, as 
Written for this study. The value for each of the parameters 
are identical to those used by Huyakorn except that t equals 
6
• In this figure it is evident that the numerical solution 
l ags somewhat behind that of the analytical solution. The 
0 
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for this was not investigated fully but was thought to 
reason 
d to small losses of mass from using too large a time be ue 
( ie dt == 0.4). steP ' 
~~~~--------- ----- - -- -
0.9 
o.a 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0 . .3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
0 Numerical Solution 
Distance From In jection Point 
+ Ana ly~ical Solu t ion 
Figure 3.14 Concentration profiles using dt == 0.4, t == 6.0 
and Pe == 10 (Using the analytical solution and 
the numerical transport model EXPORT). 
Two more simulations were run using time step values of 
0
• 3 and o. 2. The results of these simulations are shown in 
Figures 3 
.15 and 3.16 respectively. 
0 
(.) 
(.) 
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1.1 
0.9 
0.8 
0 .7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0 . .3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
0 2 4 6 8 1 . 
Distance From Injection Point 
0 Numerical + Analytical 
Figure 3.15 Concentration profiles using dt = 0.3, t = 6.0 
and Pe = 10 (Using the analytical solution and 
the numerical transport model EXPORT). 
Figure 3.15 shows that when a time step of 0.3 is used, 
the breakthrough curve, as determined by the numerical 
solution, is much closer to that of the analytical solution, 
although still behind it in time. This forward movement is 
continued when a time step of 0.2 is used. Figure 3.16 shows 
the numerical solution ahead the analytical is of now 
solution. Further simulations were run using even smaller 
Values of the time step, but no significant difference in the 
relat· ~ve Positions of the two curves, from those in Figure 
3
·lG, was noted. It is probable that the forward movement of 
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0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
~ 0.5 
0.4 
O.J 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
0 2 4 6 8 . 10 
Distance From Injection Point 
0 Numerical Solution + An a ly tica l Solu t ion 
Figure 3.16 Concentration profiles using dt = 0.2, t = 6.0 
and Pe = 10 (Using the analytical solution and 
the numerical transport model EXPORT). 
the curve as the time step decreases is due to the numerical 
errors that become more significant as the number of calcula-
tions increases. The effect of these errors appears to be 
compensating since time steps smaller than 0.2 do not 
sign·£· ~ ~cantly shift the breakthrough curve. 
Two further simulations were done, using the fracture 
configuration shown J... n h Figure 3.12, in order to compare t e 
esults of the upstream finite element formulation with those 
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of the Galerki n method. 
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the 
breakthrough curves that are produced using the upstream 
weighting functions at Peclet numbers of 10 ."0 and 100.0 
respectively. Included also, for comparison, are the curves 
shown in Figure 3.13. It is evident from both of these 
figures that the results of the upstream finite element 
formulation are closely correlated with the analytical 
solution. The Galerkin solution however shows substantial 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0 
u 0.5 
0 .4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
0 
... 
Golerkin _, 
Figure 3.17 
2 4 6 8 10 
Dist ance From Injecti on Point 
+ An a lyt ical 0 a=.13 o=.2 
Concentration profiles using dt = 0.3, t = 6.0 
Pe = 10 , a = 0.0, a= 0.13 and a= 0.2 (Using 
the analytical solution and the numerical 
transport model EXPORT). 
0 
iJ 
~ 
1. 1 
.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0 • .3 
0 .2 
0.1 
0 
0 2 
Ga erkirt + 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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\ 
4 6 
Dtstance From InJection Point 
Analy t ical 
8 10 
o = .1 ..3 
Figure 3.18 Concentration profiles using dt _= 0.3, t = 6.0 
Pe = 100 , a = 0.0, a= 0.13 and a= 0.2 (Using 
the analytical solution and the numerical 
transport model EXPORT). 
undershoot and overshoot which is not nearly as significant 
When the upstream weighing funct i ons are used. This is 
espe · 1 c~a ly so wi th the higher value of a. 
The above tests show that EXPORT gives essentially the 
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same results as those of Huyakorn and Nilkuha for. a single 
continuous fracture . As described earlier in this chapter 
however, EXPORT incorporates into the finite element scheme a 
spec i a 1 algorithm which decouples the fracture mesh at 
intersections. The efficiency of this method was examined 
using the fracture configuration shown in Figure 3.19. This 
configuration is identical to the one in Figure 3.12 except 
that at every second node, up to ~umber six there is an 
intersecting fracture . This fracture has flow into and out 
of the intersection. However, the flow is negligeable (the 
velocity is specified as lo-30 in consistent units) so that 
there is no loss of mass from the system. 
~INTERSECTING FRRCTURES 
1 2 3 
INPUT (Co = 1.01 
4 5 
X 
6 
FLOW ) 
7 8 10 
Figure 3 .• 19 Fracture configuration used to examine the 
'mixing algorithm used in EXPORT. 
The concentration profile that was determined in this 
fracture is shown in Figure 3. 20. Identical parameter 
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values were used as in Figure 3.13 and the results of the 
Galerkin and the analytical solution for the single fracture 
are plotted for comparison. It is apparent that the results 
agree quite closely with the single fracture Galer kin and 
analytical solutions. The slight discrepancies are probably 
due to the small numerical errors that result from the 
breakup of the intersections. 
-i 
I 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0 
u 0.5 
u 
0.4 
0 • .3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
0 Golerkin 
Distance From In jection Point 
+ Ana lyt ical <> BREAKUP 
Figure 3. 20 Concentration profiles using dt = 0.4, t = 6.0 
Pe = 10 , a = 0.0 and implementing the subrou-
tine BREAKUP (Using the analytical solution and 
the numerical transport model EXPORT). 
\ 
I 
... 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN FRACTURED SYSTEMS 
4.1 MODEL FOURTEEN 
In order to compa~e the results of the numerical model 
to results measured under laboratory conditions, the· fracture 
configuration iX: Model fourteen was generated by NETWORK and 
NETFLOW and EXPORT was used to simulate the transport of · a 
solute through it. Figure 2.3 shows the pattern of fractures 
. 
that were cut into model fourteen. In this figure the inlet 
and outlet ports are numbered for reference. The concentra-
tion of solute that w~ measured at the outlet ports of this 
model are listed in Table 5. The program NETWORK was altered 
slightly so· that 'the same fracture network was generated. an~ 
to be used by EXPORT for transport simulation. 
\ 
Since --~~ laboratory model was run under steady state 
conditions, a simulation time was used in EXPORT, which was 
of sufficient length to ensure that the same conditions were 
established in the numerical model. For comparison purposes 
one simulation was : run without using the subroutine BREAKUP, 
thus perfect mixing at the fracture intersections was 
assumed. In contrast a second simulation was run using 
BREAKUP ie; imperfect mixing was &ssumed. The three dimen- ~ 
sional plots of the so l ute concentration at each inter-
section, for these two simulations, are shown in .Figures '-4. l 
. ..., 
.. 
., ' 
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and 4 • 2 respectively. The concentration of solute, in the 
form c/Co for the two simulations are given, for comparison, 
in Table 5 · 
Pigure 4.1 
c=1 
3-D plot of solute concentrations in model # 14 
assuming perfect mixing at the fracture intersec-
tions. 
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C>= 1 
Figure 4.2 3-D plot of solute concentrations in model # 14 
assuming no mixing at the fracture intersections. 
A comparison of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the very marked 
difference in the spread of solute throughout the model. 
When mixing is assumed to be perfect at the intersections, 
the solute quickly spreads out over the whole model so that 
some concentration is determined at each of the outlet nodes 
and most of the internal nodes. When no mixing is allowed at 
• 
, -
86 
the · fracture intersections 1 except that which is dictated by 
the variations in flow rate, the spread. is very ~uch less and 
only three of the outlet ports show significant concen-
trat~ons of solute. 
Table 5: concentration Values ( C/C0 ) Determined in Model * 
.14. 
Port Measured Determined by EXPORT 
# Not using BREAKUP Up.j.ng BREAKUP 
5 1.0000 1. 0000 1.0000 
10 0.0001 0. 1217 0.0000 
11 0.0004 0. 2486 0'. 0000 
12 0.0471 0. 3123 . 0.0065 
13 0.3121 o .. 3123 0.1457 
14 0.3005 0 • . 3 096 0.4991 
15 0.0057 0. 1582 Q~OOOO 
16 0.0006 0. 1582 0.0000 
17 0.0001 0.0613 0.0000 
4. 2 RANDOM FRACTURE SYSTEMs 
Three transport simulations were carried out using the 
numerical model EXPORT in order to determine the pattern of 
solute transport in artificially generated fracture systems 
with different hydrologic characteristics. Each system was 
generated using NETWORK and NETFLO. For each simulation the 
control parameters 1 used by EXPORT I were identical I as given 
in Table 6. 
- ----- - ------.. -- -
. .. ., 
\ 
--
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Table 6: Data File CHOICE.DAT 
choice1 = d 
choic~ = n 
node = 1 
a1ltime = ---100 
par time = 100 
dt = 0.1000000+01 
alpha = 0.5000000-01 
t . coef = 0.1000000+01 
leak time= 0.1000000+01 
options = y n y y n n y 
4.2.1 Equivalent Fracture Sets 
The first simulation was run 'in a fracture system with 
two sets of fractures which were generated with equal 
density, length and aperture. The data file used by NETWORK · 
to generate the fracture system is listed in Appendix D. The 
fracture configuration is shown in Figure 4. 3. The element 
data and the nodal concentrations, as determined by EXPORT, 
\. 
are listed in Appendix D to illustrate the ""q"eneral form of 
the file THRED.DAT. These nodal ~oncentrations are shown in 
the 3-0 plot in Figure 4.4. 
It is evident, from this figure, that the solute is 
moderately dispersed throughout the fracture system down-
stream of the injection point. The flow path with the 
largest velocity is favo~red, as would be expected. 
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orl~~~o~.o~o--~t._oo ___ R_~~Qa __ L_I_; __ ~_J_I __ ~~~-oo __ 1 _0_Q~·_ao ____ s~.o_a __ --r7.~ ~.oo .-
0 
a 
,.--,------------: 
I 
10 
11 
0 
0 
. 
1.1) 
0 
0 
N 
0 
0 
. 
-
0 
0 
. 
0 
0 
0 
·wm~~--~--~----~--~----~--~--~~ a.ao 1.ao 2.oo 3.oo •.oo s.oo s.ao 1.do 
Figure 4. 3 
X -AXIS 
Configuration of equal density/equal aperture 
fracture model. 
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4.4 3-n Plot of nodal concentrations for equal 
density/equal aperture fracture model. 
I 
' ( 
-----· .. ···- -----· 
· '· 
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Unequal Aperture Model 
The second simulation was run using. the sa..Jile'' fracture 
configuration as_ depicted in Figure A'.-4 _ but ~ with -fra~_ture 
sets of unequal aperture. .The set oriented ·15 degr~es from 
~he horizontal h~d t~ice the aperture ol the oth~r set. The 
. . •. ' 
-
nodal concEfntrations determined by EXPORT are shown in the 
3-D plot in Figure 4.5. 
It is evident from Figure 4. 5 that the solute is again 
moderately dispE7rsed throughout ·the fracture system, down-
stream of , the injection point.· Once again the flow path with 
-
the largest velocny-·n;· ---ra:vour·ea. The difference that t,he 
larger aperture fr_acture set makes isr shown by. the smaller 
concentrations of sort.lte . that are found in the three frac-
tures that drain the lower portion of the system. Since the 
I 
one central fracture is able to carry the main load (because, 
it's aperture is twice as large as the earlier system) less 
solute is able to move into the lower portion of the system. 
It is also ev:i:dent that a higher · concentration of ·---so_lute 
--- .. 
reaches the right side of the model. 
4.2.3 Equal Apertures · and Unequal Spacing and Density 
The third simulation was run in a fracture system with 
two sets of fractures which were generated with equal 
- -- ~- -~---~~( - -
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I 
C-:.._1 
Pi~e 4.5 3-n Plot of nodal concentrations for equal 
densitY-equal spacing fracture model in Which the 
fracture set at 15 degrees from the horizontal has twice the aperture as the other set. 
oriented 15 degrees from 
d length Of the other b~ in Figure 4.6. set. the horizontal has twice the density The set 
The fracture configuration is 
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R~_£1L I ~~J I ll~oo 1 OQ_oo : ~!~--~oL.~oo~--~l~o~O~O~--~~~----~~------~------~--------~--------r~ ~l· 
,.. 
6. 00 
" 
" 
.. 
0 
0 
. 
tn 
0 
0 
... 
0 
0 
. 
(W) 
0 
0 
. 
N 
0 
0 
. 
-
0 
0 
. 
0 
0 
0 
. 1~~--~~-----,--------r-------~-------.------~~-----='=~--~~-
·l. oo a. ao 1. oo 2 • 00 3. oo "· oo s. oo 6. oo 7. do 
Figure 4. 6 
X -AXIS 
Configuration of equal aperture fracture model 
With unequal density and length (set one, 15 
degrees from horizontal, has twice the length 
and twice the density of set two). 
. ' 
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The fracture system that is generated this time is very 
much different than the earlier one.· . The number of fractures 
that traverse the model completely . is more than doubl~d and 
consequently the number of nodes on the' . flow boundary is 
greater. The nodal concentrations generated by EXPORT are 
shown _in- the- 3-D plot in .Figure 4.7. The, figure sho~hat 
very little solute is transferred to the other elements but 
that most of it is carried ·by the fracture -into which it was 
. injected. 
4. J STRIP A FRACTURE MODEL 
A final transport simulation was run on a fracture 
,. 
system generated from actual field measurements obtained from -
the Stripa study site in Stripa Sweden (~le and Rouleau, 
1986). The fracture system existing in a small section of 
the ventilation drift was simulated using NETWORK AND 
NETFLOW. The resultj,ng. network is depicted in Figufe 4. 9. 
This network contains 584 elements and 389 nodes or intersec-
tions. The direction or· flow is from the outer boundary . 
inward towards the center of the circular section. 
Node 4 on the outer boundary of the network is shown in 
Figure 4. 8. The continuous injection _of solute, at this 
node, at a concentration of C/Co = 1.0, for 1,000,000 seconds 
' 
was simulated by EXPORT. Figure 4 . ~ shows the concentration 
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l ute at the element nodes when the subroutine BREAKUP of so 
was not used. Figure 4.10 shows the concentration of solute 
at the element nodes when the subroutine BREAKUP was used. 
I 
I 1 
Figure 4. 7 
I 2 I .3 I 4- l 5 
c:: = 1 
l 
3-D plot of nodal concentrations for fracture 
model with equal aperture and unequal density and 
length. 
... 
Figure 4. 8 
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Concentration of solute at fracture intersec 
tions using EXPORT without BREAKUP 
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15 
J1., s j3.4S jS.74 
c::=1 
1~e 4.10 Concentration of solute at fracture intersec 
tions using EXPORT with BREAKUP 
• 
-
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It is evident from both figures that the movement of a 
sdlute in a discontinuous fracture system is quite localized 
to the flow path -from the area of injection to the discharge 
area under radially convergent flow conditions. It is noted 
that there is very little difference between the results of 
using BREAKUP and not using it. The reason for this is the 
virtual absence of four-way intersections in the fracture 
network. The program counted only 31 such intersections in 
the configuration that was used. In addition to this the 
flow in each element was very d~fferent. Under these radial 
flow and fracture geometry conditions the effects of using 
the correct mixing algorithm wquld be minimal for this number 
of fractures. 
--
·' 
,. 
---------
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CHAPTER FIVE 
--CONCLUSIONS AND REC~ATIONS FOR FURTimR WORK 
.. 
The mixing algori thim in open fractures, used until 
recently, in most transport models for fractured rock systems 
is in error. This series of extensive laboratory tests has 
shown conclusively, that instead of perfect mixing at four-
way intersections it !;'evident that, when the flow is equal 
in "l!a:th of '_he fractures then, under laminar flow conditions, 
no mixing takes place. At intersections tha't are not four-
way, perfect mixing is of course valid. When the flow is not 
equal in the intersecting fractu~~~ mixing is forced to take 
place when the flow streams are redistributed to the outflow 
fractures. Hence it is important to establish the proportion 
of fo';lr-way intersections in a fracture network in order to 
determine which• mixing. algorithm is dominant. More research 
is required to determine how the physical attributes of the 
system such as spacing, trace length, and connectivity are 
related to the proportion of four-way intersections. 
The numerical model assumes that parallel flow streams 
in one fracture mix perfectly, whereas the laboratory tests 
indicate that these streams do not mix. This means that each 
of the individual flow streams in open fractures must be 
·.:raced throughout the model in order to correctly predict the 
concentration at any one point. It can be appreciated that 
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the avai).able computer memory, in most systems, would soon be 
filled for even very small networks. Further, the computer 
requirements of tracing the transport of a solute in a three 
dimensional fracture network would severely limit the size of 
\1 
the network that could be modeled. 
In its handling of matrices the numerical model EXPORT 
• 
needs to be refined to make it more efficient. The present 
version stores all coefficients of all matrices. Since these 
matrices are sparse the use of a more efficient storage 
system would greatly increase the efficiency and capabilities 
of the model. The method of uncoupling each four-way inter-
section can lead to very large computer memory and computa-
tional time requirements. It may be possible to use a three 
dimensional fracture model at the intersections to reduce 
these requirements and achieve the same fracture modelling 
capability. 
In its present form the model has demonstrated the 
effects of using the correct mixing algorithm for transport 
in open fracture networks of various geometries. '. S11ch 
effects can be quite signific~nt when the networks consist 'of 
many four-way intersections. In these systems the simula-
tions indicate that contaminants migrating through fractured 
media will not be dispersed and diluted to the extent that 
,-
past numerical models have predicted and hence the contami-
- 101 -
nant will be discharged to the biosphere much more quickly 
and at a higher concentration than expected. It should be 
noted that· when the discharge is a stream or lake, while the 
peak concentration will be higher, the total loading to the 
biosphere will be the same. However in the case of a well 
bore intersecting a fracture, along which contaminants are 
migrating, the toxicity levels will be much greater. 
The simulations that were run using the real fracture 
network ~eometry obtained from Strepa show that when natural 
systems contain few four-way intersections then the effects 
pf using the correct mixing algorithm are not as pronounced. 
Other natural features such as contacting surfaces, surface 
roughness, the geometry and roughness of the intersection and • 
. 3-dimensionality also contribute to the overall transport 
pattern. To some degree these features will determine the 
relative importance of forced mixing. Additional laboratory 
and field studies are needed to determine how dominant these 
characteristics are in the transport processes that operate 
in real fractured aquifers. 
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APPENDIX A 
TESTING RESULTS OF PLEXIGLASS FRACTURE MODELS 
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CALCULATION OF MIXING RESULTS FOR II:>DEL ONE 
The mixing test results, that are listed in this 
\ 
appendix were calculated using the' equations that are 
described in Chapter Two. The use of these equations is 
illustrated below. The test results from Model one (page 
***) are used for this purpos~. In the calculations that 
follow reference should · be made to Figure 2.5 for the 
physical meaning oJ the terms. 
follows: 
The terms are defined as 
Vs The volume of iodide solution injecteq into the fracture 
intersection. 
Vw The volume of distilled water injected into the fracture 
intersection. 
Vi The volume of fluid discharged from fracture segment i. 
C The concentration of iodide in the injection solution. 
C2 The concentration of iodide in the distilled water. 
Ci The concentration of iodide in the discharge from 
fracture segment i. 
Vsi The volume of iodide solution found in the discharge 
from fracture segment i . 
Vsi' The .. volume of iodide solution forced into discharge ·. 
fracture segment i. 
VWi The volume of distilled water found in · the discharge 
from fracture segment i. 
Vwi' The volume of distilled water forced into discharge 
fracture segment i. 
Mi The percent mixing that occurs in fracture segment i. 
Mi' The adjusted percent mixing that occurs in fracture 
segment i. 
J 
.L 
108 
-
The total mixing that takes place in fracture segment .!. 
FMi The forced mixing that takes place in fracture segm~nt 
i. j 
In the calculations that follow the results are not 
exactly the same as listed on page ***. This is because more 
significant figures were used .to produce the results on page 
114. ' 
\ 
TEST RESULTS 
/ 
The flow volumes and concentrations of Iodide for the 
various fracture segments are given on page *** as follows: 
Vs = 0.12857 L c = 110.1 mg/L I --~ 
Vw = 0 .. 73076 L C2 = 0.00 mg/L 
V3 = 0.12733 L C3 = 0.467 mg/L 
V4 = 0.73200 L C4 = 18.067 mg/L 
ERROR VALUES 
/ 
I 
The experimental error that occurred dur i ng the testing 
was determined from Equation (2.11) as ·follows: 
abs[(Vs C)- (V3 C3)- (V4 C4)] 
E = 100 -------~-----------------------
Vs c 
abs[14.16-0.059-13.23] 
~ 100 -------- ---------------
14.16 
= 6.15 
- - - . 
> ' • . , • ' " " ' ~ ' • ' 
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MIXING RESULTS 
COMPafENT VOLUME OF IODINE SOLUTION 
ACTUAL VAL~ 
\. 
The component. volumes of distilled water and iodine 
solution that were contained in the discharge segm~s of the 
f 
fracture intersection are calculated using Equation 2. 5 as 
follows: 
V3 ( C - C3) 
Vw3 = -------------
c 
0.12733(110.1-0.467) 
= ----------------------
110.1 
= 0.12679 
Vs3 = V3 - Vw3 
= 0.12733-0~12679 
= 0.00054 
V4 (C 
-
C4) 
V\.74 = 
-------------
c 
0.732(110.1-18.067) 
= 
---------------------
110.1 /"' \ 
<:' /' ' 
= 0.61188 
Vs4 = V4 - VW4 
= 0. 732-0.61188 
• 
c . 
\ 
- 110. -
= 0.12012 
ASSUMING 100\ MIXING 
When perfect or 100\ mixing is assumed the compon~nt 
volumes of iodine solution and distil~ed water are determined . 
from the ratio of the volumes of each "that are injected inf~ ·· 
the two inlet fractures. The ratio Vs/Vw must be reflected 
. 
in each of _the discharge fractures. 
done as follows: 
Vw 
Vw3 = V3 ---------
Vw + Vs 
0.73076 
= 0.12733 
0.73076+0.12857 
= 0.10828 
Vs3 = V3 - Vw3 
= 0.12733-0.10828 
= 0.01905 
Vw 
Vw4 = V4 ---------
Vw + Vs 
0.73076 
= 0.732 ------~----------
0.73076+0.12857 
·- 0. &2248 . 
The determination is 

... 
' ! 
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Mi I = -TMi - FMi 
FMi is determined from Equation ( 2. 10 l as follows: 
' Vsi/Vwi 1 
FMi = 100 ---------
Vs/Vw 
For the test under consideration the values of Vwi 1 are 
determined as follows: 
Vw3 1 = V3-Vw 
= - 0.60343 
The negative 1 value means that no distilled water was forced 
\ . 
into discharge Fracture ~gment 3. 
Vw4 1 = Vw-V3 = 0. 60343 
These two equations are not mentioned in the text because 
they are not tne same when distilled water is injected at one 
of the other nodes. The form of the equations must be 
determined from each new test set-up. These tests have 
~termined that fluid flows preferentially into the adjacent 
fracture segment as illustrated in. Figure 2. 6. This fact 
.-/' 
must be used to determi~ne form of the appropriate 
I 
equations. 
Using the values determined above, the adjusted mixing 
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value is calculated as follows: 
~ 
0. 00054/0.0 
FM3 = 100 -----------------
0.12857/0.73076 
This equation of course cannot be evaluated. 
must be inverted as follows:·· 
Vw3' /Vs3 
FM3 = 100 ----------
Vw/Vs 
0.0/0.00054 
= 100 
-----------------0. 73076/0.12857 
= 0.0 
The ratio terms 
· , . .:., 
Therefore there is no forced mixing in Fracture Segment 3 and 
thus the adjusted mixing value is given by: 
'M3' = 2.42 - 0.0 
= 2.42 
For Segment 4 the calculations are as follows: 
Vs4/Vw4i 
FM4 = 100 
---------Vs/Vw 
0.12012/0.60343 
= 100 
-----------------0.12857/0.73076 
= 113.14 
This value is clearly in error. The ratio terms must be 
inverted as for the other segment. This 'tallows: 
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Vw4 1 /Vs4 
FM4 = 100 
---------Vw/Vs 
0.60343/0.12012 
= 100 -----------------0.73076/0.12857 
= 88.26 
The adjusted mixing value is calculated as foll9ws: 
M4 I = TM4 - FM4 
= 89.62 - 88.26 
= 1. 36 
) 
'"':>../ 
... 
HODEL fl 1 PAGE # 115 
01 02 
113 \ \ 22 . 5 I I 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ - - I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
157.5 \ I . 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
fl2 I I \ \ 
w I 
fl4 
/11 
FLOW CONFIG~TION 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
distilled water inlet (W) 2 
discharge #1 (01) 3 
discharge 02 (02) 4 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0.28 mrn 
fracture 02-#4 0.5 mm 
depth of f 01-3 ~ 15.0 mm 
depth of f 02-4 ·= 14.0 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s,% 
HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD • ). 33 
TIME • 156.92 
ERROR • 6.40 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
.129 
.731 
.127 
.732 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
m/s 
.181 
.622 
.207 
.717 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
-mg/L 
100.85 110.10 
617.39 0.00 
115.24 " .47 
712.40 18.07 
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ..... 
HEAD 
-
50.00 1 .086 .097 53.78 110.10 
GRAD 
-
1.67 2 .479 .323 320. so 0.00 
TIME 
-
197.87 3 .078 :10o 55.69 0.00 
ERROR 
-
7.98 4 .487 .379 376.02 17.83 
..................................... ............................... .. 
HEAD 
-
10.00 1 .082 .021 11.78 llO.lO 
GRAD 
-
• 33 2 .494 .076 75.48 0.00 
TIME - 866.70 3 .081 .024 13.24 .03 
ERROR 
-
12.95 4 .495 .088 87.33 15.90 
.................................................................... .... 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTIJAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL MIXING 
MIXING VALUES ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
L L % % 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 100.0 1 .019 .001 .108 .127 2.30 2.30 
GRAD • 3.3 2 .110 .120 .622 .612 90.02 1. 31 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ... .. 
HEAD 
-
50.0 1 .012 0.000 .066 .078 0.00 0.00 
GRAD 
-
1.7 2 .074 .079 .413 .408 92.61 1. 55 
e •• e •• e It e t t e e e I e e e e • ••• • e e e e e e e • e e e e e e • e e e e e e • e e • • e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 
HEAD • 10.0 1 .012 0.000 
GRAD • • 3 2 .071 .071 
.069 
.425 
.081 
.424 
.18 
98.58 
.18 
2.48 
.................. ................... ................................. 
HODEL tl l PAGE II 116 
.... --
D2 w 
113 \ \ 22.5 I I 114 FLOW CONFIGURATION 
\ \ degrees I I 
------------------\ \ I I I solution inlet (I) 1 
\ \ I I distilled water inlet (W) 4 
\ \ I I discharge 1/1 (Dl) 2 
\ \ I I discharge U2 (02) ) 
\ \I I ...................... , ........ 
157 . 5 \ I 
degrees I \ APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
I 1\ \ 
----------------------------' • 
I I \ \ fracture /11-1/3 0.28 mm 
I I \ \ fracture 1/2 - 114 0.5 lllll 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ depth of f 111-3 - 15.0 mm 
I I \ \ depth of f 112-4 = 14.0 mm 
112 / I \ \ Ill ............ ' ................... 
D1 I 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s, 7. 
HEAD • 
GRAD • 
TIME • 
ERROR .. 
100.00 
3.33 
114.86 
6.09 
HEAD • 50.00 
GRAD • 1. 67 
TIME • 204.69 
ERROR • 4.67 
HEAD • 10.00 
GRAD • • 33 
TIME • 622.86 
ERROR • 2. 77 
FRACTURE FLOW 
NUMBER VOLUME 
1 
4 
2 
3 
1 
4 
2 
3 
1 
4 
· 2 
3 
L 
.104 
.535 
.553 
.085 
.093 
.494 
.510 
.077 
.061 
.351 
.358 
.054 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
.201 
.717 
.642 
.189 
. 101 
.'371 
.332 
.096 
.022 
.087 
.077 
.022 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mgiL 
111.74 
711.77 
637.78 
105.29 
56.31 
368 . 80 
329.67 
53.59 
12. 13 
86.06 
76. 11 
12.22 
. 
104. 10 
0.00 
19.60 
.30 
104. 10 
0.00 
18.07 
.03 
1G4. 10 
0.00 
17.87 
.03 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTJJAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL . OF WATER 
1007. ACTUAL MIXING 
MIXING VALUES ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
L L % 7. 
--------- - -- - ---------------------- - -------------------~--------------
HEAD • 100.0 1 . 090 .104 .464 .450 83.81 0.00 
GRAD • 3.3 2 . 014 0.000 .071 .085 1. 64 1.64 
·············· ··········································· ············· HEAD • 50.0 1 .081 .088 . 429 .421 89.46 . 93 
GRAD • 1.7 2 .012 0.000 .065 , .. 077 . 17 .17 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HF.AD • 10 . 0 
GRAD • • 3 
1 
z 
.053 .061 
.008 0.000 
.305 
.046 
.297 
• 054 
83 .82 
.18 
0.00 
.18 
·-............................ ........................................ . 
MOD!L fl 3 
Dl D2 
/13 \ \ 22.5 I I 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
' ' 
I I 
\ ' I I \ \1 I 
157.5 \ I 
degrees I 
' I 1\ \ 
I I 
' ' I I ' \ I I 
' ' I I \ ' I I 
' ' IJZ I I ' \ w I 
PAGE f1 117 
/14 
Ill 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
dhtilled water inlet (W) · 2 
discharge Ill (D1) 3 
discharge 112 (D2) 4 
APERTUREiiEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0.5 mm 
fracture #2-/14 0. 5 mm 
depth off t/1-3,. 13.75 mm 
depth of f #2-4 = 14.5 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, .s,% 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
REYNOLDS IODINE · 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mgiL 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 100.00 1 .. 171 .659 654.01 102.00 
GRAD • 3.33 2 .163 .583 578.53 0.00 
TIME • 38.57 3 .164 .609 604.63 4 .40 
ERROR • 1.61 4 .170 .608 603.66 96.97 
..................................................................... . 
HEAD • 50.00 1 .083 .344 341.28 102 .00 
GRAD • 1. 67 2 .079 .304 301.52 0.00 
TIME • 35 . 92 3 .079 .316 313.55 2.47 
ERROR • 2.35 4 .083 .319 316.53 99.47 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • 
HEAD • 10.00 1 .071 .087 86.14 102.00 
GRAD • .33 2 .060 .068 67.58 0.00 
TIME • 121.68 3 .065 .076 75.78 6.47 
ERROR • 3.63 4 .066 .075 74.62 102.00 
..................................................................... .. 
MIXING RESULTS {Average for 3 tests) 
VOL. OF I SOL. VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m. • 
DISCHARGE . 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L L L 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% % 
----------------------------- -----------------------~-----------------
HEAD • 100.0 1 .084 .007 .080 .157 4.30 3.44 
GRAD 
-
3.3 2 .087 .161 .083 .009 5.55 5.55 
e t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t f t I t t t t t t t t t t t t t t .~. ·. t t t t t I t t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t t t 
HEAD • 50.0 1 .041 .002 .039 .077 2.35 1.94 
GRAD • 1.7 2 . 043 .081 .040 .002 2.75 2.75 
t t t t I t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t I' t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
HEAD • 10.0 1 . 035 .004 .030 . 061 5.67 0.00 
GRAD • .3 2 . 036 .066 .030 0.000 0.00 0.00 
. 
e e t t t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t t t t t t • t t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t t t t t t • t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
- I 
~ 
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D2 W 
113 \ \ 22.5 I I 114 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
157.5 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I .\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
112 I I \ \ HI 
Dl I 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
distilled water inlet (W) 4 
discharge Ill (Dl) 2 
discharge 112 (D2) 3 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0.5 mm 
fracture 112-114 0. 5 rrun 
depth of f 111-3 .. 13.75 mm 
depth of f 112-4 a 14.5 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for ) tests) 
FRACTURE FLOW REYNOLDS IODINE TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s. 7. 
NUMBER VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD .. 3. 33 
TIME • 33.27 
ERROR "" 1. 09 
1 
4 
2 
3 
.p6 
.138 
.137 
.137 
.605 
.572 
.568 
.587 
. 
600.40 
567.86 
3'64.01 
582.94 
103.80 
0.00 
102.27 
.97 
•••••••• i •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••• • •••••••• • •• 
HEAD • 50 . 00 1 . 0 8 3 • 319 316 . 81 1 0 3 . 80 
GRAD=- ' 1.67 4 .086 .304 301.76 0.00 
TIME "' 38.75 2 .084 .300 297.66 101.00 
ERROR,. 1.3~ 3 .085 .312 309.74 .70 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t •••••• 
HEAD .. 10.00 1 .068 . .078 77.29 
GRAD • . 33 4 .064 .069 68.14 
TIME 
"" 
129. 19 2 ;068 .072 71.85 
ERROR 
-
1. 25 3 .064 .071 70.69 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
m, • L L 
HEAD 
-
100.0 1 .068 .135 
GRAD 
-
3.3 2 .068 .001 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
.069 .002 
.069 .135 
103.80 
0.00 
103.00 
.40 
MIXING 
ACTUAL A;DJUSTRD 
7. . 7. 
1. 48 .54 
.96 .96 
..................................... .................................. 
HEAD "" 50.0 1 .042 .082 .043 .002 2; 77 1. 70 
GRAD = 1.7 2 -- . 042 .001 .043 .084 .70 . 70 
.................................... ....... ........ ............. ...... . 
HEAD = 10.0 
GRAD • • 3 
1 
2 
.035 . 067 
.033 0.000 
. 033 
.031 
.001 
.064 
.82 
.37 
• 82 
.23 
HODEL II 4 PAGE II 
Dl 02 
113 \ \ 45.0 I I 114 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ - I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
135.0 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
t - I \ \ 
I j \ \ 
112 I I \ \ Ill 
W I 
119 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
distilled water inlet (W) 2 
discharge Ill (D1) 3 
discharge 112 (D2) 4 
............................. .. 
APRRTUREIDEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture ff1-113 0.28 rum 
fracture ffl-114 0.5 mm 
depth of f 111-3 = 14.25 mm 
depth of f 112-4 = 1s.o· mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s,% 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls -
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 100.00 1 .048 .260 144.86 103.80 
GRAD • 3.33 2 .216 .639 635.00 -o. 00 
TIME • 48.33 3 . 04.5 . 219 121.89 . 27 
ERROR • 2.78 4 .219 .568 563.58 23.07 
....................................... ......... .......... ....... ..... 
HEAD • 50.00 1 .060 .130 72.02 103.80 
GRAD • 1.67 2 .283 .336 333.82 0.00 
TIME - • 120.70 3 .057 . 112 62. 44 .10 
ERROR • 3. 79 4 .286 .296 294 .33 21.33 
...... .. ........ .... ...... .... .... ...... ...... .. ................. .. ... 
HEAD 
-
10.00 1 .055 .031 17.03 103 . 80 
GRAD 
-
.33 2 .289 .087 86.03 0.00 
TIME 
- 476.92 3 .056 . 028 15 .60 . .03 
ERROR • 3.00 4 .288 .076 75.03 19 .33 
... . ............... . ..... " .... ............. ............... ....... ...... . 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
VOL. OF I SOL. VOL. OF WATER 
DISCHARGE 100% .. ACTUAL 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES MI XI NG VALUES 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
m, • L L L L % 7. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------HEAD 
-
100 . 0 1 .008 0.000 . 036 .044 1.16 1.16 
GRAD • 3 . 3 2 .040 .049 .180 . 171 77. 10 0.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ............... 
HEAD • 50.0 1 .010 o.ood .047 .057 .46 .46 
GRAD 
-
1.7 2 .050 .059 .236 .227 80.75 - .17 
... .. ..... .. ... .... ... ...... ....... ... .............................. .. 
HEAD • 10.0 
GRAD • .3 
1 
2 
. 009 0 . 000 
.046 . 054 
.047 
. 242 
.056 
.235 
.16 
83.53 
.16 
.57 \ .......... ... ..... .......... .......... .......... ..... .. ............ .. . 
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D2 w 
113 \ \ 45.0 I I 1/4 FLOW CONFIGURATION 
\ \ degrees I I 
------------------
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \I 
135.0 \ 
degrees I 
I 1\ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
t/2 I I 
Dl 
TEST RESULTS 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,s,7. 
HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD • 3. 33 
TIME • 129.31 
ERROR .. 7. 72 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
I I I solution inlet (I) 1 
I I distilled water inlet (W) 4 
I I 
'·• 
discharge-Ill (Dl) 2 
I discharge 112 (D2) 3 
I •••••••••••••• 4 ••• • ••••• • ••• • •• 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
\ ---.,. ..... ---- ------ ---- -------- - - -- - -
\ fracture 111-113 0. 28 mm 
\ \ fracture /12-/14 0.5 1111D 
\ \ 
\ \ depth of f Ill-) ,. 14.25 mm 
\ \ depth of f /12-4 • 15.0 mm 
\ \ Ill .......................... ...... 
I 
(Average for 3 tests) 
FRACTURE FLOW VELOCITY 
NUMBER VOLUME OF FLOW 
L m/s , 
1 .119 .243 
4 .611 .589 
2 .611 .672 
3 .120 .221 
. 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
135.24 105. 7~ 
585.06 0.00 
667.62 18.93 
122.67 .57 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.............. ..................................... 
HEAD • 72.70 1 .100 .168 93.35 105.73 
GRAD • 2.42 4 .526 .417 414.15 0.00 
TIME • 157.66 2 .519 .470 467.03 19.33 
ERROR = 4.90 3 .107 .162 89.87 .23 
............ ..... ' .................................................... 
HEAD • 10.00 1 .057 . 023 12.58 105.80 
GRAD • .33 4 .333 .062 61.43 0.00 
TIME • 650.47 2 .315 .066 65.53 G 18.23 
ERROR • 7.64 3 .076 .028 15.68 .03 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
MIXING 
ACTIJAL ADJUSTED 
1. 1. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 100.0 
GRAD • 3.3 
HEAD • 72.7 
GRAD 
"" 
2.4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
.100 
.020 
.083 
.017 
.110 
.001 
.095 
0.000 
.511 
.100 
.436 
.090 
.501 
.119 
.424 
.107 
88.95 
2.60 
85.00 
1.16 
1.66 
2.60 
1.03 
1.16 
....................... ' ...................................... ' ........ 
HEAD :II 10.0 1 .046 .053 .268 .261 83 . 93 1.23 
GRAD a .3 2' .011 0.000 .065 .076 .13 .13 
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01 D2 
113 \ \ 45.0 I I 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
135.0 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I /\ \ 
I I \ '\ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
112 I I \ \ 
w I 
/14 
Ill 
FLOW CONFIGURAT~ON 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
distilled water inlet (W) 2 
discharge Ill (Dl} 3 
discharg~ 82 (D2) 4 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0.36 mm 
fracture /12-/14 0. 5 IIIID 
depth of f 111-3 -= 14.25 mm 
depth of f 112-4 ""' 14 .25 rnm 
TEST RESULTS (Average f?r 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
· m, ,s,% 
FRACTURE FLOW 
NUMBER VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
m/s 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mgiL 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD • 3.33 
TIME • 1Q0.69 
ERROR • · - 7.92 
1 
2 
• 3 
4 
.189 
.500 
.175 
.515 
.360 
.709 
.344 
.704 
257.51 
703.94 
246.08 
699.59 
105.00 
0.00 
.17 
35.60 
............ ..... ................................ ' .................... 
HEAD 
-
50.00 1 .100 .175 125 . 19 105.00 
GRAD 
-
1.67 2 .276 .36r 358.37 0.00 
TIME 
-
109.39 3 .098 .178 127.09 .20 
ERROR 
-
8.06 4 • 278 .351 348. so 34.60 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t , t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 
HEAD • 10.00 
GRAD • .33 
TIME • 365.81 
ERROR • 3. 74 
1 
2 
3 
4 
.081 
.222 
.078 
.225 
.042 
- .087 
.042 
.085 
30.30 
86.04 
30.15 
84.26 
105.00 
0.00 
.10 
37.13 
............................................................. ......... 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for } tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES · 
L L 
MIXING 
ACTUAL . ADJUSTED 
7. 7. 
----------------------------------------------·-----------------------
HEAD • 100.0 1 . 048 0.000 .127 .174 .42 .42 
GRAD • 3.3 2 .141 .174 .374 . 341 73.95 3.29 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .................... ........... ............. . ' ... ... .. . 
HEAD • 50.0 1 .026 0.000 .072 .098 .53 . 53 
GRAD 
-
1.7 2 .074 .092 .204 .187 73.68 3.29 
................... ................................................. .. 
HEAD • 10.0 1 .021 0.000 .057 .078 . 26 .26 
GRAD 
-
.) 2 .060 .080 .HiS .145 66. 15 .43 
..... ; ......................... ...................................... . 
'· 
HODEL # 5 PAGE # 
-
D2 W 
U3 \ \ 45.0 I I H4 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \I f. 
135.0 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
U2 I I \ \ Hl 
' Dl I 
122 
I TESTj RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
----~--------------------------------
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 
distilled water inlet (W) 4 
discharge ffl (D1) 2 
discharge ff2 (D2) 3 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
----------------------------
fracture 111-113 0.36 mm 
fracture 112-//4 0.5 mm 
depth of f Ill - 3 = 14 . 2 5 lllll 
depth of f 112-4 • 14.25 nun 
. 
Tt:ST 
CONDITIONS 
.... 
m, .s.7. 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLO\ol 
m/s 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
HEAD , • 100.00 1 .133 . 342 244.85 110.30 
GRAD • 3.33 4 .349 .646 641.37 0.00 
TIME • 74.50 2 .357 .684 679.65 38.90 
ERROR • 5.00 3 .125 .333 238.23 . 57 
t t t t I t I I e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t t I I I I I I I I I t t t t I 1J 
HEAD • 50.00 1 .152 .170 121.61 105.10 
GRAD 
"' 
1. 67 4 .423 .341 338.17 0.00 
TIME • 171.28 2 .430 .358 355.83 34.43 
ERROR • 7.10 3 .145 .168 120.36 .37 
I I I t I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I "' "' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I <I I I I I I I I I I I I o 
HEAD • 10.00 1 . 098 . 040 . 28.65 
GRAD • .33 4 .260 .077 76.49 
TIME • 465.87 2 .275 .084 83.65 
ERROR • 7.30 3 .083 .035 25.26 
MIXING RESULTs (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ' 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
105: 10 
0.00 
35.90 
.13 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% % 
-------------------------------------------------------------~--------
HEAD • 100.0 1 .099 .126 . 258 .231 70.o5 · 2.22 
GRAD • 3.3 2 .035 .001 · .091 .125 1. 36 1. 36 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HEAD 
-
50.0 
GRAD • 1.7 
HEAD .. 10.0 
GRAD • .3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
.114 .141 
.039 .001 
.075 .094 
.02) 0.000 
. 316 
.107 
.200 
.060 
. 289 
.145 
.181 
.083 
. 73.82 
,98 
72.36 
• ]4 
2. 91 -
. 98 
1. 51 
• 34 
D 
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01 02 
IJJ \ \ . 45.0 I I 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ . I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
135.0 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I ' \ I I \ .\ 
I I 
' ' I I \ \ I I \ \ 
112 I I 
' \ w I 
1/4 
Ill 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
distilled ~ater inlet (W) 2 
dischar ge Ill (Dl) 3 
discharge 02 (D2) 4 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATI ON 
------------------~---------
fracture 111-113 0.5 mm 
fracture 112-114 0.5 mm 
depth of f 1/1-3 : 14 .25 mm 
depth of f 11 2-4 "' 14.25 nun 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,s,% 
FRACTURE 
NOOER 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
VELOCIT'( 
OF FLOW ' 
m/s 
REYNOLDS I ODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
-------------------- -- ------------ - -------------------- -- - ------~-----
HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD • 3.33 
TIM! • 44 . 76 
ERROR • 3 . 03 
1 
2 
3· 
4 
.210 
.199 
.205 
.204 
.646 
.635 
.654 
.628 
641.62 
630.74 
649 . 33 
623.66 
102.40 
0.00 
4 . 73 
101.73 
II e • II II II II II II II II S e t e t t e e e e t t t t e II II II II II II II II II II II II t II II II II II II II II II II I II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II 
HEAD • 54.00 
GRAD • 1. 80 
TIME • 80.04 
ERROR • 3.16 
1 
2 
3 
4 
.219 
.203 
.211 
.211 
.378 
. 361 
. 377 
. 363 
374.98 
358.96 
374 . 04 
360. 42 " 
104.60 
0.00 
12 . 30 
95 . 50 
• • •••• • ••••• • ••••••••• ••• ••••• • •••••••• • to ..... . . . ... . ..... . . . .......... . 
HEAD • 10.00 
GRAD • . 33 
TIME" • 121 .. 29 
ERROR • 3.07 
1 
2 
3 
4 
.067 
.067 
.069 
.065 
. 076 
.079 
.081 
. 074 
75.30 
78.11 
80.19 
7]. 29 
102.40 
0.00 
8 . 73 
99.10, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . .. . . . ........... .... ~ .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '\ . 
HIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ' 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUHBER HIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
HI XI NG 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% % 
----------------------------------------------------------------------Hun • 100.0 
GRAD • 3.3 
1 
2 
. 105 
. 105 
.009 
.204 
.100 .196 
. 099 0.000 
4.59 
. 13 
1.90 
.13 
... ' ...... .... .. ................. ... ... ... ....... ..... ........ .. ..... . 
HEAD • 54.0 
GRAD • 1. 8 
1 
2 
.110 
. 109 
.025 
.193 
.101 . 186 
.101. . .018 
12 .33 8. 16 
10. 18 10.18 
.... .... ....... ... .. .. ' ...... ............... ......... ........ ........ . 
HEAD • 10.0 1 .034 .006 .034 .063 9.35 6.52 
GRAD • .3 2 . 032 . 063 .032 .002 3. 35 3. 35 
~ . . 
........ .. .... ........... .. ......... .. ....... .... . ' ........ .... .. .... . 
• 
HODEL U 6 PAGE II 
Dl W 
#3 \ \ 45.0 I I 04 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ . I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
135.0 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
#2 I I ' · \ \ Ul 
D2 I 
124 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inle t (I) 1 
distilled water inlet (W) 4 
discharge Ill (D1) -3 
discharge U2 (D2) 2 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0.5'rran 
fracture /12-114 0. 5 mm 
depth of f 111-3 • 14.25 mm 
depth of f U2-4 • 14.25 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST ·FRACTURE FLOW VELOCITY REYNOLD.S IODINE 
CONDITI~NS NUMBER VOLUME OF FLOW NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
m, ,s,7. L mls mgiL 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD ,. 100.00 L .200 :583 578.83 104.50 
GRA,O 
-
3. 33 4 . 191 .545 541. 16 0.00 
TIME • . 47.89 3 .198 .593 588.93 3. 77 
ERROR • 5.50 2 .193 .575 5 71.06 102.70 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .................................................... . 
HEAD .. 50.00 1 .114 .316 313.93 102.40 
GRAD .,. 1.67 4 .113 .312 310.30 0.00 
TIME. • 49.90 3 . . 115 .329 327,17 3.53 
ERROR • 2.11 2 .112 .322- 319 : 35 102.40 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HEAD 
"' 
. 10.00 . 1 .067 .084 fi 102.40 GRAD • .33 4 .055 .070 1 0.00 108.81 3 .0&0 . THffi • .061 9. 33 ERROR ,. 7.95 2 -- .060 .080 5 99.77 
................................................................ '• ..... 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
VOL. OF I SOL. VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
DISCHARGE ' 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
HEAD .. 100.0 1 .101 .007 
GRAD 
-
3.3 2 .099 .189 
L L 
.097 .191 
.094 .003 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
7. % 
3.58 0.00 
1.93 1.93 
........... .. ............ ......... .......................... ........ .. 
HEAD _ 
"" 
50.0 1 .058 .004 .057 . 111 3.53 1. 80 
GRAD ;. 1.7 2 .056 .112 .056 0.000 0.00 0.00 
.......................... ' ............................. .. ..... ...... . . 
~ ... 10.0 1 .034 .006 .027 . 055 • 8.39 0.00 
GRAD'- . •- j .3 Z . 033 .059 .027 .002 3.40 3.40 
'h 
...... ·'·· ........ .. ........... ..... ............................. .... ... . 
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01 D2 
113 \\.67.5 I I 
\ 'Y degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
' \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
ll2.5 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ ' 
'f I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
1/2 I I \ \ 
I w 
114 
.·;~ . -
111 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 2 
distilled water inlet (W) 1 
discharge Ill (Dl) · 3 
discharge 112 (D2) 4 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture ill-113 0.28 mm 
fracture 112-i/4 0. S mm 
depth of f 111-3 "" 14.25 llUil 
depth off 112-4 = 14.25 nun 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s ,% 
)HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD •. 3. 33 
TIME ;.. 104.08 
ERROR • , 1. 14 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
2 
1 
3 
4 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
.064 
.)14 
.489 
.089 
VEI..pCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
.088 
1.215 
1.198 
.118 
REYNOLDS IODINE · 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
f!7.63 
675.91 
666.09 
117.40 
102.10 
0.00 
12.73 
4.67 
e e e e e I t e I I e I I I I I e I I I I I I I e e e I I I I t e e t e e I t e t e I t I t t t e e t t t t e e t t e t t t e I I t e t I t 
HEAD • , 50.00 
GRAD :• 1. 67 
TIME • 193.72 
ERROR • . 4.50 
2 
1 
3 
4 
.058 
.498 
.471 
.086 
.043 
.634 
.620 
.061 
42 . 68 
352.34 
344.92 
60.53 
102.10 
0.00 
12.07 
. 53 
• t t t t t t I t t t t t I I I I I I t I I t t t t t t t I I I t t I t I t I t t t I I I t I I t t t I 1 t t t 1 1 oo t 1 1 1 1 t t t 1 1 1 
.. HEAD • 1 0 • 00 
GRAD • .33 
TIME • 609.23 
ERROR • 5.28 
2 
1 
3 
4 
.039 
.366 
.346 
.060 
.009 
.148 
.145 
.014 
9.04 
82.31 
80.39 
13.42 
102.10 
0.00 
11.47 
.13 
............................... • .................................. .. ... . 
MIXING RESULTS (Average 'for 3 tests) . 
. TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
• NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L i. 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
'" % . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD . • 100 • 0 
GRAD • 3. 3 
1 
2 
.054 . . 061 
.010 .004 
.434 
. 079 
.428 
.085 
87.85 .69 
38.24 38.24 
................. ... ' .... ... ......... ... ............... ... ........ . ' ... . 
HEAD •• 50.0 1 .049 .056 .422 .415 87.35 . 56 ~ 
GRAD 
-
1.7 2 .009 o.odo .077 .085 4 . 47 4.47 
~ ........ ....................................................... " .. . · ... 
HEAl) 
-
10.0 1 .033 .039 . 312 . .307 84 . 51 .10 
GRAD 
-
. 3 2 .006 0.000 .054 .060 1.28 1. 28 
. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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w D2 
1/3 \ \ 67.5 I I 1/4 FLOW CONFIGURATION 
\ \ degrees I I ------------------
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \I 
112.5 \ 
degrees I 
I I\ 
I I 
I . I 
I I 
1.1 
I I 
112 I I~ 
I 
TEST RESULTS 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,s ·,7. 
HEAD 100.00 
GRAD = 3.33 
TIME = 99.68 
ERROR = 3.92 
I I I solution inlet (I) 2 
I I distilled water inlet (W) 3 
I I discharge Ill (Dl) 1 
I . I discharge 112 (D2) 4 
I ............................... 
I 
\ APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
\ ------- --·----- -------------
\ \ fracture If 1-113 0. 28 mrn 
\ \ fracture /12-114 0.5 mm 
\ \ 
\ \ depth of f /11-3 = 14.25 mm 
\ \ depl:h of f /12-4 = 14.25 rrun 
\ \ Ill .............. . ................... 
Dl 
(Average for 3 tests) 
FRACT1nRE FLOW 
NUMBER VOLUME 
L 
2 .060 
3 .500 
1 .478 
4 .081 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
.085 
1. 279 
1. 181 
.112 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mgiL 
84 .44 100.60 
711.15 0.00 
656.62 11. 30 
111. 54 9.57 
I I f I t t t I I I I I I I I t t I t I I I I t I t t t I I t I t t t I I I I I I t t t I I I I I I t I t I I I t 0 t I I I I I t t ' I t • I 
HEAD 
"' 
50.00 2 .060 .052 51.55 105.50 
GRAD = 1. 67 3 . 428 .657 365. 33 0.00 
TIME z 165.93 1 .410 .609 338.65 10. 17 
ERROR = 30.34 4 .077 . 064 63 .85 3.00 
t o t t o t t I I I I t I .._ I t t t • t t t t t t t o t t t t t t t • • t • t • • • • • • • • • • • t t • • • • • • • • • a • • • • • a a • 
HEAD = 10.00 2 .049 . 010 9.95 100.60 
GRAD 
"' 
.33 3 .420 .154 85.59 0.00 
TIME ::: 695.99 1 .399 • 141 78.58 12.07 
ERROR = 3.89 4 .069 .014 13.67 .40 
MIXING RESI,.IL TS (Average for 3 tests) 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
DISCHARGE 1007. ACTUAL 
m, • 
HEAD • 100.0 
GRAD • 3. 3 
HEAD :a 50.0 
GRAD .. 1.7 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
1 
2 
1 
2 
L L 
.051 
.009 
• 050 
.009 
.054 
.008 
.039 
.002 
VOL. OF WATER 
1007. ACTUAL MIXING 
MIXING VAL~ ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
L L 7. 7. 
.427 
.073 
.360 
.068 
• 424 
.073 
• 371 
. 075 
94. 15 1. 29 
88 .1 6 88.16 
76.52 0.00 
20.76 20.76 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HEAD • 10.0 1 .042 .048 . 358 . 352 85.40 . 24 
GRAD 
-
.3 2 .007 0.000 .062 • 069 3. 32 3. 32 
' •• I • • e e • I • • ' e e e e e ... e e e e e ' • e I • e • e e e e e e e e ••• e e e e • I • ' ' e e ' e ' • e e e e e • e ' • • ••• 
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D1 D2 . · 
113 \ \ 6 7. 5 I I 114 FLOW CONFIGURATION 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I I solution inlet (I) 1 
\ \ I I distilled water inlet (W) 2 
\ \ I I discharge Ill (D1) 3 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
discharge 112 (D2) 4 
112.5 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
/.. I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I ' \ t 
I I \ \ 
112 I I \ \ Ill 
W I 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
FRACT1IRE FLOW 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0. 36 mm 
fracture 02-04 0.5 mm 
depth of f 111-3 "' ~. 75 mm 
depth of f /12-4 ~ 14. 25 mm 
REYNOLDS IODINE TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s, 7. 
NUMBER VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
m/s 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
HEAD • 100 . 00 1 .160 .325 232.72 102.80 
GRAD • 3.33 2 .418 .612 607.46 0.00 
TIHE • 97.55 3 .137 .288 206.22 .77 
ERROR • 7.87 4 .441 .624 619.21 34.13 
.. ................. ........ ........... ....... ......... ........ ..... .. . 
HEAD • 50.00 1 .136 .163 116. 34 102.80 
GRAD • 1.67 2 .373 .323 320.47 0. 00· 
TIME • 165.33 3 .125 .155 110.99 .23 
ERROR • 8.61 4 . 384 .321 318.41 33.07 
................. ............... .... ,·· ................. ................ 
HEAD • 10.00 1 .093 . 038 26.88 102.80 
GRAD 
-
.3:> 2 .266 .078 76.<l6 0.00 
TIHE • 490.28 3 .084 .035 25.25 .07 
ERROR .• 5.75 ____ _ 4 .275 .077 76.76 32. 7) 
.............................. ....................................... . . 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , 
. VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALVES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTIJAL 
MIXING VALVES 
L L 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% % 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 100.0 
· GRAD • 3.3 
1 
2 
• 038 
.122 
.001 
.146 
. 099 
.320 
• 136 
. 295 
2.04 
76.97 
2.04 
3.48 
....... , ......... ,. , , ................................................ . 
HEAD 
-
50.0 1 • 033 0.000 . • 091 • 124 .61 . 61 
GRAD 
-
1.7 2 • 102 .124 .282 • 261 76.62 3.54 
.... ..... .... ......... ......... .. ..... .. ....... .................... ... 
fUW) • 10.0 1 :022 0.000 ~062 . • 084 .18 .18 
Gl~lO 
-
.) 2 .071 .088 .204 • 187 74.54 2.08 
............................ ' .................. -....................... . 
/ 
MODEL II 8 
1)2 w 
113 \ \ 67 . 5 I I 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
112.5 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
1/2 I I \ \ 
Dl I 
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(/4 
Ill 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 
distilled water inlet (W) 4 
discharge//! (Dl) 2 
discharge 1/2 (D2) 3 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 1/1-113 0.36 mm 
fracture 112-1/4 0. 5 IlUil 
depth of f 111-3"' 13.75 mm 
depth of f 112-4 • 14.25 nun 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,s,7. 
HEAD 
-
100.00 
GRAD = 3.33 
TIME. 
-
120.31 
ERROR =: 3.58 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
1 
4 
2 
3 
FLOW VELOCITY REYNOl.DS IODINE 
VOLUME OF FLOW NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
L mls. mg/L 
.195 .322 230.52 103.40 
.521 .596 592.33 0.00 
. 541 .642 637.43 36.27 
.175 .300 214.23 .87 
...... . ..... . .................... . .. ............... . . .... . ............ 
HEAD .. 50.00 1 . 158 .166 118.94 !03.40 
GRAD ... 1. 6 7 4 .423 .310 307.43 0 .00 
TIME = 188.34 2 .439 . 333 330.60 36.27 
ERROR = 2.42 3 • 142 .155 110.70 . 3 7 
... .. .................................. .. ... .. ........................ 
HEAD = 10.00 1 .089 .038 27.39 
GRAD 
""' 
.33 4 .245 .073 72.72 
TIME. = 462.27 2 .251 .078 77.03 
ERROR ,. · 2.48 3 .084 .037 26.63 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
VOL. OF I SOL. VOL. OF WATER 
TEST DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 100% ACTUAL 
CONDITIONS NUMBER MIXING VALUES MIXING VALUES 
m, , L L L L 
HEAD = 100.0 
GRAD • 3.3 
HEAD • 50.0 
GRAD = 1. 7 
1 
2 
1 
2 
HEAD • 10.0 1 
GRAD • .)~ ' 2 
, 
.147 
. 048 
.189 
.001 
.120 .154 
.039 0.000 
.067 .087 
.022 0.000 
.393 
. 127 
.319 
.103 
.184 
.061 
.351 
.174 
.285 
.141 
.164 
.084 
103 .40 
0. 00 
35.80 
. 17 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% ~ 
69.58 
2.21 
69.20 
.90 
68.71 
.44 
1. 16 
2 . 21 
1.00 
.90 
1.00 
.44 
..... .... .. ..... .. ........ .. .. ..... ... .. .... .... ............. ... ....... 
. I 
\ 
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Dl D2 
113 \ \ 6 7. s I I 114 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \I I 
·u2.s \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
112 I I \ \ II 1 
w I 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
-
-------------------------------------
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 1 
distilled water inlet (W) 2 
discharge Ill (01) 3 
discharge 112 (02) 4 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture ft1-l/3 0. 5 mm 
fracture 112-114 0.5 mm 
depth off 1!1-3 14.1 mm 
depth of f 112-4 13.9 mm 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
FRACTURE FLOW VELOCITY REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER VOLUME · OF FLOW NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mgiL L mls 
HEAD • 100.00 
GRAD • 3.33 
TIME • '61. 79 
ERROR • 6.85 
1 
2 
3 
4 
.274 
.270 
.273 
• 272 
.622 
. 625 
• 630 
.640 
617.42 
620.85 
625.51 
635. 13 
l 06. 70 
o.ob 
3.80 
96.30 
e e t t t •• t •• t t t t t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
HEAD 
-
50.00 1 .207 . 330 327.57 l 06. 70 
GRAD 
-
1. 67 2 .202 . 327 324.78 0.00 
TIME • 88.22 3 .205 . 332 329.54 3.43 
ERROR • 5.49 4 .205 . 337 334.63 98.83 
I t I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I " I I ,1 I I I I I I I I t t I I I I 
HEAD 
-
10.00 1 .125 .082 80.99 106.70 
GRAD 
-
.33 2 .114 . 075 74.67 0.00 
TIME 
-
215.91 3 .120 . 079 78.92 5.40 
ERROR 
-
2.91 4 . 119 .080 79.60 104.07 
I • I <II • I I I I I I I I I t I I I I t I I I t I t I I I I t I t I I t I t t I I t I I t t t 1 t t I I I t t I t I I I I I I t I I I t I I 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, • 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% 7. 
--------------------------------------------------------------~-------
HEAD .. 100.0 1 .137 .010 .135 .263 3.66 2.86 
GRAD 
-
3.3 ,z .137 .245 .135 .026 10.94 10.94 
................. ....................... ............. .. ........ ..... .. 
HEAD 
-
50.0 1 .104 .007 .101 .198 3.26 l. 99 
GRAD 
-
1.7 2 .103 .189 .101 .016 8.49 8.49 
....... " ........................................................ ...... . 
HEAD • 10.0 
GRAD • .3 
1 
2 
.063 
.062 
.006 
.116 
.057 
. 057 
.114 
.003 
4.87 
2.78 
.06 
2.78 
...................................................................... 
HODEL II 9 
02 w 
113 \ \ 67.5 I I 
\ \ degrees I I 
\ \ / I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \ I I 
\ \1 I 
112.5 \ I 
degrees I \ 
I 1\ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
I I \ \ 
112 I I \ \ 
Dl I 
PAGE tl 130 
114 
Il l 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 1' 
distilled ~ater inlet (W) 4 
discharge Ill (D1) 2 
discharge #2 (D2) l 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111 - 113 0. 5 mm 
fracture 112-114 0.5 mm 
depth of f fl l-3 = 14.1 mm 
depth of f 112-4 "' 13.9 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,s ,7. 
HEAD • 
GRAD '"' 
TIHE • 
ERROR • 
100.00 
3.33 
60.74 
4. 72 
l 
FRACTURE . FLOW 
NUMBER VOLUME 
1 
4 
2 
3 
L 
.269 
. 262 
.261 
.2 70 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
.622 
.626 
.614 
.634 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION' 
mgiL 
617.57 
621. 74 
609.62 
629.61 
106.70 
0.00 
98.83 
5. 77 
............. ... ...... ..... ...... ............................. ..... ... 
HEAD 
"' 
50.00 
GRAD • 1. 67 
TIME • 81.72 
ERROR ., 3.04 
HEAD "' 10 . 00 
GRAD • • 33 
TIME • 240.01 
ERROR • 1. 28 
1 
4 
2 
3 
1 
4 
2 
3 
.190 
.191 
.188 
.194 
.144 
.131 
.135 
.140 
.327 
.341 
.329 
.339 
.084 
.079 
.080 . 
.083 
324.84 
338.35 
326.75 
336.20 
83.65 
78.70 
79.74 
82.69 
106. 70 
0.00 
98.83 
5.70 
106 .70 
0.00 
104 . 10 
8.07 
••••• •••• •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• ;j • •• ••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
--------------------------------------
VOL. OF I SOL. 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
DISCHARGE 1 00~ ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING V A.LUES 
m, • 
HEAD • 100.0 
GRAD • 3 . 3 
HEAD • 50.0 
GRAD • 1. 7 
HEAD • 10.0 
GRAD • . 3 
L L 
1 I ,132 
2 . 137 
1 
2 
1 
2 
.094 
.097 
.071 
.073 
.242 
.015 
.175 
.010 
.132 
.011 
VOL. OF WATER 
1007. ACTUAL 
HIXING VALUES 
L L · 
. 129 
.133 
.094 
. 097 
.064 
.066 
.019 
.255 
.014 
.183 
. 003 
.129 
HI XING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
7. 7. 
7 .94 
5.58 
7.74 
5.68 
2.75 
7 .43 
7.94 
2.51 
7 .74 
4.42 
2. 75 
• 96 I' 
HODEL 
' 
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D2 
/13 
90.0 
degrees 
112 
• • • t •••• ••• • 
I 
............ 
90.0 
degrees 
Ill 
w 
114 
............. 
Dl 
. ............ 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 2 
distilled water inlet {W) 1 
discharge Ill (01) 4 
discharge 112 (02) 3 
APERTURF/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 11!-/13 0.5 mm 
fracture 112-/14 0.28 mm 
depth ·Jf f 1-3 • 12.8 ll1ll'l 
depth of f 2-4 • 13.5 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) · 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,1,% 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
m/s 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
----------------- --- ---------------------------------------~----------
HlW) • 100.00 2 .085 .203 112.83 104.00 
GRAD • 3.33 1 .556 .746 7 41.07 0.00 
TIME • 119.09 4 .086 .177 98.39 4.67 
ERROR • 6.95 3 .555 .7.16 711.31 14.03 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •' ........... ........... 
HEAD • 50.00 2 . 073 .100 55.67 104.00 
GRAD • 1.67 1 .505 .387 384.04 0.00 
TIME . • 208.86 4 .078 .092 51.02 1. 83 
ERROR • 7.96 3 . 500 .368 365.90 13.70 
...................... ... ............................................. 
HEAD • 10.00 
GRAD • .33 
TIME • 824. 24 
ERROR • 6.64 
2 
1 
4 
3 
.066 
.465 
• 070 
• 461 
.023 
.090 
.021 
.086 
12.67 
89.60 
11.62 
85.38 
104.00 
0.00 
.97 
13.70 
............................................................................... 
MIXING RESULTS {Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER HIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
% % 
----------------------------------------------------------------------HEAD • 100.0 1 .011 . 004 .074 .082 30.85 30.85 
GRAD • 3.3 2 .073 .075 .481 .480 97.69 1.99 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HEAD • 50.0 1 .010 .001 .068 .076 12.44 12 .44 
GRAD • 1.7 2 .063 . 066 .437 .434 95. 42 1. 58 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HEAD • 10.0 
GRAD • .3 
1 
2 
. 009 
.057 
.001 
.061 
.061 
.404 
.069 
. 400 
6.62 
92.98 
6.62 
1.14 
....... . ' ............................................................. . 
\ 
HODEL II 
90.0 
degrees 
112 
11 
Dl 
113 
PAGE II 132 
/14 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 
. distilled water inlet (W) 
discha~ge #1 (D1) 
discharge 112 (D2) 
W D2 
90.0 
degrees 
Ill 
TEST RESULTS 
I 
(Average for 3 tests) 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0. 5 r.un 
fracture 112-114 0. 36 nun 
depth of f 1-3 ,. 13.'8 mm 
depth of f 2-4,. 13.1 mm 
FRACTURE FLOW VELOCITY REYNOLDS IODINE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, , s ,% 
NUMBER VOLUME . OF FLOW 
L m/s 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
. HEAD .. 100.00 1 .215 .588 584.27 102.00 
GRAD 
"' 
3.33 · 2 .095 .402 287.26 0.00 
TIME 
-
50 . 32 3 .227 .694 688.78 62.97 
ERROR :a 6.86 4 .084 . 358 255.69 100.73 
.............. ... .... . .. . ...... .... ..... ....... ....... ..... ............ 
-HEAD = 50.00 1 .on .. .312 309.75 102.00 
GRAD "" l. 67 2 .038 . 197 140.60 0.00 
TIME = 40.50 3 .094 . 358 355.65 · 67.93 
ERROR = 7.09 4 .035 . 186 133. 14 102.00 
...................................................................... 
HEAD = 10,00 1 .176 . 077 76.37 
GRAD :a :33 • 2 .054 . 036 25.84 
TIME 
-
316 .03 3 .174 .085 84.12 
ERROR- • 2.07 4 .057 . 038 27.40 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
----------------------~----------- - ---
VOL. OF I SOL. 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER tfiXING VALUES 
m, , L L 
HEAD 
-
100.0 1 .157 .139 
GRAD z 3.3 2 .058 .083 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
.070 .088 
.026 .001 
102.00 
0.00 
70. so 
102.00 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
7. :r. · 
70 .40 ).99 
3.48 3.48 
........ ... ........ ... ................................................ 
HEAD ::: 50.0 
GRAD 
"' 
1.7 
HEAD "" 10.0 
GRAD • .3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
.067 
.025 
.133 
.043 
.063 
.035 
.120 
. 057 
. 028 .032 
. 010 0.000 
.041 .054 
. 013 0.000 
81.65 
. 0.00 
69.17 
0.00 
8.14 
0.00 
.42 
0.00 
L";> 
, 
HODEL II 
90.0 
degrees 
112 
w 
113 
12 PAGE II 
/14 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ..... . 
I D1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ..... . 
90.0 
degrees 
f/1 
D2 
133 
{ . . 
FL~CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 
distilled water inlet (w) 
discharge U1 (01) 
discharge U2 (D2) 
.. .. ... .. .... ........... .... .... 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 1/ 1-13 0.5 rnn 
- fracture /1 2-/14 0 . 5 mm 
depth of f 1-3 ~ 14. 25 mm 
depth of f 2-4 ~ 14. 25 mm 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 t ests ) 
-------------------- -----------------
TEST FRACTURE FLOW VELOCITY REYNOLDS IOIYI NE 
2 
3 
4 
1 
CONDITIONS NUMBER VOLUME OF FLOW NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
m, ,s,~ L m/s mg/L 
---- ------------------------------------------------------------------
HEAD • 109.00 2 .245 .570 566. 18 106.90 
GRAD • 3.63 3 . 247 .592 587.67 0.00 
TIME • 61. 03 4 .248 .596 592.02 6.00 
ERROR • 3. 33 l . 244 . 566 561.99 100.03 
•• e • e e e e e • e e e I e e e e e e • I I e t t e • e e e e • e • e e e • e e t • e • e •• • e e e e e e e e e e e e e • • • e e e • • 
HEAD • 54.00 2 .152 .350 347.63 106.90 
GRAD • 1. 80 3 . 153 . 365 362.09 0. 00 
TIME • 60.04 4 .157 .373 370 . 06 6. 20 
ERROR • 2 . 52 1 . 149 .342 339.93 101. 37 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
HEAD • 10.00 2 .125 .082 8L49 105.10 
GRAD • . 33 3 . 117 .079 78. 18 0.00 
TIME • 212.07 1 .118 .Q77 76 . 43 100.80 
ERROR .. 4.14 4 .125 .084 83 . 42 6. 27 
Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill I Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill I Ill Ill Ill I Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill • • • Ill Ill Ill <I Ill • Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill • 
MIXING RESUL!S (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m. • 
VOL. OF I SOL . 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
L L 
VOL . OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L L 
MIXING 
ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
7. 7. 
---- ------ -- - -- - --- - ---- - --- - -~----- - - ---------- - -- - -- - ---- - ----------
HEAD • 109~. 0 
GRAD • 3.6 
1 
2 
.124 
.122 
.013 
.230 
.1 25 . . 235 
.123 .01 5 
5. 52 
6.31 
5.1 3 
6 .31 
.... ..... .... ....... ........ .. ........... ... ..... ... ............ ...... 
HEAD • 54-.0 
GRAD • 1.8 
1 
2 
. 078 
. 074 
.009 
.141 
.079 
. 075 
.148 
.008 
6. 21 
5.44 
3.90 
5. 44 
••• • • • ••••••••••••••• • • , ;;1( • .. · .. . .. .. ..... . . . . . ...... . .......... . .. . ... ... . 
HEAD • 10~ 0 
GRAD • • 3 
1 
2 
.061 
. 065 
.113- . 057 
. 007 . 060 
. 005 
.11 7 
4 .61 
5.88 
4.61 
0 . 00 
...... ...... ................. ..... .. .. ...... ... ...... ....... ........ .. 
HODEL II 13 PAGE II 134 
Dl D2 
113 : I I /14 
: I I · 
: I I 
:.f I 
I 
112.5 
degrees I I 
I 
I I: 
I I I 67.5 I 
I I I degrees I 
f/2 I I I Ill I I 
w I 
FLOW CONFIGURATION 
I solution inlet (I) 
distilled water inlet (W) 
discharge Ill (Dl) 
discharge 112 (D2) 
APERTURE/DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
fracture 111-113 0.5 llllll 
fracture 112-114 0. 5 rran 
depth of { l-3 • 14.0 mm 
depth of f 2-4 = 14.0 mm 
1 
2 
3 
4 
... 
TEST RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
m, ,s,% 
HEAD .. 100.00 
GRAD = 3.33 
TIME 
"" 
83.78 
ERROR = 6.08 
FRACTURE 
NUMBER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
FLOW 
VOLUME 
L 
.250 
.250 
.254 
.246 
VELOCITY 
OF FLOW 
mls 
.424 
.425 
.430 
.419 
REYNOLDS IODINE 
NUMBER CONCENTRATION 
mg/L 
421.54 108. 10 
421.87 <LOO 
427.50 9.27 
415.91 93.27 
... . . . .. .. .... . ....... . ... . .. .. .. .. . ................ .. .................. 
HEAD ,. 50.00 1 .208 . 2 ).ij 237.59 103.20 
GRAD = 1. 67 2 .204 .237 235.07 0.00 
TIME .. 123.93 3 .203 .235 233.22 11. 17 
ERROR = 7.05 4 .209 .241 239.44 94.40 
.... .. ... ' ... ............ ........................ ..................... 
HEAD = 10.00 1 .081 .042 41.72 103.20 
GRAD • .33 2 .081 .042 41.86 0.00 
TIME = 275.25 3 . 080 ·. 041 41.06 16.20 
ERROR • 3.74 4 . 082 .043 . 42.52 85.93 
MIXING RESULTS (Average for 3 tests) 
VOL. OF I SOL. 
TEST 
CONDITIONS 
DISCHARGE 100% ACTUAL 
NUMBER MIXING VALUES 
m, , 
HEAD • 100.0 
GRAD • 3.3 
HEAD • 50.0 
GRAD • 1.7 
1 
2 
1 
2 
L L 
.127 
.123 
.103 
.106 
.022 
. 212 
.022 
...., 195 
VOL. OF WATER 
100% ACTUAL 
MIXING VALUES 
L ~ L 
.127 
.123 
.101 
.103 
. 231 
. 034 
. 181 
• 014 
HI XING 
. ACTUAL ADJUSTED 
7. 7. 
9.6) 8.05 
15.98 1·5.98 
11.77 11.77 
7.13 6.95 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
HEAD • 10.0 1 .040 .013 .040 . 067 18.68 18.68 
GRAD • .) 2 .041 .069 -~ 041 . 014 20.04 17.79 
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APPENDIX B 
LONG HAND DETERMINATION OF TRANSPORT IN A FRACTURE SYSTEM 
,, 
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LONG HAND DETERMINATION OF TRANSPORT IN A FRAC"l'URE SYSTEM 
In order to illustrate the mathematical operations that 
'" 
are used in the numerical transport model, EXPORT, the long 
hand calculations are presented here. For this purpose~ a 
simple example fracture system was used. The e l ement 
configuration and the nodal numbers · for each element are 
shown in Figure A-1. The numerical description of this 
fracture system is listed in Table A-1 . 
(2) ELEMENT NUMBER 
0.4 
4 NODE NUHBER 
0.3 3 j 
CD . (3) 
~0.2 5 
(J"") CD CD i• . >< 
cr: ( 
=- 0.1 
0. 0·-r----.---r-----r-----r-------J 
0. 0.2 0.4 0.5 
X AXIS !11l 
Figure B-1 Fractur e conf i guration and element number i ng 
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Table A-1 
Co-ordinates 
Element xl yl 'x2 y2 
1 0.0 0.2 0.25 0.2 
2 0. 0 ' 0.3 0.15 0.3 
3 0.15 0.3 0.25 0.2 
4 0.25 0.2 0.50 0.2 
I 
Element Peclet . Number Alta 
1 0.500+01 0.620+00 
2 0.300+01 0.440+00 
3 0.280+01 0.420+00 
4 0.500+01 0.610+00 
• 
Velocity Length 
0.5 0.2500 
0.3 0.1500 
0.3 0.1414 
0.8 0.2500 
Dispersion Coefficient 
0.250-01 
0.150-01 
0.150-01 
0.400-01 
I 
·._/ 
Initial Concentration Data 
Concentration at node 1 is 0.0 
Concentration at node 2 is 0.0 
Concentration at node 3 is 1.0 
Concentration at node 4 is 0.0 
Concentration at node 5 is 0.0 
Equation 3.9 is the matrix equation . that must be solved 
for {C}t+dt"..- In this equation [R], [S] and [F) are the 
diffusion-advection, storage, and source matrices respec-
tively. Each is of the order n, which is the number of nodes 
I 
' 
in the fracture system. · The nodal coefficients of these 
matrices are calculated using equatio~s 3.1S, 3.20, and 3.21 
respectively. For th~·~e equations the value of 0 for each 
element is calculated using the equation D=O.OS*v. ' The value 
of alfa is calculated using 'quation 3.18. The values of D 
and alfa are listed in Table A-1. The coefficient "atri~ for 
[RJ is thus: 
---
r;'> 
.. 
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0.003 -.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-.503 0.828 0.000 -.319 -.005 
[ R] = 0.000 0.000 0.016 -.016 0. 000. 
0 ;000 -.019 -.316 0.335 0.000 
0.000 -.805 0.000 0.000 0.805 
The coefficient matrix for [ s) is given as: 
0.154 0'. 071 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.096 0.433 0.000 0.052 t- 071 
r·s 1 = 0. 000 0.000 0.095 0.045 .000 
0. 000 0.042 0.055 0.!95 0.000 
0. 000 0.096 0.000 0.000 0.179 
Now letting [A) = [ s) + '[ R] we have the coefficient matrix of 
[A) as follows: 
0.157 0.067 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 
-.407 1. 260 0. 000 -.267 0.065 
[A] = 0.000 0.000 0.110 0.029 0.000 
0.000 0.023 -.260 0. 529 0.000 
0.000 -.709 0.000 0.000 0.985 
I~ the solute is injected at node - 3 on theY-axis this node 
will have a constant concentration value (really C/ Co, where 
Co is the initial concentration) of ~. 0. Since this node is 
constrained the matric~s c&n'>be partitioned as shown below: 
t.:1 
·-
.. 
and 
o.1s4 o.o71 : o.ooo : d~ooo o.ooo 
0.096 0.433 : 0,000 : 0~052 0.071 
[S] = 0.000 0.000 : . 0.095 : 0.045 0.000 
------------------~----------------o.ooo o.b42 : o.o55 : ~.195 rr.ooo 
0.000 , 0.096 : 0.000 : 0.000 0.179 
/ \ . 
--
) 
I . 
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0.157 0.067 : 0.000 : 0.000 o.ooo 
-.407 1.260 : 0.000 : -.267 0.065 
[A]= 0.000 0.000 l 0.110 l 0.029 0.000 
----------~------------------------
0.000 
0.000 
o·.o23 : -.260 : o.S29 o.ooo 
-.709 : 0.000 : 0.000• 0.985 
Now moving column 3 and row 3 t6 the right hand side and 
the · top respectively we partition the matrices according to 
the constrained nodes as ·-i.n, ·equation ( 3. 22). Thus we have: 
... ' 
and 
..., 
o.095: oJ_ooo o.ooo o.045 o.ooo 
· o.ooo 
[S) ==. 0.000 
0.055 
0.000 
0;154 
0.096 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.07i 
0.433 
0.042 
0.096 
0.000 
0.000 
0.052 
0,.195 
0.000 
0.029 
0.000 
0.071 
0.000 
0.179 
0.000 
----------------------------------0.157 0.067 0.000 0.000 
[A) = -.407 . 1. 260 -.267 0.065 
0.000 0._023 0.529 0.000 
0.000 -.709 0.000 0.985 
In order to assemble the vector {B}, as defined on the 
right hand side of equation (3.23) the appropriate parts of 
the partitioned matrices are added together. First it is 
noted that all of the values of {Cf}t are equal to 0.0 at · the 
beqinninq of the simulation and thus no contribution to {B} 
is obtained from [Atfl for the fi r st time step . As the va l ue 
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of C rises at . the indi,_vidual nodes, with time, more terms 
from the product of [Stfl and {Cf} contribute to {B}. For 
the first time step {B} is given as follows: 
{B} = 
The solution to equation (3.25) is: 
The inverse of [Aff] is determined using the adjoint of 
the matrix since: 
[A]-1 = adj [A] I IAI 
where adj [A] is the adjunct of [A] and is assembled from the 
cofact9rs of [A]. The cofactors of [A] are individually 
listed and determined as . follows: 
1.260 
0.023 
-. 709 
-.407 
0.000 
0.000 
-.407 
0.000 
0.000 
-.267 
0.529 
0.000 
-.267 
0 .,529 
0.000 
l. 260 
0.023 
-.709 
-.407 1.260 
0.000 0.023 
0.000 -.709 ) 
0.0651 0. 000 = 
0.985 
0.687 
0.065 
0.000 
0.985 
0.065 
0.000 
0.985 
-. 267 
0.529 
0.000 
= 0. 212 
= -. 009 
~ - 0.153 
-
. I 
10.067 0.000 
a21 = (-1)3 0.023 0.529 
-.709 o. 000 
~.:. 
10.157 o.ooo 
a22 = (-1)4 0.000 0.529 
0.000 0.000 
0.157 0.067 
a.23 = (-1>5 0.000 0.023 
0.000 -.709 
0.157 0.067 
a.24 = (-1)6 0.000 0.023 
0.000 -.709 
0.067 0.000 
a.31 = ( -1) 4 1.260 -.267 
-.709 0.000 
0.157 0.000 
a.32 = (-1)5 -.407 -.267 
0.000 0.000 
' 
0.157 0.067 
0.)) = (-1)6 -. 407 1. 260 
0.000 -. 709 
0.157 0.067 
0.)4 = ( -1) 7 -.407 1. 260 
0.000 -.109 
0.067 0.000 
a.41 = (-1)5 1. 260 ' -. 267 
0.023 0.529 
0.157 0.000 
0.42 = (-1)6 -.407 -.267 
0. 000 . 0.529 
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0.000 
0.000 = 
0.985 
0.000 
0.000 = 
0.985 
o.ooo 
0.000 = 
0.985 
0.000 
0.529 = 
0.000 
0.000 
0.065 = 
0.985 
0.000 
0.065 = 
0.985 
0.000 
0.065 = 
0.985 
0.000 
-.267 = 
0.000 
0.000 
0.065 = 
0.000 ) 
0.000 
0.065 = 
0.000 
·' 
·' 
-. 035 
0. 082 
-. 004 
0. 059 
-. 018 
0. 041 
0. 229 
0. 030 
0. 002 
-. 005 
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( -1) 7 
0.157 ' 0. 067 0.000 
a43 = -.407 1. 260 0.065 = 2.35 . 10-4 
0.000 0. 023 0.000 
0.157 0. 067 0.000 
a44 = ( -1) 8 -.407 1. 260 -.267 = 0.120 
0.000 0.023 0.529 
where aij is the cofactor. 
Since IAI = 0.122 therefore [A)-1 is given as: 
··-~5. 628 1. 737 -0.07 4 1.25~ [A]-1 = 0.287 0. 67 2 -0.033 0 483 
o·.147 0.336 1.876 0.246 
0.016 -0.041 0.002 0.983 
Thus Co/C is determined by: 
{Cf}t+dt/2 = · {B}t/[A]-1 or: 
-
0.046 
0.107 
{ Cf lt+dt/2 = 
0 • .592 
0.077 
where { C£ }t+dt = 2 { c} t+dt/ 2 - {C}t· Thus: 
Co/C at node 1 = 0.091 
Co/C at node 2 = 0.213 
Co/C at node 3 = 1.000 
Co/C at node 4 = 1.183 
.. Co/C at node 5 = 0.153 
To get { c} at the next time step { 8} is reassembled 
using the right hand side of equation ( 3. 24) and again it is 
multiplied by [A)-1. This can be continued until the desired 
time has elapsed. 
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APPENDIX C 
FORTRAN LISTING OF NUMERICAL MODEL EXPORT AND ALL SUBROUTINES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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program EXPORT 
**************** 
VERSION 1.0 
Thfs program is controlled by the control parameters 
found in the file "CHOICE.DAT" and the element data in 
"ELEHENT.DAT" to simulate the transport of a non reactive 
solute through a system of discrete fractures. A finite 
element procedure is used to solve the differential 
equation which describe1 conservative, advective-dispersive 
transport_: _ _ _ _ 
The program solves the matrix equations that result from 
the upstream finite element formulation as defined by Noori-
shad and Hehran as referenced below: 
JahJJrJ Noorishad and Hohsen Hehran, An upstream finite 
element method for solution of~transient transport 
equation in fractured porous media, Water Resources 
Research, Vo. 18, No. 3, Pages 588- 596, June 1962. 
The matrix equation is: 
(R]{C} + [S) + [ f] 0 (l) 
.. nere (R), [s) and [r) ar:> the diffusion-advection, storage and 
source matrices respectively. 
When some o f these variables are constrained then partitioning 
is done by the program as indi~sted below: 
I 
I Rcc I Rfc I for a 
------1------ matrix 
I Rfc I Rff I 
I 
Cc for a 
------ vector 
( Cf ) 
where c refers to a constrained condition 
and f refers to a, free cor.d; tion. 
The program solves the equation derived from equation (1). 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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In terms of the variables in this program this equation 
can be written as follows: 
(a]{c}time+dt : (b](c}time 
This program1solves for {c}time+dt 
DEriNITIONS OF PARAMETERS USED 
S'iMBOL DIM 
R*B VARIABJ..ES 
alpha 
coef 
dt 
1 eakt ime 
rll ,rl2 ,r21 ,r22 
rbll 
all ,s22 
time 
x,y 
a 
af<; 
a in"' 
alfa 
b 
bb 
c 
cc 
d 
elmt 
1 
pe 
• 
R*8 ARRAYS 
( 
(599 '599) 
(599) 
(599, 599) 
(599) 
(599) 
(599) 
(599) 
\ (599) 
(599) 
(599,5) 
(599) 
(599) 
(599,599) 
DEPINITION 
coefficient for determining dispersion 
specifies the method of determining the 
upstream weighting function coefficient 
time step 
length of injection for discontinuous sources 
elemental components of (R] 
elemental component of {RB} 
elemental components of {S} 
time that has elapsed so far 
element end point coordinates used temporarily 
for negative velocity check 
(a)=RHS matrix of knOIJ!lS ie: (R]+[Rb]+[S]*t 
{afc}zthe partitioned part of (a] with ··subscr-. 
ipts f•free and csconstrained 
the invert of [A] 
the upstream weighting function coefficient 
{b)=LHS matrix of knowns ie: [S]{c}-{Rfc} 
the fracture aperture 
{c)=nodal concentrations 
{cc}=a temporary matrix used to hold the 
partitioned and constrained values of nodal 
concentration 
c6effjcient of diapersion (v*al~ha) 
(elmt]=co-ordinates of elements and velocity 
data 
{l}=element lengths 
peclet number for each element 
the storage matrix in 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
. c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
sfc 
v 
wka rea 
z 
(S99) 
(S99) 
(370000) 
(S99) 
R*4 ARRAYS 
angle ( 2) 
m (4) 
1*4 VARIABLES 
all time 
ci'lode 
cross 
1a 
idgt 
1er 
ln 
iterations 
j 
n 
num 
numelmt 
numin 
numnode 
numou t 
0 
out 
part i me 
psize 
1*4 ARRAYS 
elmta (599) 
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the partitioned part of (S] with 
subscripts f=free and c= constrained 
{v}=velocity of flow in each element 
the work area needed by. linv2f to invert 
(A) 
used to store the x coordinates of th~ 
element ends for printing to THRED.DAT 
the angles of intersection of the four-way 
fracture intersection under consideration 
the slope of the elements in a four-way 
intersection 
the total time for which transport is calculated 
the injection node specified for circular. 
boundaries 
the "number of four-way fracture intersections 
counting variable 
variable needed for subroutine linv2f 
variable needed for subroutine linv2f 
variable needed for subroutine linv2£ 
number of first element flowing into four-way 
intersection 
number of times the program must solve tor !Cl 
is equal to alltime/partime 
counting variable 
counting variable 
number of nodes used if BREAKUP finds some 
four-way intersections 
number of elements 
stores node number at begining of element 
temporally for negative velocity check 
initial number of nodes used if BREAKUP is not 
stores node number at end of element 
temporally for negative velocity check 
output element number for a the four-way 
number of output elements in a four-way 
intersection 
intersection under consideration 
the time of transport allo~o~ed to elapse before a 
printout of {c) is wanted 
the number of nodes of the partitioned ma t rix 
one of the elements flowing into a four-way 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
• c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
elmtc (S99) 
elmtck ( 599,2) 
elmtx (599,4) 
ignore (599) 
input (599,3) 
keep (599) 
node (599,3) 
node (599,2) 
nodt (599,2) 
output (599,3) 
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intersection 
the other element flo~ing into a four-way 
intersection 
used to indicate if an the end nodes of an 
element has been considered in BREAKUP ' 
(O=no l=yes) 
the inflow elements found in each 
four-way intersection 
{ignore]=the ,constrained nodes left out 
by partitioning 
the elements flowing into an intersection 
{keep)=the free nodes kept by partitioning 
the renumbered nodes at each fou~-way 
intersection 
[node]=the node number at the end of each el ement 
the node numbers of each element end are stored 
here if BREAKUP is used 
the elements flowing out of an intersec t i on 
I 
! 
character VARIABLES ( 
brk 
choice I 
I 
indicates if BREAKUP is to be used or not 
indicates continuous (c) or disconti nuous 
solute sources 
( d ) 
choice2 indicates node (n), boundary (b) or circu l ar 
boundary (c) sources 
dtadjst 
prJ_d 
prn 1 
prn2 
prn3 
indicates if the initial value . of dt is to 
be adjusted or not 
indicates if output for 3 d plot is needed 
d i rects output of general - element data f or 
verification 
dire·cts output of matrix values 
directs output of concentration values 
at each partime 
~ DOCUMENTATION: Var iabl e s:-and arrays are dec Ia r ed 
REAL VARIABLES 
real m(4),angle(2),tmin 
real*8 elmt(S99,5),a(599,599),s(599,S99) 
real*8 b(599),c(S99),1(599),v(599),d(599) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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real*8 
real *8 
real *8 
real'*'S 
afc(~99),z(599),cc(S99),alpha 
leakt ime, time ,dt, pe (599) ,x, y, bb(S.9j) 
alfa(S99),sfc(599),wkarea(370000),ainv(599,599) 
rll,rl2,r2l,r22,sll,s22,rbll,coef 
INTECER VARIABLES 
integer numelmt,numnodt,elmcck(599,2),cnode 
integer node(S99,2),psize,partime,alltime,keep(599),ignot~(599) 
integer idgt,elmtx(599,4),input(599,3),output(599,3) 
integer ier,ia,cross,nodc(599,3),elmta(S99) 
integer elmtc(599),num,nodt(599,2),nUIIIin,numout,in,out,o,', 
CHARACTER VARIABLES 
character*! choicel,choice2 
character*! brk,bkth,pr3_d,prnl,prn2,prn3,dtadjst 
~ DOCUMENTATION: I/O files are opened. 
element.dat 
choice.dat 
nodconc.dat 
brkthr.dat 
thred.dat 
element co-ordinate~ and velocity of flow 
control parameters 
output for verification and debugging 
concentration output for breakthrough curves 
concentration output for 30 plot 
open (unit=l,file= 'element.dat',status='old') 
open (unit=J,file='choice.dat' ,status='old') 
open (unit=2,file='nodconc.dat',status='new') 
open (unit=4,file='brkthr.dat 1 ,status='new') 
open (unit=S,file='thred.dat ',status='new' ,carriagecontrol='l ist ') 
~ DOCUMENTATION: Parameter values are def : ned tor the subroutine 
~ AAAAAAAAAAAAA LINV2F (an IMSL librar1 program for inversion 
idgt=O 
ia=599 
of a matrix. 
A DOCUHENTATION: Read the number of elements and the number of 
' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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nodes from ~lement.dat and the control parame-
ters from choice.dat 
read (1,10) numelmt 
read (1,10) numnode 
read (3,11) choice1 
read (3,11) choice2 
read (3,10) cnode 
read (3,10) a1Ltime 
.read (3,10) partime 
read (3,12) dt 
read (3,12) alpha 
read 0,12) coef 
read (3,12) 1eaktime 
read (3,13) brk,bkth,pr3 d,prnl,prn2,prn3,dtadjst 
10 fonnat (llx,ilO) -
11 format ( 19x,a) 
12 fonnat (lh,dl2.6) 
13 format (11x,7(a,4x)) 
write (6,13) brk,bkth,prJ d,prnl,prn2,prn3,dtadjst 
~ DOCUMENTATION: Write i nput to nodconc.dat for verificatio~ 
if ( pr n l • eq. ·' Y 1 • or. p rn 1 • eq • 1 y' ) then 
write (2,*) 'CONTROL PARAMETERS I 
write (2,*) I 
write (2,*) 'nume1mt ·: ,numelmt 
write (2,*) 'numnode = I ,numnode 
write (2,*) 'choice! I ,choice! 
write (2 ,*) 1 choice2 = I ,choice2 
write (2,*) 'cnode I ,cnode 
write (2,*) 1alltime 
"' 
I 
,all time 
write (2,*) 'partime I ,partime 
write (2,*) 'dt I ,dt 
write (2,*) 1 alpha I ,alpha 
write (2,*) 1 coef :: I ,coef 
write (2,*) 'l ealr.t ime: I , 1 eakt ime 
wr i te (2,*) 'options 
"' 
I 
,brk,bkth,prl_d,prnl,prn2,prn3,dtadjst 
write (2,*) I 
----------------------------------------
I 
write (2,*) I 
write (2,*) 'Co-ORD I NATES AND VELOCITY DATA' 
write (2 ,*) I 
endi f 
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c A DOCUMENTATION: Read element data from element.dat and assign 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1: 
c' 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
A AAAAA.AA: AAAAAA the velocity to v. 
do i =l ,numelmt 
read (1,20) (elmt(i,j),j=l,S) 
~ 0 . f o nna t ( lx , 5 ( d 14 • 6 ) ) 
if (prnl.eq. 1 Y'.or.prnl.eq.'y') then 
write(2,20) (elmt(i,j.),j=l,5) 
endif 
v( i)=elmt(i,S) 
enddo 
tmin=lOOO 
A DOCUMENTATION: Read the values for element length, node number 
""' ~-- ............... ,..,........................... and aperture and determine the minimum length 
AAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
do i =l ,numelmt 
read (1 , 31) l ( i ) , node ( i , l ) , node ( i , 2), bb ( i ) 
31 format(lx,dl5.7,2ilO,dl5.7) 
if (abs(v(i)).gt.O.Od+OO) then 
if (abs(l(i)/v(i)).lt.tmin) then 
tmin=abs(L(i)/v(i)) 
endi f 
end if 
enddo 
A OOCUHENTATrON: The working value of dt is assigned so that only A 
half the length of the shortest element is trav- A 
ersed in one time step. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
if ( dtadjst .eq. 1 Y1 .or.dtadjst .eq. 1 y' )then 
32 if (tmin.lt.dt*2.0) then 
dt=dt*0.9 
end if 
if (tmin.lt.dt*2 .0) goto 32 
half of the shortest elemeht is traveraed in one A 
time step (he value of dt is increased. 
AAAAAAAAA-AAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAA~~-~~~~~A~A~~A~~~A~~~-~-
4 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c: 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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if (tmin.gt.dt•1.0) then 
33 if (tmin.gt.dt/2.0) then 
dt•dt*l.l 
endif 
if .(tmin.gt.dt/2.0) goto 33 
end if 
writ~(6,'*') '.THE FINAL TIME STEP IS',dt 
if (prnl.eq;'Y'.or.prnl.eq.'y') then 
write (2,*i '---------------------------------------------
write ( 2, *) ' A.' 
write (2,,'*') 'THE FINAL TIME STEP IS' ,DT ~ 1 
write (2,*) ' 
write (2,*) '----------------~------------------------~~-- · 
end if 
endif 
if (prnl.eq.'.Y'.or-.prnl.eq.'y') then 
wri t .e ( 2, '*') ' 
write (2,*) 'ELEMENT LENGTH AND NODAL COORDINATES' 
write (2,*) ' 
endif -------------------------
r 
~ DOCUMENTATION: Check for negative velocities and if found exchange 
~ ~~~~A~A~~~AA~ the element data for- the end nodes end for end 
do i "'1 ,numelmt 
if (v(i).lt.O.Od+OO) then 
numo'ttznode( i, 1) 
nWIIin=node( i, 2) 
node(i,l)anumin 
node(i,2)•numout 
x"'elmt( i, 1) 
y•elmt(i,2) 
elmt(i,l)•elmt(i,3) 
elmt(i,3)"'x 
elmtfi,2)•elmt(i,4) 
elmt(i,4)=y 
v(i)•aba(v(i)) 
end if 
A DOCUH&MTATION: Check for ~ero velocities and if found assign 
~ AAAAAAAA~AAA~ linite values for the Peclet number the velocity ~ 
and the dispersion coefficient. 
A ' If not found calculate the dispersion coefficient ~ 
and the Peclet number 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
... _ 
/ 
if (v(i).eq.O.O) t~en 
pe( i )=O.ld+OO 
v(i )=O.ld-29 
d(i)=v(i)*alpha 
else 
d(i )=v( i )*alpha 
pe(i)=v(i)*l(i)/d(i) 
endif 
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~DOCUMENTATION: Determine if the value for the upstream weight-
ft ft~~~------ ~~ ~ function coefficient (alfa) is to be _ specified 
or the optimum value calculat ed~ 
if (coef.eq . O.O. or.coe f. eq,l.O) then 
alfa(i)=(l/dtanh(pe(i)/0.2d+Ol)-(0.2d+Ol/pe (i )))*coe f -
else 
al fa( i )=coef 
endi f 
30 format (f7.4,2(i4,2f7.4),dl5.7) 
if (prnl.eq.'Y'.or.prnl.eq.'y') then 
w r i t e ( 2 , 30 ) 1 ( i ) , node ( i , 1 ) , ( e 1 mt ( i , j ) , j = 1 , 2 ) , node ( i , 2 ) , 
&(elmt(i~j),j~3,4),bb(i) 
endif 
enddo 
~ DOCUMENTATION: Write values of Peclet number, alfa and dispersion ~ 
· ft- - ~ ---- ~---~ coefficient to nodconc.dat for verification 
if (prnl.eq.'Y' . or.prnl.eq.'y') then 
write (2,*) '--- ------------------------------------ ---- -- - -' 
write ( 2 , *) ' 
write (2,*) 'ELEMENT PECLET NUMBERS ALFA AND DISPERSION COEFF.' 
write ( 2 , *) 1 \ 
-----------------------do i=l ,numelmt 
write (2,3984) pe(i),alfa( i ),d(i) 
3984 format (3dl4.6) 
c 
c 
enddo • 
write (2 ,*) '------- - - - - -- - ------------------------- - - _-_, _ .. ...- - - '--, _______ -
wr i t e ( 2 , * ) ' . / - ' 
e nd i f // 
close (unit =l,status ='kee p') 
c-
c 
c 
c 
c 
-~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c •.  
c 
c 
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A DOCUMENTATION: Assign value to variable num and cross fo'r use 
A AAAAAAAAAA, AAA .in subroutine BREAKUP 
num=numnode 
crOJS"O 
----*****'*"***'*"""**'***1-""****************** 
aubroutine call BREAKUP 
*****************************************'** 
A OOCUHfNTATION: This subroutine decouples all four way intersec- ~ 
tions and sets up all the arrays that co-ordinateA 
and direct the flow of solute into the appropri- ·A 
ate el~ments that drain the intersection. The 
direct ion of such flow is governe d ,by the angle 
of intersection and the velocity. 
AAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAA~A~ AA AAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAA A AA~AAAAAA AAA 
call breakup (elmt ,c ,node, nume lmt, num, elmtx, out put·, input, 
&cross,v,bb,nodc,elmta,elmtc,nodt,brk) 
**********************"~<""-)c********************* 
1ubrout int~- call 
A DOCUMENTATION: 
CONCENTRATION 
. 
This subroutine assigns a v_alue of 1.0 \o the -"" A ·, 
nodes· where inj~ction of a solute takes ~lac;_slancr i 
a value of 0.0 to all other nodes. ' - ~ 
The selection of the injection node/s is ITidde ( \ 
according to the value of CHOICE2 as follows: · ~ · 
i"f CHOICE2 ::: 1 n the middle node on the left 
boundary is chosen by the program~ 
it CHOICE2 : b all nodes on the left boundary A 
are chosen by the -'!L-O&ram 
if CHOICE2 == c the 110del has circular bound- A 
ries and the node where solute 
is introduced must be specified A 
as CNODE in CHOICE. OAT 
call c.oncentration (nodt ,elmt ,c ,choice2,num,numelmt, l,cnode) 
~; .... "'·~ 
· ...... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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A DOCUMENTATION: The concentration assigned to each node is output A 
~ ~~AA~~AAAAAAA to NODCONC.DAT for verification 
AA .... ,... i'o.,..AA ,... ................ """'A ........ ""'""'" .... ,..,._,._ "'AAAA.A AA "'"' AA AA A.A. AA AA ""A A,. .......... A ... AA A A AA A A A A .......... AA A 
if (prnl.~q.'Y'.or.prnl.eq.'y') then 
write (2,*) 'CONCENTRATION DATA' 
write (2,"") ' 
----------------do i=l,numnode 
write (2,40)i;c(i) 
40 format ('concentration at node',i4,' is',£22.15) 
end do 
write ( 2, ·;:) '----------------------------------------------
write (2, *) ' 
end if 
subroutine call ------ HATRICI ES * 
~ DOCUMENTATION: This subroutine calculates the coefficient man· ix -
of the left hand side of the matrix equation 
.defined above. The elemental matricies are out 
to NODCOND.DAT for verification. 
call matricies (?o·dt ,v,d,l,a,dt,num,numelmt,s,alfa) 
~DOCUMENTATION: The coefficients of [a] and [s) are output .by 
A AAAAAAAAAAAAA column to NODCOND.DAT for v e rification 
if (prn2.eq.'Y'.or.prn2.eq.'y 1 ) then 
w'l'"i ~e ( 2, *) 1 DISPERSION ADVECTION MATRIX 
write ( 2, *) 1 
AND .SMATRIX 
--------------------------------do j=l,nui!Klode 
write (2,*) 1 COLUME ',j 
write (2 ,*) 1 
.\ do i = 1 , numnod_e ____________ _ 
write (2,8008) i,a(i,j),s(i,j) 
8008 format ('ROW"' 1 ,i3,2f22.15) 
end do 
write (2,*) - '. 
enddo 
. \ 
write ( 2, *) 1 --------:----------- --------------------------- 1 
write (2,*)' 
end if 
..... . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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1ubroutine call ------ PARTITION 
**'**************'********'**'**'****************** 
~ OOCUHENTATION: This subroutine partitions the matricies 
~ M~~~~~~~~~~ ~ determined above to leave out the constrain e d 
nodes. 
call partition (c,s,a,num,ignore,keep,afc,psize,sfc,choice2, 
&numelmt ,nodt ,node, eros s) 
A OOCUHENTATION: The coefficients of the partitioned [a], [s), 
A"'"'"'"'~"'"'"'"'~~~"' [afc] and {c} are output by column to NODCONC.DAT"' 
for verification 
if (prn2.eq . 1 Y 1 .or.prn2.eq. 1 y 1 ) then 
write (2,*) 1 e/.RTITIONED MATRICES' 
write ( 2, *) 1 ********1ri<********** 1 
write _(2,*)' 
write (2,*) 'ADVECTION DISPERSION MATRIX AND SMATRIX 1 
write ( 2, *) ' 
-----------------------------do i .. l,psi.z.e 
wr i t e ( 2 , * ) 1 COLUMN 1 , i 
wri t e ( 2 , * ) 1 
--------do j==l, psi ze 
w r. i J. e ( 2 , 8 0 2 4) · j , a ( j , i ) , s ( j , i ) 
8024 format ( 1 row;:; 1 ,i3,2f22.1)) 
enddo 
wri t e ( 2 , * ) 1 • 
~nddo 
write ( 2, *) t -~-------------------------------
write (2,*) 1 
write ·( 2, *) 1 CONCENTRATION A}l0 AFC 1 
write (2,*) 1 
----------------------------do ial, ps i%e 
write (2,8034) c(i),afc(i) 
8 0 3 4 format ( f 6 • 5 , f 2 2. 15 ) 
end do 
.. 
write ( 2, *) 1 ---- - - ----- ----- ------------------------ I 
write ( 2, * ) 1 
endi f 
**'********* 1..-lr********** ki<******************** * 
subroutine caLl --- --- LI NV2F * 
**'************************'******************** 
.. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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A DOCUMENTATION: This subroutine is an ISHL routine available on 
"" .... .... .... .... .... ........ ..... .... ..._ .......... the VAX computer f o r the inve r sion of 8 mcttr-ix . 
The definition of the variables follows: 
a The input matri" 
pstz.e 
18 
atnv = 
id g t = 
The actual dimension o( a 
The row siz:e of a and ai nv as 
specified in the dimension 
statement. 
The output matrix containing the 
inverse of a. 
The error opt i on: 
If i dgt>O the elements are assumed 
to be correct and an accuracy test 
u done. 
If idgt=O no test. 
wkarea The work area = to or > than 
psize**2+)kpsiz:e. 
ier = Error Parameter put out by routine 
if it fails. 
call linv2f (a,psize,ia,ainv,idgt,wkarea,ier) 
c A DOCUMENTATION: The number of iterations is calculated. This 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
variable is used to provide concentration output A 
at reguLar time intervals which are less than theA 
total simulation time (ie. every partime) • . It 
not be _1!1istaken for the number of iterative steps ~ 
that are controlled by the time step dt. This 
variable is calculated and used in the s·ubroutineA 
SOLVEC. 
iterations=alltime/partime 
A OOCUKENTATION: Check the value of the control character CHOICE! A 
..... ..... ..... ...... ..... "'"'"""-"'"' A.... .... If CHOlCEl = c then the sources are continuous 
the subroutine SOLVEC is used. 
If CHOICE! · ~ d then the sources are discont i nuousR 
and the sub r outine SOLVE:D is used. 
do i =1, iterations 
time= ikpartime 
• 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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******************"**************************** 
1ubroutine call SOLVfC * 
********************************************** 
~ DOCUHENTATION: This subroutine calculates tht:! new value of c at A 
A AAAAAAAAAAAAA time= t+dt for continuous solute sources. It 
uses ~nother subroutine called MULTIPLY to do 
this. The value of the nodal co~centration ts 
outputed to NODCONC.OAT every partime 
call solvec (ainv,c,s,afc,sfc,b,parti~,psize,dt,cc,ket:!p, 
&num,i,v,cross,choicel,choice2,bb,elmta,nodt,time,leaktime) 
A DOCUHfNTATION: The number of four way intersections is checked 
(cross) to see if the subroutine RECONSTITUTE 
needs to be called. 
if (cross .gt.O) then 
' .. 
. ****'******* *********1t************************ * 
subroutine call ------ RECONSTITUTE 
********************************************** 
A DOCUMENTATION: This subroutine reverses the effects of the sub- A 
AAAAAAA A AAAAA routine BREAKUP with respect to the nodal concern-A 
tration values. After BREAKUP there is four 
values for each intersection. RECONSTITUTE cal- A 
culates the one representative value for that 
node for output purposes only. The four internal A 
values are not changed. 
call reconstitute (cross,nodc,cc,elmta,elmtc,bb,v) 
end if 
A DOCUMENTATION: The nodal concentrations are outpu t to NODCONC. 
A ~AAA~AAAAAAAA OAT for verification 
if ( prn3.eq. 1 Y' .or. prn3 .eq. 1 y 1 ) then 
-- - - - - ----- -
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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write{2,llO) 
110 format (' ') 
write (2,120) i*partime 
120 format (' RELATIVE NODAL CONCENTRATION AT TIME= 1 ,i4) 
write (2,130) dt 
130 format (' TIHESTEP = ',f8.6) 
_ end if 
~ DOCUMENTATION: The absolute values of concentration are substi- ~ 
~ A~~~ ~A ~A ~~ A~~ tuted. This is necessary because the finit e ele- A 
ment solution can give negative values ~hen the 
concentration is very low nearc the front. 
do j=l,numnode 
cc( j )=abs( cc( j)) 
if (prn3.eq. 1 Y 1 .or.prn3.eq • . 1 y 1 ) then 
· write (2,140) j,cc(j) 
140 fonnat ( 1 AT NODE # 1 , i 4, 1 CONCENTRATION = 1 , f2 2. 15 ). 
endif 
end do 
~ DOCUMENTATION: The concentrat i on values for the fir~t 27 nodes 
are output to BRKTHR.DAT for plotting the break- ~ 
curves for these nodes with·-time. The reason why-
only the first 27 nodes are specified is that 
the LOTUS spread sheet program was used to do the -
plotting and it only accepts this length of line. ~ 
if (bkth.eq. 1 Y1 .or.bkth.eq. 1 y 1 ) then 
write (4,150) i*partime,(cc(j),j=l,27) 
l 50 format ( h: , i 3 , 9 (l x , f 4. 2 )) 
end if 
enddo 
~ DOCUMENTATION: The number of elements and nodes is written to 
- ~-~~~-~-- --- - THREO.DAT for the 3-0 plot of the concentration -
at each fracture intersection 
if (pr3 d.eq. 1 Y'.or.pr3 d.eq. 1 y 1 ) then 
write (5,160) numelmt 
write (5,160) numnode 
160 f ormat(i4) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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A DOCUMENTATION: The element co-ordinates are written to THREO.DAT~ 
plotting the elements on the 3-D plot . for 
The 
ues 
nodal co-o-:dinatea and the concentration val- ~ 
are written to THRED.OAT for the 3-D plot. 
THE ARRAYS "z" AND "v" ARE REUSED 
FOR THE x AND y CO-QRDINATf.:S 
do i=1,numelmt 
write (5,169) (elmt(i,j),j=l,4) 
z(node(i,1))=elmt(i,1) 
v(node(i,l))=elmt(i,2) 
z(node(i,2))=elmt(i,3) 
v(node(i,2))=elmt(i,4) 
end do 
do i•1,nu~mode 
write (5,170) z( i) ,v(i ),cc(i) 
enddo 
169 format(4f8.4) 
170 format(3f8.4) 
endi f 
end 
********** SUBROUTINES *********** 1rli: 
******************************************** 
***** subroutine BREAKUP 
subroutine breakup (elmt,c,node,numelmt,num,elmtx,output,input 
&,croaa,v,bb,nodc,elmta,elmtc,nodt,brk) · 
real*B elmt(599,5),c(S99),v(S99),bb(599) 
integer node(S99,2),numelmt,numnode,n1,n2 
integer croas,elmtx(S99,4),input(599,3) 
integer output(S99,3),nodc(S99,3),1n,out 
integer elmta(599),elmtc(599) 
integer nodt(599,2),elmtck(S99,2),rr,o 
real m(4),angle(2) 
character* 1 brk 
"" DOCUMENTATION: The array EU4TCK is set to 0 and the array NODT 
-- -~- -- - - - ~- - -
_/ 
c 
c · 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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1a assigned the values of ~ODE. 
do i = 1 ,numel mt 
do j=l,2 
elmtcll(i,j)=O 
nodt( i, j )::node( i, j) 
end do 
enddo 
~ DOCUMENTATION: All elements are checked to see it they begin or 
end at a four way intersection. Each l:!nd is 
checked to see if it has been so identified 
already. 
i(. {brk.eq.'N'.or.brk.eq.'n') goto 600 
do i=l ,numelmt 
if (elmtck(i,l).eq.l.and.elmtck(i,2).eq.l) goto 4SO 
out=O 
in= 1 
input{i ,in)=i 
elmtck(i,2)::l 
do j=i•l,numelmt 
if (node(i,2).eq.node(j,l).and.elmtck(j,l).eq.O) then 
out=out+l 
out put( i ,out):: j 
elmtck(j,l)::l 
endif 
if (node(i,2).eq.node(j,2).and.elmtck(j,2).eq.O) thl:!n 
in=in+l 
input(i,in):::i 
elmtck(j,2)=1 
endif 
end do 
A DOCUMENTATION: If the intersection is anything but a four-way 
" ""'""""""""""" intersection the next element is considered. If A 
a fi~e way or greater intersection in found the 
program issues an ERROR message and stops. Jf a A 
four way intersection is found the routine co11t-· " 
inues • . · 
c 
c 
c -
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
, C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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if (out+in.gt.4) goto 500 
if (out.eq.3.or.in.eq.3) goto 450 
i~Jout.le.l.or.in.le.l) goto 450 
A DOCUMENTATION: The number of four way int~rsections is increment~ 
- ------------- ed and an the intersection is cataloged by the 
first input element of same. 
c rota=c rosa+ 1 
elmtx(crou,l)=i 
do j•1,2 
n•input( i, j) 
O"'Output(i,j) 
A DOCUMENTATION: The elements are examined to see if they are 
perpendicular and if so they are assigned a fin- ~ 
i te but very large slope. If ·they are not perpenA 
dicular the slope is calculated and the angle of A 
of intersection between the input element and 
both output elements is calculated. 
if (elmt(n,3).eq.elmt(n,l)) then 
m(j)=l.OD+30 
else 
m ( j ) :; ( e l mt ( n, 4) -e lm.t( n, 2) ) I ( e lmt ( n, 3) -e l mt ( n, 1 ) ) 
endif 
if (elmt(o,3).eq.elmt(o,l)) then 
m(j+2)=1.0D+30 ~ 
else 
m(j+2)=(elmt(o,4)-elmt(o,2))/(elmt(o,3)-elmt(o,l)) 
endif 
A DOCUMENTATION: The slope of the input element and the first out-A 
put element are compared. If they are equal thenA 
angle I 1 is assigned a value of 3.14 radians. 
if . (abs(m(l)-m(j+2)).le.o.ooa·l) then 
angle(j):3.141592 
elae 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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angle(j):atan((m(j+2)~m(l))/(l+m(j+2)~m(l))) 
endif 
end do 
~DOCUMENTATION: The direction of solute flow is d~ t ~rmined from 
the two angles. 
if (angle(l).lt.ang le(2)) then 
nl:l 
n2=2 
else 
nl--2 
n2'"1 
end if 
~ DOCUMENTATION: The temporary node numbers are ·assigned, the arr-
ay used to catalog the flow configuration at the ~ 
intersection is assigned values according to the ~ 
input and output elements that create ~t, and the~ 
total number of nodes is increased by ). 
nodt( input( i, l) ,2 )=node( i ,2) 
nodt(output(i,nl),l)=num+l 
n"Odt( input( i, 2) ,2 )"'num+2 
nodt(output(i,n2),l)=num+) 
elmtx(cross,2)=output(i,nl) 
elmtx(cross,3)=input(i,2) 
elmtx(cross,4) : output(i,n2) 
nodc(cross,l)Enode(i,2) 
nodc(cross,2):n~+2 
nodc(cross,3)=node(i,2) 
num=num+3 
write (6,*) num 
A DOCUMENTATION: The input flow configuration is assigned and cat-A 
slogged according to the intersection number. 
The program skips the next section which deals 
with the situation when the last element is chosen 
, . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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elmta(croas)•input(i,l) 
elmtc(croal)~input(i,2) 
450 continue 
enddo 
goto 600 
A DOCUMENTATION: If there are more than four elements intersecting~ 
at the one point then an error message is output ~ 
and the progr11111 stops. 
c ' 
c 
';00 write (&,*)'**ERROR **' 
write (&,*)'TO MANY FRACTURES INTERSECTING AT THE SAME POINT' 
write (6,*)'LOOK AT ELEMeNT NUHBER',i 
call exit 
600 coot inue 
end 
c •ra~ subroutine CONCENTRATION "'"**** 
c 
r. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine concentration (nodt,el~t,c,choice2,num, 
&net, l, en ode) 
real~8 c(599),el~t(';99,)),l(S99),y~in,yoff 
integer nodt(S99,2),cnode 
character*! choice2 
~ DOCUMENTATION: All nodes are assigned a value of 0.0 
·-do i•l,num 
c( i ):aO.Od+OO 
end do 
if (choice2.eq.'C'.or.choice2.eq.'c') then 
c{cnode)zO.ld+Ol 
endif 
A DOCUMENTATION: If CHOICE2 = b then all nodes on the Left boundary A 
A AAAAAAAA~AAAA are assigned a concentration value of 1.0 and all ~ 
interior nodes are left at 0.0 
--- -- --~· -
I 
\ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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if ((choice2 .eq. 'b').or.(choice2 .eq. 'B')) then 
do i:l,nel 
if (elmt(i,l).eq.O.Od+OO) then 
c(nodt(i,l))=O.ld+Ol 
end if 
enddo 
~DOCUMENTATION: If CHOICE2 = N then the middle nod~ is a~~ign~d 
~ AAAAAAAAAAAAA a value of . 1•0 
else if (choice2.eq.'n' .or.choice2.eq.'N') then 
ymin=lOOO.O 
yoff=O .0 
do i =1 ,nel 
if (elmt(i,l).eq.O.Od+OO) then 
if (elmt(i,2).lt.ymin) then 
ymin=elmt(i ,2) 
elseif (elmt(i,2).gt.yoff)then 
yoff=elmdi,2) 
endif 
end if 
enddo 
yoff=(yoff-ymin)/2.0 
ymin=lOOO.O 
do i=l,nel 
if (elmt(i,l)~eq.O.Od+OO) then 
if(abs(yof£-elmt(i,2)).lt.ymin) then 
ymin=abs(yoff-elmt(i,2)) 
endif 
end if 
end do 
' do i=l,nel 
if (elmt(i,l).eq.O.Od+OO) then 
if (abs(yoff-elmt(i,2)).eq.ymin) then 
c(nodt ( i, 1) )=0 .ld+Ol 
end if 
endif 
end do 
endif 
end 
c ***** subroutine MATRICIES *Y*** 
c 
subroutine matricies (nodt,v,d,l,a,dt,num,ne1,s,alfa) 
real*8 v(599),d(599),1(599),a(599,599) 
real*8 dt,s(599,599),alfa(599) 
j 
c 
c 
c; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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real*8 rll,rl2,r2l,r22,all 0 a22~al2,s21 
re•l*8 all,al2,a2l,a22 
integer nodt(599,2) 
A DOCUHENTATlON: [a] and [s] are initialized to .O.O 
do i= l,num 
end do 
do j::~l,num 
a(i,j)=O.Od+OO 
~(i,j)=O.Od+OO 
end do 
A DOCUMENTATION.: The coefficients of (r] and [s] are calculated 
A """"""""·""A"" and the coefficients of [a] are obtained from 
[ r ]+[ al. - - - -
do i•l,nel 
ii•nodt(i ,1) 
jj=nodt(i,2) 
write (2,*) 'VALUES OF D,L,V,&DT FOR ELEMENT I ',i 
wr i t e ( 2 , * ) ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·: : : : : : : : : : : : • 
write (2,*) '(d,l)',d(i),l(i) 
write (2,*) '(v,dt)',v(i),dt 
rll•(d(i)/l(i))-(v(i)/0.2D+Ol)+alfa(i)*v(i)/0.2D+Ol 
.rl2•(-d(i)/l(i))+(v(i)/0.2D+Ol)-alfa(i)*v(i)/0.2D+Ol 
r21•(-d(i)/l(i))-(v(i)/0.2D+Ol)-alfa(i)*v(i)/0.2D+Ol 
r22•(d(i)/l(i))+(v(i)/0.2D+Ol)+alfa(i)*v(i)/0.2D+Ol 
al1•(l(i)/0.3D+Ol-l(i)*alfa(i)/2.40+01)*0.2D+Ol/dt 
. al2•(l(i)/0.6D+Ol-l(i)*alfa(i)/2.4d+01)*0.2d~Ol/dt 
a2l•(l(i)/0.6d+Ol+l(i)*alfa(i)/2.4d+Ol)*0.2d+Ol/dt 
a22•( 1 ( i) /0 •. 30+01 + l ( i )*al fa(i )/2 .40+01 )*0 .20+01/ d t 
write (2,*) 'ELEMENTAL (R) MATRIX FOR ELEMENT I '.~ 
write ( 2 , '*) - : J : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : • 
write ~(2,*) '(rll,rl2)' ,rll,rl2 
write (2,*) '(r2l,r22)',r21,r~2 
write (2,*) 'ELEMENTAL [S) MATRIX FOR ELEMENT I ',i 
write ( 2, '*) ':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : "":::::::' 
write (2,.*) '(sll,s22)',sll,s22 
all • rll+sll 
•12 • rl2+al2 
•21 • r2l+s2i: 
/ 
I / ) 
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a22 "' r22+s22 
c write (2,*) 'ELEMENTAL [A] MATRIX FOR ELEMENT I ',i 
c 1Jrite (2,*) ':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::• 
c write (2,*) '(All,Al2)',all,al2 
c write (2,*) '(A2l,A22)'1a2l,a22 
c 
a ( i i , i i ) •a ( i i , i i ) +all 
a(ii,jj)=a(ii,jj)+al2 
a(jj,ii)=a(jj,ii)+a21 
a(jj,jj)-a(jj,jj)+a22 
s(ii,ii )=s(ii ,ii)+sll 
s(ii,jj)=s(ii,jj)+sl2 
s(jj,ii )=s(jj,ii)+s21 
s(jj,jj)=s(jj,jj)+s22 
end do 
end 
c '~<**** subroutine PARTITION ***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
subroutine partition (c,s,a,num,ignore,keep,afc,psize,sfc 
&,choice2,numelmt,nodt,nodc,cross) 
real*8 c(5g9),s(599,599),a(S99,599), a fc(599),sfc(599) • 
integer psize,ignore(S99),keep(599) 
integer numelmt,nodt(599,2),nodc(599,3),cross 
character*! choice2 
- . ~~~~ -AAA AAAA AAAAAAA A AA~~AA A AAAAAAA A A AAAAAA AAAA AAAAA AAA AAAAAAAAAA A AA 
A DOCUMENTATION: Th~ counters n and mare init ialized to 0. 
n=O 
m=O 
; 
A DOCUMENTATION: The constrained nodes are determined QY the valueA 
A ~AAAAA~~~ ~ A ~A of c at that node. If c=l.O then the node is 
constrained and it is cataloged as s~ch in the 
array ICNORE. If c=O.O then the node is not con- A 
strained and it is cataloged in the array KEEP. 
do i =l,num 
if (c(i).eq.O.lD+Ol) then 
n=n+l 
ignore(n)=i 
do k=l,numelmt 
do 1=1 ,2 
• 
' .
---
... 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
!:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c: 
c 
c: 
c 
c. 
c 
c 
, 
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if (noqt(k.,l).ge.i) then 
nodt(k,l)=nodt(k.,l)-1 
end if 
enddo 
end do 
else 
IIICUI+l · 
keep(m):i 
endif 
end do 
"' DQCUHENTATIOH: The partitioned size of the matricies "'m'i is ass-A 
.._· AAAAAAAAAAAAA igned to the var,iable psize. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAA AAA 
psize=m 
,.... .... AA .... AAAA- ..... ,.. .... ,. ,..,...,...,... ....... ,.. ... ..... ..... ,.._,..,...,. ,... ,.. ..... .... ,.. AAAAAAAAAAAAA,.. ,... ..... ,...,... A-AAAA .......... f'AAAAA A 
A J?OCUHENTATION: {afc} and "{sfc} are initialized to 0.0 and 
reassigned according to the array KEEP. 
do i•l;psize 
i i ::keep( i) 
afc( i )zO.OD+OO · 
sfc( i )•O.Od+OO 
c( i )=c( i i) 
- - -· AAAAAAAAAAAAAA AA AA AA AAAAAAAAAAAAA-A~AAAA AAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAA ..... AA AAAA A 
DQCUHENTATION: {afc} and {sfc} are assembled from the parts of 
(a] and [s] that are not used according to the 
array IGNORB. 
do j•l-,ri 
jj•ignore(j) 
afc(i )•afc( i )+a( i i, jj) 
sfc(i)a:afc(i)+s(ii,jj) 
enddo 
r-
" DOCUMENTATION: (a] and [s] are partitioned 
.... ,..,...""' .... ,..- - .... - """'" according to the array Ke:EP. 
\ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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A.AAAAAAAAA.I>.A A""'AAAA AA ........... """'AAAAA.A. AAA" ....,,... """'"" AA AA """ ..... ,.. ,..,..,..,.. ""'""""""""" AA .......... AA AA ,... . 
do j=l ,psize 
jj=keep(j) 
a(i,j)=a(ii,jj) · 
s(i,j)=s(ii,jj) 
'i:mddo 
end do 
end 
c ***** subroutine SOLVEC ***i::"k 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine solvec(ainv,c,s,afc,sfc,b,part,p,dt,cc,keep, 
&num,ii,v,cross,choicel,choice2,bb,elmtx,nodt,time, 
&leaktime) 
real*8 ainv(599,599) ,c(599) ,s(599 ,599) 
real*8 afc(599),b(599),cc(S99),time 
real*8 sfc(599),v(599),bb(599),1eaktime 
integer p, part, steps, keep(599), eros s 
integer elmtx(599,4) ,nodt(599,2),num 
character*! choicel ,choice2 
AA .... A AAAA AA AA AA AA ,..AAA A A AAA.AAA A.AAAAA A.A. AA AA A.A. A.A. A.A. AA A A A.A. AA AA A. ..... ,.._,.. A A A A AA A 
A DOCUMENTATION: The number· of time steps that are tc be performedA 
A AAAAAAAA"'"'"'"'"' before output of concentration values .is requiredA 
is calculated from the control parameters. 
AAAA AAAAAA A A AA AA AAAA AA AA ""l>oAAAAAAA"" AA AAAA A.A. A.A. A.A. AAA.IIII, AAAA AA """'"'A A AA AA" 
steps=i nt (part/ dt) 
,. ................. ,..,.. ............... ,.. .................... ,.. ........ ,... ................... ,.. ....... ,...,..,...,..,.. ..... "',..,..,..,.,. ..... ,..,.. ............................... ,...,. ................... ,.."""""'"' ......... """ " """ 
A DOCUHENTA~ION: For each tille step the , subroutine BRHlGIT ia cal- ~ 
led if the number of four way intersect ions is 
more than zero. 
,.,.._,..,._ ........... ,._,......,..,._A. .;A.._,..,...,..,._ ..... AA AAAAA,..A.AA .... AAAA AA _,...,...,..,...,... ,..,.. ........ AA A A AA ,..,.. ...,AA,... ,...,.., --A;.""'" A 
do j=l,steps 
if (cross.gt.O) then 
·*************************"*'*** 
* SUBROUTINE CALL BRI DCIT* 
"*********************"*'******* 
ca 11 brid&i t (c, cross ,v ,bb, elmtx, nodt) 
endif 
. . 
........................ ,.. """""'"" .......... ___ ........ ,...,...,..._ -- ,.. .... ,..,.,..,..,..,..,... ..... ,.."' .................... ,.."'""" ,..,.. ........ """"""'"""" ..... ,.. ""'""""""" ..................... ,...,..,.. 
\.__; 
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c A DOCUHF:NTATION: {b} 1s assembled from [s]. {c}, {afc}, and {sfc}.~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c· 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
700 
do i=l,p 
b(i):O,OD•OO 
do k=l,p 
b( i )=b(i )+s( i ,k)*c(k) 
enddo 
""""'"" ,.. ......... ,.. ..... ,... ,...,.. ...._,,.... ,...,.. ,......,,....,....,...,... .............. ,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,. """"' " r"' ""'""' ""'"""" ,..,..,.. ..... .- .... ,..,.,,.,,.,,.,,..,......, ....,,..... "'""" "" ,..,.. ,..,.. ,... 
A DOCUMENTATION: The value of CHOICEl is checked to see if 
A """"A"""~ :.. ...... ~ [B) is assembled with {Cc} = 0.0 or 1.0. the 
"'"'""' ... """"'"""'"'""',.., ......... ,.., ""'""'"""'"""'" ,..,.. ......... ,., ........ ,.,..,.. .... ,..,..,.. """' """ ,..,.. ,...,.. A.A. .............. ,..,,...,.,,., ............ ,., .......... ,.., ............. ,.. ................... 
if ( choicel . eq. 1 d 1 .or.choicel.eq. 1 0 1 .and. time+ j*dt .ge. 
&leaktime) goto 700 
end do 
b( i )=b(i )-afc( i )+sfc( i) 
continue 
A.AAAAAAAAA AA AA ,..,.. AAAAA- •'AAAAA "'"A""-"'" A.A. AA AA AA AAA .... """" A A """" "'""""'"""'"'"' """'""' ,..,.. ......... AA ..... 
A DOCUMENTATION: To calculate the ccncentration values the subrou-" 
tine MULTIPLY is called which multiplies {b} by 
the inverse of [a]. 
AAA"' AAAAAA A A AA AA AA AA AA,., AAA ""AAAAA.A,... .... A AA A A ........ ,._,..,..,.,""'"" AAAAAA .... A ""'""- ,.,,.. .................... .....,,... .... 
*********************··:c-."**************-t.-t<-t.-:."lrlc*** 
subroutine call ------ HULTIPL'i 
* 
***********************1rlll********************* 
call multiply (b,ainv,c,p) 
end do 
A DOCUMfNT A TI ON: 
A AAAAAAA""A ..... AAA 
j•l 
do i:l,num 
jj•lteep( j) 
.. • 
The · values for nodal 
to {cc} according to 
nodes. 
concentration are assigned 
the original numbering of 
if (jj.eq.i) then 
cc(i)=c(j) 
j= j+l 
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elseif (choice2.eq. ' n' .or.choice2.eq.'N' .and.c(i ).eq. 
&O.Od+OO) then 
cc(i)=O.Od+OO 
elseif (choicel.eq.'d' .or.choicel .• eq.'D' .and.time+ j"'dt 
&.ge.leaktime) then 
cc( i )=O.Od+OO 
else 
cc( i)=O.ld+Ol 
endif 
end do 
end 
c ***** subroutine BRIDGlT ***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
- C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine bridgi t( c,cross, v, bb,elmtx,nodt) 
real*8 c(599),bb(599),v(599) 
integer cross ,e lmtx(599 ,4), nodt ( 599,2) 
integer el,e2,e3,e4,nl,n2,n3,n4 
A DOCUMENTATION: 
do i=l,cross 
el=elmtx(i ,1) 
e2 2 elmtx(i,2) 
eJ=e lmtx( i ,3) 
e4:e lmtx( i ,4) 
nl=nodt(el,2) 
n2:nod t (e2 ,l) 
n3::nodt(e3 ,2) 
n4=nod t(e4 ,1) 
A DOCUMENTATION: 
For each four way i ntersection the variables el, A 
e2, e3, e4, nl, n2, nJ, and n4 are assigned the 
element numbers and node numbers respectively ot ~ 
those elements and nodes that make up the int er- ~ 
section. The order of these assign~~~ents are det- ~ 
ermined in the subroutine breakup according t o 
the angle of intersection. 
The appropriate concentration from the end of the A 
input elements is tranlferred to the beginning of A 
output el ements accord i ng to the differences i n 
flow in the elements. 
c 
c 
c 
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if (v(e2)*bb{e2).gt.v(el)*bb(el)) then 
c(n2)a(c(nl)*v(el)*bb(el)+(v(e2)*bb(e2)-v(el) 
&*bb(el))*c(n3))/(v(e2)*bb(e2)) 
c(n4 )=c(n3) 
else if (v(e2)*bb(e2).eq.v(el)*bb(el)) then 
dn2)=dnl) 
dn4 )•dn3) 
else 
dn2 )=c(nl) 
c(n4)•(c(n3)*v(e3)*bb(e3)+(v(e4)*bb(e4)-v(e3) 
&*bb(e3))*c(nl))/(v(e4)*bb(e4)) 
endif 
end do 
end 
c ***** subroutine mu 1 t i ply ***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine multiply (b,ainv,c,p) 
~ea 1 *8 b( 599) ,a inv( 599,599) ,c( 599), sum, cold ( 599) 
integer p,part · 
A DOCUMENTATION: The con~entration values last calculated are as s-" 
"' ""A""'"'"'"'"'""'''"'' igned to the {cold} and {c} ·is initialized. 
do i=l,p 
end do 
cold( i )•c(i) 
c( i )=0. Od+OO' 
A DOCUMENTATION: The new value of concentration is calculated and "' 
"' "'"'""'"'"'"'"'"'"'""'"' assigned to {c} 
~AAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA A A AA AA A A ~~AA AAAA A 
do ial,p 
do j•l,p 
c(i)=c(i)+ainv(i,j)*b{j) 
end do 
end do 
do i•l,p 
c(i)•0.2d+Ol*c(i)-cold(i) 
end do 
end 
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c 
c ***** SUBROUTINE RECONSTITUTE ***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine reconstitute(cross,nodc,cc,elmta,elmtc, 
&bb,v) 
real*B cc(599),bb(S99),v(S99) 
integer cross,nodc(S99,3) 
integer elmta(S99),elmtc(S99) 
" oocuHeNTATION: For each four-way intersection the representative " 
concentration is calculated from the components 
in each of the input fractures. This value i' 
a representative value only for output a specifi-" 
ed times. The value does enter "l.nto the calcula-~ 
tions at any point. 
do i=l ,cross 
cc(nodc(i,J))=(cc(nodc(i,l))*bb(elmta(i))*v{elmta(i))+cc( 
&nodc(i,2))*bb(elmtc(i))*v(elmtc(i)))/(bb(elmta(i))*v(elmta(i) 
&)+bb(elmtc(i))*v(elmtc(i))) 
enddo 
end 
, 
( ---· 
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APPENDIX D 
DATA FILE USED . TO GENERATE FIGURE 4. 3 
AND THRED.DAT FOR FIGURE' 4.4 
( 
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DATA FILE USED BY NETWORK TO GENERATE FIGURE 4.3 
Figure 4. 3 
2 0 4.0 0.5 8. 1 1 1 2 
-1.0 7.0 7.0 -1.0 0.0 6.0 6.0 0.0 
1 0.0 0.0 1 12.0 
0 
1 0.0 6.0 0 \ 0 
1 6.0 6.0 1 0.0 
0 
1 6.0 o.o 0 
0 
1.0 1 1 1 
. 1.0 1 1 1 
8.0 0. 15. 
.0001 
~. 8.0 0. 75. 
.0001 
-
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·COORDINATE ~ CONCENTRATION DATA 
AS RECORDED IN THRED.DAT FOR 
FIGURE 4.4 
67 
48 
o. 5ood 0.2720 0.5539 0.3080 
0.5539 0.3080 0.6078 0.3440 
0.6078 0.3440 0.6616 0.3800 
0.6616 0.3800 0.7155 0.4160 
0.7155 0.4160 1. 0000 0.6061 
0.0000 0.0099 0.4461 0.3080 
0.4461 0.3080 0.5000 0.3440 
0.5000 0.3440 0.5539 0.3800 
0.5539 0.3800 0.6078 0.4160 
0.6078 0.4160 0.6616 0.4520 
0.6616 0.4520 1.0000 0.6781 
0.0000 0.0819 0.3922 0.3440 
0.3922 0.3440 0.4461 0.3800 
0.4461 0.3800 0.5000 0.4160 
0.5000 0.4160 ' 0.5539 0.4520 
0.5539 0.4520 0.6078 0.4880 
0.6078 0.4880 1. 0000 0.7501 
0.0000 0.1539 0.3384 0.3800 
0.3384 0.3800 0.3922 0.4161).. 
0.3922 0.4160 0.4461 0.4520 
0.4461 0.4520 o·. 5ooo 0.4880 
0.5000 0.4880 0.5539 0.5240 
0.5539 0.5240 1.0000 0.8221 
0.0000 0.2259 0.2845 0.4160 
0.2845 0.4160 0.3384 0.4520 
0.3384 0.4520 0.3922 0.4880 
0.3922 0.4880 0.4461 0.5240 
0.4461 0.5240 0.5000 0.5600 
0.5000 0.5600 1. 0000 0.8941 
' 0. 0000 0.2979 0.2306 0.4520 
0.2306 0.4520 0.2845 0.4880 
0.2845 0...4880 0.3384 0.5240 
0.3384 ·o. 5240 0.3922 0.5600 
0.3922 0.5600 0.4461 0.5960 
0~4461 0.3080 o:5000 0.2720 
0.3922 0.3440 0~4461 0.3080 
0.3384 0.3800 0.3922 0.3440 
0.2845 0.4160 0.3384 0.3800 
0.2306 0.4520 0.2845 0.4160 
0.0000 0.6061 0.2306 0.4520 
0.5539 0.3080 1.000.0 0.0099 Ill(_· , 
o.·5ooo 0.3440 0.5539 0.3080 
0.4461 0.3800 o.sooo 0.3440 
0.3922 0.4160 0.4461 0 •. 3800 
0.3384 0.4520 0. 3922 0.4160 
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0.2845 0.4880 0.3384 0.4520 
0.0000 0.6781 0.2845 0.4880 
. 0.6078 0.3440 1.0000 0.0819 
0.5539 0.3800 0. 607 8 0.3440 
0.5000 0.4160 0.5539 0.3800 
0.4461 0.4520 0.5000 0.4160 
0.3922 0.4880 0.4461 0.4520 
0.3384 0.5240 0.3922 0.4880 
0.0000 0.7501 0.3384 0.5240 
0.6616 .0.3800 1. 0000 0 . 1539 
0.6078 0.4160 0.6616 0.3800 
0.5539 0.4520 0.6078 0.4160 
0.5000 0 . 4880 0.5539 0.4520 
0.4461 0.5240 0. 5000 0.4880 
0.3922 0.5600 0.4461 0.5240 
0.0000 0.8221 0.3922 0.5600 
0.7155 0.4160 1.0000 0.2259 
0.6616 0.4520 0.7155 0.4160 
0.6078 0.4880 0.6616 0.4520 
0.5539 0.5240 0.6078 0.4880 
0.5000 0.5600 0.5539 0.5240 
0. 4461 0.5960 0.5000 0.5600 
1. 0000 0.6061 0.0002 
1. 0000 0.6781 0.0000 
0.0000 o.oo99 0.0000 
1.0000 0.7501 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0819 0.0000 
1. 0000 0.8221 0. 0000 
0.0000 0.1539 0.0000 
1.0000 0.8941 0'. 0000 
0.0000 0.2259 0.0000 
0.0000 0.2979 1.0000 
0.0000 0.6061 0.0000 
0.0000 0.6781 0.0000 
1. 0000 0.0099 0.0586 
0.0000 0.7501 0.0000 
1. 0000 0.0819 0.0304 
0.0000 0.8221 0.0000 
1. 0000 0.1539 0.0072 
1. 0000 0.2259 0.0009 
0.5000 0.2720 0.0548 
0.5539 0.3080 0.0600 
0.6078 0.3440 0.0297 
0.6616 0.3800 0.0069 
0.7155 0.4160 0.0008 
0.4461 0.3080 0.0647 
0.5000 0.3440 0.0611 
0.5539 0.3800 0.0214 
0.6078 0.4160 0.0033 
0.6616 0.4520 0 . 0002 
0.3922 · o.3440 0.0822 
0.4461 0.3800 o·. 0545 
0.5000 
0.5539 
0.6078 
0.3384 
0.3922 
0. 4461 
0.5000 
0.5539 
0.2845 
0.3384 . 
0.3922 
0.4461 
0.5000 
0.2306 
0.2845 
0.3384 
0.3922 
0.4461 
0.4160 
0.4520 
0.4880 
0.3800 
0.4160 
0.4520 
0.4880 
0.5240 
0.4160 
0.4520 
0.4880 
0.5240 
0.5600 
0.4520 
0.4880 
0.5240 
0.5600 
0.5960 
0.0122 
0.0010 
0.0000 
0.0993 
0.0410 
0.0044 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.1171 
0.0211 
0.0000 
0.0000 
(}.0000 
0 .• 1107 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
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